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Abstract

Since decades modern technological applications lead to challenging PDE eigenvalue prob-
lems, e.g., vibrations of structures, modeling of photonic gap materials, analysis of the hy-
drodynamic stability, or calculations of energy levels in quantum mechanics [6, 58, 78, 95].
Recently, a lot of research is devoted to the so-called Adaptive Finite Element Methods
(AFEM) [10]. In most AFEM approaches it is assumed that the resulting finite dimensional
algebraic problem (linear system or eigenvalue problem) is solved exactly and computational
costs for this part of the method as well as the fact that they are solved in finite precision
arithmetic are typically ignored.
The goal of this work is to analyze the influence of the accuracy of the algebraic approx-
imation on the adaptivity process. Efficient and reliable adaptive algorithms should take
into consideration not only discretization errors, but also iteration errors and especially for
non-symmetric problems the conditioning of the eigenvalues.
Our new AFEMLA algorithm extends the standard AFEM approaches to incorporate ap-
proximation errors into the adaptation process. Furthermore, we show that the adaptive
mesh refinement may be steered by the discrete residual vector, e.g., when the problem is
stated in a discrete formulation where only the underlying matrices and meshes are avail-
able. Moreover, we discuss how to reduce the computational effort of the iterative solver by
adapting the size of the Krylov subspace. With classical perturbation results we prove upper
bounds for the eigenvalue and the eigenfunction error. Under certain assumptions similar
results are obtained for convection-diffusion problems. Following [9], we introduce functional
perturbation results for PDE eigenvalue problems including the functional backward error
and the functional condition number. These results are used to establish a combined a pos-
teriori error estimator embodying the discretization and the approximation error. Based on
perturbation results in the H1(
)- and H�1(
)-norm derived in [65] and a standard resid-
ual a posteriori error estimator a balanced AFEM algorithm is proposed. The eigensolver
stopping criterion is based on the equilibrating strategy, i.e., iterations proceed as long as
the discrete part of the error estimator dominates the continuous part. A completely new
approach combining the adaptive finite element method with the homotopy method is in-
troduced to determine the particular eigenvalue of the convection-diffusion problem. The
adaptive homotopy approach derived here emphasizes the need of the multi-way adaptation
based on three different errors, the homotopy, the discretization and the iteration error. All
our statements are illustrated with several numerical examples.
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Zusammenfassung

Seit Jahrzehnten führen technische Anwendungen, wie z.B. Strukturschwingungen, die Mo-
dellierung von photonische Bandlücke Materialien, Analyse von hydrodynamischer Stabilität
oder die Berechnung von Energieleveln in der Quantenmechanik [6, 58, 78, 95], auf PDE Ei-
genwertprobleme. Zur Zeit konzentriert sich die Forschung auf sogenannte Adaptive Finite
Elemente Methoden (AFEM) [10]. In den meisten AFEM Ansätzen wird angenommen, dass
das resultierende endlichdimensionale algebraische Problem (lineares Gleichungssystem oder
Eigenwertproblem) exakt gelöst wird und der Berechnungsaufwand, sowie die Tatsache, dass
die Lösungen nur in endlicher Genauigkeit vorliegen, wird vernachlässigt.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, den Einfluss der Genauigkeit der algebraischen Approximation auf
den adaptiven Prozess zu analysieren. Effiziente und verlässliche adaptive Algorithmen sollen
betrachtet werden, d.h. nicht nur die Diskretisierungsfehler sondern auch die Iterationsfeh-
ler und insbesondere die Kondition der Eigenwerte für unsymmetrische Probleme müssen
berücksichtigt werden.
Unser neuer AFEMLA Algorithmus erweitert die üblichen AFEM Ansätze durch Berück-
sichtigung des Approximationsfehlers im adaptiven Prozess. Desweiteren zeigen wir, dass die
adaptive Gitterverfeinerung durch den diskreten Residuenvektor gesteuert werden kann, z.B.
wenn das Problem in diskreter Form gegeben ist und nur die zugrundeliegenden Matrizen
und Gitter verfügbar sind. Wir zeigen, wie der Berechnungsaufwand des iterativen Lösers
durch Anpassung der Dimension des Krylov-Unterraums reduziert werden kann. Mit Hil-
fe von klassischen Störungsresultaten beweisen wir obere Schranken für den Fehler in den
Eigenwerten und Eigenfunktionen. Ähnliche Resultate werden für Konvektions-Diffusions
Probleme angegeben. Wie in [9] betrachten wir funktionale Störungsresultate für PDE Ei-
genwertprobleme, d.h. funktionale Rückwärtsfehler und funktionale Konditionzahl. Diese Re-
sultate werden verwendet um einen gemeinsamen a posteriori Fehlerschätzer zu entwickeln,
der Diskretisierungs- und Approximationsfehler berücksichtigt. Basierend auf Störungsre-
sultaten in der H1(
)- und H�1(
)-Norm aus [65] und den residuenbasierten a posteriori
Fehlerschätzern wurde ein balancierter AFEM Algorithmus entwickelt. Das Abbruchkrite-
rium des Eigenwertlösers basiert auf Gleichgewichtsstrategien, d.h. die Iteration erfolgt so
lange wie der diskrete Anteil des Fehlerschätzers den kontinuierlichen Anteil dominiert. Ein
neuer Ansatz, der die Adaptive Finite Elemente Methode mit Homotopie verbindet, wird
vorgestellt, um den Eigenwert des Konvektions-Diffusions Problems zu berechnen. Die ent-
wickelte adaptive Homotopie hebt die Notwendigkeit von mehrfacher Adaptivität hervor,
d.h. basierend auf den Homotopie-, Diskretisierungs- und Iterationsfehlern. Alle unsere Er-
gebnisse werden mit verschiedenen numerischen Beispielen illustriert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nothing is as important to the success of a finite element analysis as

the accuracy of the elements. Indeed, in a linear static analysis, the

finite elements embody all of the discretizing assumptions, the rest of

the calculations are exact except for the lack of precision.

A proposed standard set of problems to test finite element accuracy,
March 1984

R. H. McNeal and R. L. Harder

Several times in our life we were asked "What is an eigenvalue?". Well, since it is not
difficult to answer this question to a person which have some basic knowledge about the
linear algebra, however, preparing a clear answer for average Joe, Kowalski or Schmidt is
a challenge. "We live in an eigen world" this is how Bob Broughton 1 answers a question
"Why Solve the Eigen Problem?" and this is probably the simplest way to introduce this
problem to the world.

Vibrations of structures, computation of acoustic fields in cars or trains, analysis of auto-
mobile brakes, resonance problems or nuclear reactor criticality, modeling of photonic gap
materials, analysis of the hydrodynamic stability, or calculations of energy levels in quantum
mechanics [6, 58, 78, 95]. These are all very important practical applications and they all
influence our life more than we imagine. When we live in a seismically active area we would
appreciate if the natural frequencies of our building lie outside the earthquake band, driving
a car we expect that the interior noises will be as low as possible or passing the London
millennium footbridge next time we do not want it to wobble or collapse.

These every day life problems are included in this abstract terminology which we often do not
know and understand, but definitely we do need. All those phenomena involve the solution
of the eigenvalue problems for partial differential equations (PDEs).

1B. Broughton, “Why Solve the Eigen Problem?”

http://www.math.canterbury.ac.nz/php/resources/podcast/eigen-problem/
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In this work we investigate a second-order elliptic partial differential eigenvalue problems of
a general form L(u) = �u;
where L is a second-order elliptic partial differential operator, � is an eigenvalue and u the
corresponding eigenfunction.

It is well understood that numerical methods for PDEs, such as the Finite Element Method
(FEM) with very fine meshes, give good approximations of the solutions, but they typically
lead to a very high computational effort. Recently, a lot of research is devoted to the so-called
Adaptive Finite Element Methods (AFEM) [10] which, based on the quality of the numerical
approximation (a posteriori error estimator), automatically adjust the finite element space to
reduce the computational complexity, while retaining the overall accuracy. An adaptation
of the mesh requires to determine the regions where the solution deviates from a regular
behavior and concentrating grid points in these regions. To do this, a priori and a posteriori
error estimates for the error between the exact solution and the computational solution are
determined and used to control the mesh refinement [2, 111].

First a priori error estimates for eigenvalues and eigenvectors were developed for elliptic
operators in [107]. Further improvements were established for self-adjoint operators in [37,
72, 98] and for compact operators in [11, 12]. A two-grid adaptation approach was suggested
in [115]. All these approaches, although optimal, contain mesh size restrictions, which cannot
be verified or quantified, neither a priori nor a posteriori.
First truly a priori error estimates for symmetric eigenvalue problems, based on angles be-
tween subspaces, were presented in [77]. It was shown, both for single and multiple eigen-
values, that the eigenvalue error depends on the approximability of the eigenfunctions in the
corresponding invariant subspace. Other works [7, 76] take advantage of this technique to
obtain a priori Rayleigh-Ritz majorization error bounds and apply them in the context of the
finite element method. Further results on a priori error estimates can be found in [80, 98].
Since a priori error estimates yield information about theoretical properties such as asymp-
totic convergence rates or stability, one needs some fully computable lower and upper error
bounds to control an adaptive mesh refinement procedure. On the other hand a posteriori
error estimators, based on the numerical solution and initial data, control the whole adaptive
process by indicating the error distribution.

A first approach on a posteriori error analysis for symmetric second-order elliptic eigenvalue
problems can be found in [111, §3.4]. A combination of a posteriori and a priori analysis
was used in [79] to prove a posteriori estimates of optimal order. Under the assumption that
the mesh is fine enough, to guarantee that the computed eigenvalue is close to the exact,
and that the eigenfunction possess an appropriate regularity it was proved that for smooth
eigenvectors the error in eigenvalues and eigenvectors is bounded in terms of the mesh size, a
stability factor, and the residual. In [50] it is shown that the edge residual (i.e., the residual
on the edges of the mesh) is an upper bound for the volumetric part of the residual and
an explicit residual-based estimator is constructed and proved to be equivalent to the error
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up to higher order terms. In [88] similar results are achieved by applying a local averaging
technique. Based on the analysis of the residual equations, in [92] an a posteriori error
estimator is presented that works on a subspace of eigenvector approximations obtained by
the preconditioned inverse iteration. Recently in [31] the results of [50, 88] were improved
by showing that, for all eigenvalues, refinement is possible without the volume contribution
in the estimator and that the higher order terms can in fact be neglected.

An approach for non-symmetric elliptic eigenvalue problems was presented in [67]. Using
the general optimal control framework of Galerkin approximations of nonlinear variational
equations of [18] a residual-based estimator with explicitly given remainder terms was pre-
sented. Unfortunately, also this result, as it needs the knowledge of the exact solution of the
adjoint problem and provides only upper bounds of the error, is not a true a posteriori error
estimate. Surveys about a posteriori error estimation can be found in [2, 111].

In [59] the convergence of an adaptive linear finite element method for computing eigen-
pairs is proved with a refinement procedure that considers both a standard a posteriori error
estimator and eigenfunction oscillations. The global convergence result of [31] requires no
additional mesh size assumptions and inner node properties. Additionally, the presented
AFEM method with an averaging scheme has optimal empirical convergence rate. In [43]
based on the relation between the finite element eigenvalue approximation and the associ-
ated boundary value approximation the uniform convergence and optimal complexity of the
adaptive finite element eigenvalue approximation are proved. Nearly at the same time, in
[56], the convergence of AFEM for any reasonable marking strategy and any initial mesh
was shown. Complexity estimates for adaptive eigenvalue computations were obtained in
[42] and further eigenvalue/eigenvector estimates are obtained in [62, 74, 75]. The analysis
of the FEM for elliptic eigenvalue problems is also studied in [102, 115].

From a scientific computing point of view, a posteriori error estimates and convergence results
give some theoretical background for the actual computational schemes (algorithms) which
are of particular interest, e.g., the preconditioned eigensolvers Pinvit [92], Lobpcg [73] or
a two-grid discretization scheme [115], to mention only few.

1.1 Motivation

A natural question is whether there is still something to be done in the direction of adaptive
finite element methods for eigenvalue problems. Figure ?? shows that numerical models of
the real-world problems from the very beginning are corrupted with different types of errors.
Although, we can not avoid them completely, we should at least try to reduce their influence
on the numerical simulations, since solving inaccurate problems up to high accuracy leads
to high computational effort.
In most AFEM approaches it is assumed that the resulting finite dimensional algebraic
problem (linear system or eigenvalue problem) is solved exactly and the computational
costs for this part of the method as well as the fact that these problems are solved in finite

3



cMaarten Beerten [19]

Real-world
problem

Modeling
error

Model
problem��u = �u

Discretization
error

Discretized
problemAx = �Bx

Algebraic
problem

Iteration
error

cSFE GmbH 2007 [21]

AFEM

Figure 1.1: A real-world problem versus a numerical model. Car picture [19]. Acoustic field picture [21].

precision arithmetic are typically ignored. Both a priori and a posteriori error estimates
derived for PDE eigenvalue problems do not consider iteration errors (errors connected
to solving algebraic eigenvalue problems using iterative methods). Iterative solvers used
for solving corresponding algebraic eigenvalue problems, i.e., Krylov space methods, are
used as a ’black box’ often wasting computational time and resources. In particular, the
contribution of the complexity of the algebraic solvers into the total AFEM complexity is
ignored and even not analyzed. Besides, using the solution of the algebraic eigenvalue
problem only to determine where the grid should be refined, is a complete waste of
computational work.
This is acceptable if the costs for the algebraic problems are small and the problems are well-
conditioned, such that reaching full accuracy is possible. For real-world problems adaptive
finite element methods, in itself, lead to problems of large dimension, and therefore costs
of solving the corresponding algebraic eigenvalue problem start to significantly dominate
over the total costs. Of course ignoring that fact and working further with well-established
methods is possible, but in an era of intense competition, waiting for the computational
results even few days may be a serious drawback. Also storage demands may be an issue. An
upcoming century of multi-linear algebra requires designing new algorithms which exploit
techniques like model reduction or adaptive methods instead of counting on the endless
computational power limits. Moreover, there is a second, more significant danger. Ignoring
computational error may lead to incorrect results [106].
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1.2 Hope for changes

Although, the need of designing the adaptive finite element methods concerning the iterative
errors was already noticed in [114] not much attention was dedicated to this issue. In the
course of our work several new results were established.
In [68] fully computable a posteriori error estimates which take into account an inexact
solution of the linear algebraic system are derived together with efficient stopping criteria
for iterative solvers in the context of a second-order elliptic pure diffusion model problem.
Recently the convergence of inexact adaptive finite element boundary value solvers for elliptic
self-adjoint problems was proved in [8]. Moreover, a practical stopping criterion for the
conjugate gradient method was proposed. Most of the existing convergence results for AFEM
both for boundary and eigenvalue problems are based on perturbation arguments assuming
that the a posteriori error estimator evaluated at an approximate solution does not differ
much from the estimator evaluated at the exact solution for which the convergence was
proved. An AFEM algorithm without Galerkin orthogonality is introduced in [64]. The
residual type estimator is constructed directly with the inexact solution of the boundary
problem and controls an algebraic error in terms of the BPX precoditioner [25].
For eigenvalue problems a combined adaptive finite element method with an iterative al-
gebraic eigenvalue of quasi-optimal computational complexity (AFEMES) was introduced
in [32]. In [116] the convergence and a quasi-optimality of the inexact inverse iteration cou-
pled with adaptive finite element methods exploiting the well-known results from boundary
value problems are studied.

1.3 Content of this work

Adaptive methods and error estimates for boundary value problems associated with PDEs
have been studied in great detail. Research for eigenvalue problems have increased during
the last few years, however they are not well established yet. In general the non-linear na-
ture of eigenvalue problems does not allow to simply extend results from the boundary value
problems. Most of the results are still concentrated on deriving new a posteriori error esti-
mators or improving convergence results. The goal of this work is to analyze the influence of
the accuracy of the algebraic approximation on the adaptivity process. Efficient and reliable
adaptive algorithms should take into consideration not only the discretization errors, but
also iteration errors and especially for the non-symmetric problems the conditioning of the
eigenvalues. In this work we discuss the main difficulties which one has to take into consid-
eration while working with PDE eigenvalue problems. We explain what criteria have to be
fulfilled to construct PDE eigenvalue solvers satisfying real life expectations in the context
of efficiency, optimal complexity, overall accuracy and parameter variations. For the class
of elliptic self-adjoint eigenvalue problems we introduce an appropriate error estimator com-
bining adaptive mesh refinement with an adaptation of the iterative eigensolvers. Moreover,
we discuss how to reduce the computational effort of the iterative solver by adapting the
size of the Krylov subspace. One of the advantages of this method is their direct application
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to problems stated directly in a discrete form. The adaptive homotopy approach derived
here emphasizes the need of the multi-way adaptation taking into consideration changing
homotopy or optimization parameters.
The work is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we introduce the theoretical background of
this work. Section 2.1 reviews some basic facts from functional analysis and (numerical)
linear algebra. In Section 2.2 we introduce an elliptic second-order PDE eigenvalue prob-
lem which is a main object of our interest throughout this work. The Galerkin method as
well as the Finite Element Method (FEM) for approximating the solution of PDE eigen-
value problem are presented in Section 2.2.2. Some state of the art results in a priori and
a posteriori error analysis are introduced in Section 2.2.3. The Adaptive Finite Element
Method (AFEM) together with several refinement and marking strategies is described in
Section 2.2.4. After that, in Section 2.3, we consider the Generalized Algebraic Eigenvalue
Problem, we introduce the iterative methods for large, sparse eigenvalue problems, namely
the Arnoldi/Lanczos method and briefly discuss homotopy methods. We conclude this sec-
tion by recalling perturbation results for algebraic eigenvalue problems and discuss relations
between continuous and discrete inner products and norms on Sobolev spaces.

All new ideas introduced in subsequent sections will be demonstrated on two model problems
introduced in Chapter 3. The Laplace and the convection-diffusion eigenvalue problem are
chosen to illustrate the properties and difficulties of the PDE eigenvalue problems.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to self-adjoint eigenvalue problems. At first, in Section 4.1, we show
how dangerous it may be relying on the assumed exactness of the approximate solution.
We introduce the adaptive finite element algorithm called AFEMLA which incorporates the
information obtained during the iterative process of solving the algebraic eigenvalue problems
into the error estimation and the adaptive mesh refinement in Section 4.2. Furthermore,
under the saturation assumption, we determine error estimates for the eigenvalues and the
corresponding eigenfunctions. We conclude this section with several numerical experiments
including domains with singularities as well as the subspace version of our algorithm where we
estimate few eigenvalues simultaneously. The results presented in this section are published
in [91]. The notion of the functional backward error and condition number introduced
in [9] are generalized in Section 4.3 where we derive functional perturbation results for PDE
eigenvalue problems in their variational formulation. A combined a posteriori error estimator
which measures directly the size of the iteration error is introduced in Section 4.4. Based on
the perturbation results in H1(
)- and H�1(
)-norm derived in [65] and a standard residual
a posteriori error estimator the AFEM algorithm which balances both sources of errors is
proposed.

Non-self-adjoint problems are studied in Chapter 5. In Section 5.1 an extension of the
AFEMLA algorithm for the class of the convection-diffusion problems is introduced. Un-
der the assumption that the convection coefficient is small enough, such that the operator
is close to normal, the bounds for the error in the simple eigenvalue and the correspond-
ing eigenfunction are obtained. Several numerical experiments are presented to highlight
the influence of the non-self-adjoint component on the approximations. A completely new
approach combining the adaptive finite element method with the homotopy methods is a
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subject of Section 5.2. We introduce three different algorithms to analyze the influence of
the homotopy, the discretization and the iteration error on the performance of the AFEM
algorithm. Although, the numerical experiments are dedicated only to approximating the
eigenvalues with the smallest real part of the convection-diffusion operator, the generalization
for more complicated problems seems to be possible. The results presented in this section
are a joint work with C. Carstensen, J. Gedicke and V. Mehrmann and are published in [33].
We finish this work with Chapter 6 where, except of general conclusions, we discuss some
new research ideas and future goals.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In order to make this work self-consistent, in this chapter we present a short outline of
the mathematical framework needed in the subsequent chapters. First, we summarize some
results from functional analysis like partial differential operators, linear functionals, sesquilin-
ear ( bilinear) forms or Sobolev spaces. We briefly discuss some facts from matrix theory
and introduce the standard algebraic eigenvalue problem. In Section 2.2 we define an elliptic
second-order PDE eigenvalue problem in classical and variational formulation. We describe
the Galerkin method as well as the Finite Element Method (FEM) for approximating the
solution of PDE eigenvalue problem. Afterwards, we discuss the quality of approximate
solutions based on a priori and a posteriori error analysis and introduce the Adaptive Fi-
nite Element Method (AFEM) which reduces the computational complexity of standard
FEM, while retaining the overall accuracy. In Section 2.3 we consider Generalized Algebraic
Eigenvalue Problems. We introduce iterative methods for large, sparse eigenvalue problems,
namely the Arnoldi/Lanczos method. Moreover, we discuss homotopy methods. We con-
clude this section by recalling perturbation results for the algebraic eigenvalue problems.
Last but not least, we expose some relations between continuous and discrete inner products
and norms on Sobolev spaces.

2.1 Basic facts

The definitions and notation we adopt here are taken from [6, 13, 36, 46, 52, 61, 93, 95, 99,
101, 112].

2.1.1 Normed and inner product vector spaces

Definition 2.1. A linear space V equipped with a mapping k � kV : V ! R (called norm)
such that:

1. kukV � 0 for all u 2 V ,

2. kukV = 0 , u = 0,
9



3. k�uk = j�jkuk for all � 2 F (R or C ) and for all u 2 V ,

4. ku+ vkV � kukV + kvkV for all u; v 2 V ,

is a normed vector space.

Definition 2.2. A sequence un; n = 1; 2; : : : in the normed vector space V for whichlimm;n!1kum � unkV = 0
is a Cauchy sequence.

Definition 2.3. Any normed vector space V is complete if every Cauchy sequence un; n =1; 2; : : : in V has the limit in this space.

Definition 2.4. A complete, normed vector space is a Banach space.

Definition 2.5. A linear space V together with a mapping (�; �)V : V � V ! F (R or C )
(called inner product) such that:

1. (u; v)V = (v; u)V for all u; v 2 V ,

2. (u; u)V � 0 for all u 2 V ,

3. (u; u)V = 0 , u = 0,
4. (�u+ �v; w)V = �(v; w)V + �(v; w)V 8�; � 2 F (R or C ) and u; v; w 2 V ,

is an inner product space.

Remark 2.6. An inner product space V is a normed space, where the norm is definedkukV :=p(u; u)V :
Definition 2.7. A complete inner product space is a Hilbert space.

Remark 2.8. Every Hilbert space is a Banach space.

Definition 2.9. Let u; v be elements of the normed vector space V with inner product (�; �)V
and norm k � kV . The acute angle \(u; v) is a real number 0 � \(u; v) � �2 satisfyingosV \(u; v) := j(u; v)V jkukV kvkV :
Moreover, if X; Y � V . Then, the angle between subspaces X; Y , denoted by \(X; Y ), is
defined as sinV \(X; Y ) := supx2X infy2Y ky � xkVkxkV :
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2.1.2 Partial differential operators

Definition 2.10. Let 
 be a bounded open set 
 � Fn and u : 
! F. The transformationL : Ck(
)! C(
) is a linear partial differential operator of order k and is given byLu := Xj�j�k a�(x)��u (2.1)

with a multi-index � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �n), j�j = �1 + �2 + : : : + �n and �� = ��11 ��22 : : : ��nn ,
where ��ii = ��i�x�ii .

Given a linear partial differential operator L the adjoint operator L? is defined by(Lu; v)V = (u;L?v)V ; for all u; v 2 V;
where (�; �)V is an inner product on V . A bounded operator L is Hermitian or self-adjoint
if L = L?.
An operator A of the formAu := nXi;j=1ai;j(x)� �2u�xi�xj (x)� +Xi=1 bi(x) �u�xi + (x)u (2.2)

is a linear second-order partial differential operator. Let the coefficient matrix A(x) be given
as A(x) = 264 a11(x) : : : a1n(x)

...
. . .

...an1(x) : : : ann(x) 375
The operator A is elliptic if all eigenvalues of A(x) are positive or negative,
parabolic if n� 1 eigenvalues are positive or negative and one eigenvalue is zero,
hyperbolic if all n� 1 eigenvalues are positive and one is negative or vice versa,
ultrahyperbolic if there are more than one positive and one negative eigenvalue but there are
no zero eigenvalues.

2.1.3 Linear functionals and sesquilinear (bilinear) forms

Let V be a linear vector space and F denote either R or C . The linear transformation` : V ! F is a linear functional on V . A linear functional on a normed linear vector spaceV is said to be bounded or (continuous) if there exists a constant  > 0 such thatj`(v)j � kvkV ; for all v 2 V:
The space of bounded linear functionals on V is called the dual space and denoted by V �.
Moreover, V � is itself a normed vector space with a dual norm defined byk`(v)kV � := supv2V j`(v)jkvkV ; v 6= 0: (2.3)
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Definition 2.11 ([112]). Let V;W be linear vector spaces over the field F (R or C ). Then
the mapping a : V �W ! F is a sesquilinear form (or functional) on V �W if, for a fixedw, a(v; w) is linear in V and for a fixed v the complex conjugate a(v; w) is linear in W , i.e.,a(v1 + v2; w1 + w2) = a(v1; w1) + a(v1; w2) + a(v2; w1) + a(v2; w2)
and a(�v; �w) = � ��a(v; w)
for v; v1; v2 2 V , w;w1; w2 2 W and �; � 2 F.

Remark 2.12. If F = R a(x; y) is linear in V and W and therefore is a bilinear form.

Remark 2.13. Every bounded linear functional `(u) can be written as `(u) = a(u; v) for
some v 2 V .

A sesquilinear (or bilinear for F = R) form a(u; v) on space V , i.e., a : V � V ! F, is said
to be Hermitian (or symmetric for F = R) ifa(u; v) = a(v; u) �

or a(u; v) = a(v; u)� for all u; v 2 V; (2.4)

continuous or bounded on V if there exist a positive constant C such thatja(u; v)j � CkukV kvkV for all u; v 2 V; (2.5)

coercive on V or V -elliptic if there exist a positive constant  such that

Re a(u; u) � kuk2V for all u 2 V: (2.6)

We can define the norm of the bilinear a(u; v) as followska(u; v)kV := supu;v2V ja(u; v)jkukV kvkV ; u; v 6= 0: (2.7)

2.1.4 Sobolev spaces

Definition 2.14. Consider real-(complex-) valued function u on a given domain 
, that are
Lebesgue measurable. We denote by

R
 u(x)dx the Lebesgue integral of u. LetkukLp(
) = �Z
 jujp� 1p
for 1 � p <1:

Then the Lebesgue space Lp(
) is defined asLp(
) := fu : kukLp(
) <1g:
12



Remark 2.15. L2(
) is a space of real-(complex-) valued square integrable functions on 

with inner product (u; v) = (u; v)L2(
) = Z
 u�vdx
and norm kuk = kukL2(
) = �Z
 juj2dx� 12 :
Definition 2.16. Let m 2 N and p 2 [1;1), then the Sobolev space Wm;p(
), its inner
product, induced norm and seminorm are given byWm;p(
) := fu 2 Lp(
) : ��u 2 Lp(
) for all j�j � mg;kukm;p := n Xj�j�m k��ukpLp(
)o 1p ;jujm;p := n Xj�j=m k��ukpLp(
)o 1p ;
respectively.

Remark 2.17. The Sobolev space based on L2(
) is denoted by Hm(
) instead of Wm;2(
).Hm(
) := fu 2 L2(
) : ��u 2 L2(
) for all j�j � mg;
with corresponding normkukm := kukHm(
) = n Xj�j�m k��uk2L2(
)o 12
and seminorm jujm := jujHm(
) = n Xj�j=m k��uk2L2(
)o 12 :
Example 2.18. For m = 0; Hm(
) = H0(
) = L2(
). Following Remark 2.17 the corre-
sponding norm kukH0(
) = kukL2(
);
and seminorm juj0 = kukH0(
)
are defined. For the case of m = 1; Hm(
) = H1(
) we have corresponding norm and
seminorm definitions kuk2H1(
) = kuk2L2(
) + kruk2L2(
);juj2H1(
) = kruk2L2(
);
respectively.
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Definition 2.19. We denote by Wm;p0 (
) the closure of C10 (
) with respect to the Sobolev
norm k � km;p:
Remark 2.20. We denote by Hm0 (
) the closure of C10 (
) with respect to the Sobolev normk � km. Therefore, Hm0 (
) is the space of functions in Hm(
) that vanish at the boundary,
in the sense of traces, i.e., if u 2 Hm(
) belongs to Hm0 (
), then ��u = 0 on �
; j�j �m� 1 [99].

Remark 2.21. The dual space of Hm0 (
) is often denoted by H�m(
) or H�m0 :H�m(
) = H�m0 (
) := (Hm0 )�:
The corresponding norm and seminorm are defined askukH�m(
) := supv2Hm0 (
);v 6=0 j(u; v)L2(
)jkvkm for m � 0;jujH�m(
) = supv2Hm0 (
);v 6=0 j(u; v)L2(
)jjvjm for m � 0;
respectively.

2.1.5 Matrix theory and eigenvalue problems

A matrix A 2 Fn�n is

Hermitian (or symmetric if F = R) if and only ifA� = A ( or AT = A);
where A� is the conjugate transpose of A, i.e., A� = (A)T = AT,

normal if and only if A�A = AA�;
positive definite if and only ifA is Hermitian (or symmetric) and x�Ax > 0 for all x 2 Fn ; x 6= 0:
The standard eigenvalue problem states as follow.

Given A 2 Fn�n . Find scalars � 2 F and non-zero vectors x 2 Fn such thatAx = �x:� is an eigenvalue of A and x is an eigenvector corresponding to �. The eigenvalues of
a Hermitian (symmetric) matrix are real and the eigenvectors corresponding to distinct
eigenvalues are orthogonal. Moreover, if matrix is positive definite all its eigenvalues are
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positive. In general a non-symmetric real matrix A may have complex eigenvalues which
appear as complex conjugate pairs and a non-orthogonal set of eigenvectors. An eigenvalue� is simple if its algebraic multiplicity is equal to one. The set of all eigenvalues of A is a
spectrum of A denoted by sp(A).
A non-zero vector y 2 Fn such that y�A = �y�;
is a left eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue �, where y� denotes the complex conjugate
transpose of y.
Definition 2.22. The eigenvalue condition number of the simple eigenvalue � is defined asCond(�) = kxkkykjy�xj = 1os\(x; y) ; (2.8)

where x; y are the right and the left eigenvector associated with �, respectively and os\(x; y)
is defined as in Definition 2.9.

Definition 2.23. Let � be a simple eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix A 2 Rn�n closest toe� 6= sp(A) and 0 < �1 � �2 � : : : � �n
be the spectrum of A. Then Æ = min�i 6=� j�i � e�j (2.9)

is the gap of the eigenvalue � and spr(A) = �n � �1 (2.10)

the spread of the spectrum of A.

Theorem 2.24. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)[61]
Let A be a real m by n matrix, then there exist orthogonal matrices U 2 Rm�m and V 2 Rn�n
such that UTAV = diag(�1; : : : ; �p) 2 Rm�n p = minfm;ng
where �1 � �2 � : : : �p � 0 are called the singular values.

Definition 2.25. Let A be a n by n matrix, then the quantity �(A) defined as�(A) = �max(A)�min(A) ;
is a matrix condition number, where �max(A) and �min(A) are the maximal and the minimal
singular values of A, respectively.
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2.1.6 Backward error analysis and condition numbers

The definitions and notation we adopt here are taken from a very nice review on finite
precision computations [36].

Consider the computed solution ex as the exact solution of a nearby problem. [36]

Definition 2.26. Let ' be a function that mapsd 7�! x = '(d);
where d represents some initial data and ex is a computed solution of the problem. Then the
backward error at ex is defined byBE(ex) = inf (kÆdk : '(d+ Æd) = ex) :
At this point we should also introduce the notion of the so-called condition number. Let us
first start with a formal definition.

Definition 2.27. The condition number of ' as in Definition 2.26 isC = lim supÆd!0 k'(d+ Æd)� '(d)kkÆdk ;
where d represents some initial data of the problem and Æd is a perturbation of d.
In simple words, the condition number C describes the sensitivity of the solution x to a
perturbation Æd in the data d.
The backward error analysis itself does not deliver any information about the differences
between a true solution x and the computed value ex. However, it allows to formulate a
so-called forward error, i.e.,forward error . ondition number � bakward error; (2.11)

which means that kex� xk . C � BE(ex):
All quantities in (2.11) have a completely different nature. The forward error determines
the accuracy of the obtained approximation without specifying any possible sources of errors
explicitly. The condition number delivers some a priori information which are imposed by
the problem, e.g., it may reflect properties like nonlinear character of function ' etc., where
the backward error depends on the choice of the algorithm and the computer arithmetic
which makes it purely a posteriori information [36].
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2.2 PDE eigenvalue problems

The study of eigenvalue problems for partial differential operators is a broad area of research
including different types of linear and nonlinear operators and boundary conditions [12, 112].
In its most compact definition, one can describe a general PDE eigenvalue problem as follows.
Let L be an arbitrary differential operator over functions in F (R or C ), e.g., linear, nonlinear,
with constant or variable coefficients, of stationary or instationary type and let 
 be a
bounded Lipschitz domain in Rd ; d = 1; 2; : : :.
Then, a PDE eigenvalue problem is the problem of finding a non-zero function u, called an
eigenfunction and a scalar �, called an eigenvalue, such thatL(u) = �u in 
:
If L? denotes an adjoint operator of L, then the PDE eigenvalue problemL?(u?) = �u? in 
;
is an adjoint or dual problem and u? is a dual eigenfunction. u? is either the transpose uT
or the complex conjugate transpose u� of u. A triple (�; u; u?) is called an eigentriple.

Remark 2.28. Obviously, PDE eigenvalue problems may be associated with any type of
boundary conditions, i.e., Dirichlet, Neumann, or Newton [12], but for the simplicity, here
we consider only homogenous Dirichlet conditions, i.e.,u = 0 on �
:
Further, from now one we restrict our attention to linear second-order elliptic PDE eigenvalue
problems defined on two-dimensional, polygonal domains 
 � R2 .
2.2.1 Classical and variational formulation of elliptic PDE eigen-

value problems

Let 
 be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R2 and A;B a (non-)selfadjoint second-order elliptic
operator and a selfadjoint, positive definite operator, respectively. The classical (or strong)
formulation of the eigenvalue problem is given asAu = �Bu in 
;u = 0 on �
:
Then, for given spaces V and H, the eigenpair (�; u) 2 F � V satisfies the variational
formulation a(u; v) = �b(u; v) for all v 2 V; (2.12)

where a : V � V ! F, b : H � H ! F are bilinear (or sesquilinear) forms, generated by A
and B, respectively, and V � H � V �.
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If a(�; �) is V -elliptic and symmetric it defines an alternative inner product on V . The
associated norm is called energy norm and defined asjjjujjj := a(u; u) 12 for u 2 V:
Furthermore, from the coercivity and continuity of the bilinear form a(�; �), the energy norm
is equivalent to the standard norm on V , i.e.,kuk2V � jjjujjj2 � Ckuk2V ;
where ; C are the coercivity and the continuity constant, respectively.

Remark 2.29. If a(�; �) is symmetric, coercive and continuous then (V; a(�; �)) is a Hilbert
space.

Since the operator B is assumed to be selfadjoint and positive definite, the corresponding
bilinear form b(�; �) defines a scalar product on H, which in many cases is a standard inner
product of H.

The existence and uniqueness of a weak eigenpair (�; u) is a simple consequence of the Lax-
Milgram Lemma [99, §5.5, Theorem 13]. For the self-adjoint eigenvalue problem the existence
of a unique eigenpair (�; u) can also be proved using the Riesz Representation Theorem [99,
§5.4, Theorem 11].

2.2.2 The Galerkin method and the Finite Element Method (FEM)

For a finite-dimensional subspace Vh � V , the eigenvalue problem:

Determine a non-trivial eigenpair (�; u) 2 F � V with kukH = 1 such thata(u; v) = �b(u; v) for all v 2 V;
is approximated by the discrete eigenvalue problem:

Determine a non-trivial eigenpair (�h; uh) 2 F � Vh with kuhkH = 1 such thata(uh; vh) = �b(uh; vh) for all vh 2 Vh:
The idea of approximating the exact solution of a variational formulation by an element
from a given finite dimensional subspace Vh is known as the Galerkin method (or the Ritz-
Galerkin method in the self-adjoint case) [41]. Since Vh � V , the bilinear form a(�; �) is also
bounded and coercive on Vh. Therefore, the existence of a unique Galerkin solution (�h; uh)
is inherited from the well-posedness of the original problem [99].
One should mention that there exist a number of other approximate methods, i.e., the
Petrov-Galerkin method, the generalized Galerkin method, the method of weighted residuals,
collocation methods etc., see [96, 99]. The main difference in all these approaches, is the
choice of the solution space Uh where uh lives and the trial space Vh of test functions vh.
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The Galerkin method is simple to analyze, since both spaces are taken to be the same, i.e.,Uh = Vh, however, in many cases one should consider them to be distinct.

At this point, let us discuss some of the possible choices for space Vh, namely, basics of the
Finite Element Method (FEM). For simplicity, we restrict ourself to consider only polygonal
domains in R2 .
Let Th be a partition (or triangulation) of a domain 
 into triangles (elements) T , such thatTh := [T2Th = 
;
and any two distinct elements in Th share at most a common edge E or a common vertex.
For each element T 2 Th by E(T ) and N (T ) we denote the set of corresponding edges and
vertices, respectively, where Eh (Nh) denote all edges (vertices) in Th. Likewise, we define a
diameter (longest edge) of an element as hT . For each edge E we denote its length by hE
and the unit normal vector by nE. The label h associated with the triangulation Th denotes
its mesh size and is given as h := maxT2T hT . We say that the triangulation is regular in the

sense of Ciarlet [41] if there exist a positive constant � such thathTdT < �;
where dT is the diameter of the largest ball that may be inscribed in element T , i.e., the
minimal angle of all triangles in Th is bounded away from zero. Of course the choice of
triangle elements is not a restriction of the finite element method and is made only in order
to clarify the notation.
Consider a regular triangulation Th of 
 and the set polynomials Pp of total degree p � 1
on Th, which vanish on the boundary of 
, see, e.g., [24]. Then the Galerkin discretization
of (2.12) given by a(uh; vh) = �hb(uh; vh) for all vh 2 V ph ; (2.13)

with V ph � V , dim V ph = nh, taken asV ph (
) := �vh 2 C0(
) : vhjT 2 Pp for all T 2 Th and vh = 0 on �
	 ;
is called a finite element discretization. The Finite Element Method (FEM) [41] is a Galerkin
method with a special choice of the approximating subspace, namely, the subspace of piece-
wise polynomial functions, i.e., continuous in 
 and polynomials on each T 2 Th. For the
sake of simplicity we consider only P1 finite elements, i.e., p = 1, and use Vh := V 1h : So far
our space Vh satisfies two, out of three, basic requirements on the right finite element space
formulated in [41]. The last condition, which is crucial from the practical point of view,
states that the space Vh should have a canonical basis of functions with small supports overTh. It is easily seen that the simplest set satisfying this condition is the set

�'h1 ; : : : ; 'hnh	
of the Lagrange basis (also known as nodal or hat functions) [41]. Since, with this special
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choice of basis, the solution uh is determined by its values at the nh grid points of Th, it can
be written as uh = nhXi=1 uh;i'hi :
Then the discretized problem (2.13) can be written as a generalized algebraic eigenvalue
problem of the form Ahuh = �hBhuh; (2.14)

where the matrices Ah := [a('hi ; 'hj )℄1�i;j�nh; Bh := [b('hi ; 'hj )℄1�i;j�nh
are called stiffness and mass matrix, respectively. The representation vector uh is defined
as uh := [uh;i℄1�i�nh:
Notice that, because

�'h1 ; : : : ; 'hnh	 are chosen to have a small support over Th, the resulting
matrices Ah; Bh are sparse.

2.2.3 Error analysis

After reading the previous section, several questions immediately arise: What is the best
choice of the finite element space Vh? How accurate is the approximate solution uh? How
can we improve the quality of the approximation during the process of solving the eigenvalue
problem? All these questions share a common denominator: they ask about the size of the
error e = u� uh. Here, we estimate the error e in some specified norm k � k or jjj�jjj, however,
there exist a number of results on estimating the error using other quality measures, see
[14, 94].
Let us first introduce a notion of the so-called error estimator.

Definition 2.30. Given a norm jjj�jjj, an approximation � to an error jjjejjj = jjju�uhjjj is called
an error estimator.

There are two types of error estimators: a priori error estimators depending on the contin-
uous solution u and a posteriori error estimators involving the approximation uh.
A priori error estimators

In general, a priori error estimators give information about the asymptotic behavior of the
error or the stability of the applied solvers. Likewise, they require particular regularity
conditions of the solution, the stability properties of the discrete operator or the continuous
solution u itself [2, 111]. Except of some simple one-dimensional boundary value problems,
where an optimal finite element space can be constructed based on a priori estimates, see [93,
Lecture 1] for details, all these conditions make a priori error estimators not computable and
hardly applicable in practice. Of course if some a priori information about the solution is
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known it can be relevant for the construction of efficient numerical algorithms, unfortunately,
this is often not the case.
One of the first a priori error results obtained in [98] gives estimates to the eigenvalue/eigenfunction
error in L2(
) and energy norm depending on the regularity of the solution space, i.e.,jjju� uhjjj � Chr; ku� uhk � Chrjjju� uhjjj; j�� �hj � Cjjju� uhjjj2 � Ch2r;
for u 2 H1+r(
), where r 2 (0; 1℄ is a regularity constant and C is a constant depending
on the eigenvalue � and the triangulation Th. Note that if r = 1 (convex domain), the
solution u has to fulfill a H2(
)-regularity condition, which is very restrictive and excludes
a large class of problems, e.g., the Laplace eigenvalue problem on the L-shape domain.
Another key observation, which we know from the standard perturbation results for the
matrix eigenvalue problems, is the fact that the eigenvalue error is proportional to the square
of the eigenfunction error in the energy norm [107]. Therefore, the eigenvalues are usually
much more accurate than the corresponding eigenfunctions. Furthermore, in [12] this result
was generalized for the case of multiple eigenvalues. Also, in this case, the error behaves
like O(h), in the mesh size h, for the energy norm of the eigenfunction and O(h2) for the
eigenvalue. To conclude, we present a recent a priori error estimator based on the angles
between the eigenspaces introduced in [77], i.e.,0 � �h;k � �k�h;k � �1 + maxj=1;:::;k�1 �2h;j�2kj�h;j � �kj2 jjj(I �Q)TP1;:::;k�1jjj2� sin2jjj�jjj\(uk; Vh);
where Q is an orthogonal projection onto Vh, T an inverse Laplace operator, P1;:::;k�1 an
orthogonal projection onto spanfuh;1; : : : ; uh;k�1g and min1;:::;k�1 j�h;j��kj 6= 0. A presence of the

exact eigenvalue �k in the upper bound explains, empirically well-known, poor approximation
of the large eigenvalues [31].

A posteriori error estimators

Although, in general, a priori error estimates are not available, we still would like to control
the quality of our numerical approximation and be able to terminate the algorithm as soon
as a prescribed tolerance " is reached, i.e., jjjejjj � ". Therefore, we need some computable
quantity � which we can use to replace jjjejjj, precisely the a posteriori error estimator which
will approximate an actual error. The formal definition, see [30], states as follows.

Definition 2.31 (A posteriori error estimator). A computable quantity � is called a pos-
teriori error estimator if it can be extracted from the computed numerical solution uh and
the given data of the problem, i.e., the known domain 
 and its boundary �
.

There are several important practical requirements on a posteriori error estimators. First, as
the definition states, they should be computable. In contrast to a priori error estimators they
depend on the stability properties of the continuous operator which are known. Moreover,
they should use the approximate solution itself to check its quality. Secondly, calculating
the estimator should be cheaper than computing the new numerical approximation (e.g.,
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assembling the matrices). A global upper bound is sufficient to assure the accuracy of the
solution, while a posteriori error estimator should provide local upper and lower bounds
for the true error in some quality measure, e.g., energy norm jjj�jjj [2, 30, 111]. The latter
properties of a posteriori error estimators � are called reliabilityjjjejjj � Crel� + h:o:trel
and efficiency � � Ceff jjjejjj+ h:o:t:eff
with constants Crel; Ceff > 0 independent of the mesh size h or polynomial degree p and
higher-order terms h:o:trel, h:o:teff . We will call an a posteriori estimator a “good” a poste-
riori error estimator if it is reliable and efficient, i.e.,C1jjjejjj � � � C2jjjejjj;
with C1 = 1Crel and C2 = Ceff : Basically, we want to obtain an accurate solution with
an optimal use of resources and guarantee that the a posteriori error estimator captures the
behavior of the actual error as h! 0. In practice, we are often interested in the asymptotical
exactness or efficiency of the a posteriori error estimator. Following [2], we call the error
estimator � asymptotically exact if limh!0 � = 1;
where � := �jjjejjj is called a global efficiency index. An error estimator is called efficient if its
efficiency index � and its inverse are bounded independent on the mesh size [30].
A posteriori error estimators, following [38, 111], can be classified as follows:

Residual estimators (explicit error estimators) The explicit error estimators bound
the global error in the finite element solution using the residual in the current approximation.
Therefore, the main goal is to estimate the residual in a sufficiently accurate and efficient
way. The standard residual type a posteriori error estimator consist of two main terms:
the interior (volumetric) residual RT determing how well the finite element approximation
satisfies the PDE in its strong form on the interior of the domain and the edge residualRE (jumps), the jumps of the normal derivative of the approximation uh across the face E,
reflecting the accuracy of the approximation [26, 111]. Thus, in general, the residual error
estimator is defined as �2 := XT2Th h2TkRTk2L2(T ) + XE2Eh hEkREk2L2(E); (2.15)

with mesh-depending weights hT , hE and problem dependend, local norms k�kL2(T ), k�kL2(E).
There is a large amount of literature on residual type error estimators for eigenvalue problems,
e.g., [2, 50, 111], to mention only a few among them. The crucial relation in the residual
type error analysis is the equivalence between the approximation error jjju � uhjjj and the
norm of the residual in the dual space V � of V , i.e., kR(v)kV � = ka(uh; v) � �hb(uh; v)kV �,
which, up to the higher-order terms was also proved for the selfadjoint eigenvalue problems
in [31]. Nevertheless, it is still a challenge to compute the negative norm of R(v).
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Local problem-based estimators (implicit estimators) Here, instead of considering
the original discrete problem, local analogues of the residual equations are solved and suitable
norms of the local solutions are used for the error estimation [26]. In order to capture the local
behavior of the solution and to get accurate information about the error, the local problems
usually involve only small subdomains of 
 and more accurate finite element spaces. In terms
of complexity the solution of all local problems should cost less than assembling the stiffness
matrix of the original discrete problem. Partition of unity or equilibration estimators are
discussed in [1, 26, 34]. We do not know any local problem-based error estimators designed
specifically for eigenvalue problems.

Averaging estimators (recovery-based estimators) These error estimators use a local
extrapolation or averaging technique, see [30, 117]. The error of the approximation can be
controlled by a difference of a low-order approximation (e.g., a piecewise constant function)
and a finite element solution obtained in the space of higher-order elements (e.g., globally
continuous piecewise linear functions) which additionally satisfy more restrictive continuity
conditions than the approximation itself [30]. Reference [30] gives a nice overview of av-
eraging techniques in a posteriori finite element error analysis in general. Particular error
estimators dedicated to the eigenvalue problems are discussed in [31, 88].

Hierarchical estimators (multilevel estimators) The main idea of a hierarchical error
estimator is to evaluate the residual for the finite element solution uH 2 VH with respect to
another finite element space Vh that satisfies VH � Vh � V . Then the error jjju � uHjjj can
be bounded by � := jjjuh � uH jjj;
where uh 2 Vh [38, 55]. Usually Vh corresponds to a refinement Th of TH or consists of higher-
order finite elements. This approach takes advantage of a so-called saturation assumption
[16]. The error of a fine discrete solution uh is supposed to be smaller than the error of the
coarse solution uH in the sense of an error reduction property, i.e.,jjjuh � ujjj � �jjjuH � ujjj;
where � 2 (0; 1). Good general references concerning hierarchical estimators are [16, 15, 47,
55]. Some aspects of the hierarchical error estimators for eigenvalue problems are discussed
in [91, 92].

Goal-oriented estimators The objective in goal-oriented error estimation is to determine
the accuracy of the finite element solution with respect to some physically relevant quantity
of the solution, the so-called quantity of interest, e.g. velocity or flow rates. The error in
the quantity of interest is then related to the residual. One of the well-known techniques
of goal-oriented error estimation is the Dual Weighted Residual method (or shortly DWR
method) introduced in [97]. The theory of the DWR method was successfully applied to
determine a goal-oriented a posteriori error estimator for eigenvalue problems based on the
solution of the adjoint (dual problem), see [67]. For more details, see [14, 94].
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Let us now give a brief historical overview of the evolution of a posteriori error estimators for
eigenvalue problems. A first approach on a posteriori error analysis for symmetric second-
order elliptic eigenvalue problems can be found in [111, §3.4]. A combination of a posteriori
and a priori analysis was used in [79] to prove a posteriori estimates of optimal order.
Under the assumption that the mesh is fine enough and that the eigenfunction possesses an
appropriate regularity, it was proved that for smooth eigenvectors the error is bounded in
terms of the mesh size, a stability factor, and the residual. However, this result require a H2-
regularity assumption of the eigenfunction, which excludes problems with local singularities.
In [50] based on the residual equation, the approximation error jjju � uhjjj was shown to be
equivalent, up to higher-order terms, to the residual type estimator. Secondly, since the
edge residual is an upper bound for the volumetric part of the residual, a new simpler error
estimator was presented.
In [88] similar results are achieved by applying a local averaging technique. Based on the
analysis of the residual equations, in [92] an a posteriori error estimator was presented that
works on a subspace of eigenvector approximations obtained by the preconditioned inverse
iteration.
Recently in [31] the results of [50, 88] were improved by showing that for all eigenvalues the
refinement is possible without the element contributions in the estimator and that the higher
order terms can in fact be neglected.
An approach for non-symmetric elliptic eigenvalue problems was presented in [67]. Using
the general optimal control framework of Galerkin approximations of nonlinear variational
equations of [18] a residual-based estimator with explicitly given remainder terms was pre-
sented. Unfortunately also this result, as it needs the knowledge of the exact solution of the
adjoint problem and provides only upper bounds of the error, is not a true a posteriori error
estimate. Surveys about a posteriori error estimation can be found in [2, 111].
Some of above mentioned a posteriori error estimators are presented in Table 2.1.

Residual a posteriori error estimator�2DPR := PT2Th h2T�2hkuhk2L2(T ) + PE2Eh hE[ruh℄ � nE2L2(E) [50]�2CG := PE2Eh hE[ruh℄ � nE2L2(E) [31]

Averaging a posteriori error estimator with a local averaging operator A(�)�2 :=PT2Th �h2T jj�huh + div(A(uh))jj2L2(T ) + jjA(uh)�ruhjj2L2(T )� [88]�2 :=PT2Th jjA(uh)�ruhjj2L2(T ) [31]
Goal-oriented a posteriori error estimator�2 := PT2Th h2T kAuh + �huhk2L2(T ) + PE2Eh hE[ruh℄ � nE2L2(E)+ PT2Th h2TkA?u?h + �?hu?hk2L2(T ) + PE2Eh hE[ru?h℄ � nE2L2(E) [67]

Table 2.1: Sample a posteriori error estimators.
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2.2.4 The Adaptive Finite Element Method (AFEM)

It is well-known that the accuracy of the numerical approximation is determined by the
regularity of the solution. The most efficient approximations of smooth functions can be
obtained using large higher-order finite elements (p-FEM), where local singularities arising
from re-entrant corners, interior or boundary layers can be captured by small low-order
elements (h-FEM) [38]. Unfortunately, in real-world applications, none of those phenomena
are known a priori, which makes it impossible to construct an optimal finite dimensional
space from scratch.
The Adaptive Finite Element Method (AFEM) is a numerical scheme which, based on the
quality of the numerical approximation (a posteriori error estimator) automatically adapts
the finite element space in order to determine a sufficiently accurate final solution. Moreover,
this adjustment of the solution is accomplished during the process of solving the eigenvalue or
the boundary value problem. Let us briefly introduce AFEM following [2, 26, 38, 60, 93, 103].

A typical loop of the AFEM consists of the four steps

Solve �! Estimate �! Mark �! Refine.

As first step, the eigenvalue problem is solved on initial mesh T0 to produce a finite element
approximation (�h; uh) of the continuous eigenpair (�; u). In the second step the total error
in the computed solution is estimated by an a posteriori error estimator �. If the global
error is sufficiently small, the adaptive algorithm terminates and returns (�h; uh) as a final
approximation, otherwise the local contributions of the error are estimated on each element
by the so-called refinement indicators. Based on those, the elements for refinement are
selected and form the set M � Th of marked elements. The final step involves refinement
of marked elements. Since the resulting mesh may possess hanging nodes an additional
closure procedure is applied is order to obtain a new conforming mesh. As a consequence,
the adaptive finite element method (AFEM) generates a sequence of nested triangulationsT0; T1; : : : with corresponding nested spacesV0 � V1 � : : : � Vh � V:
The two components for the adaptive finite element method which are of particular interest
are steps Estimate and Refine. The refinement of the finite element solution can be per-
formed using various techniques like moving grid points (r-refinement), subdividing elements
of a fixed grid (h-refinement), applying locally higher-order basis functions (p-refinement) or
any combinations of those [38], see Figure 2.1 for illustration.
To make the discussion as simple as possible, here, we consider only the h-refinement of
the triangle elements. The most common refinement techniques based on edge marking are
presented in Figure 2.2.
As we have mentioned before, applying these refinement procedures may lead to noncon-
forming meshes. Therefore, the so-called closure algorithm [31] is applied to overcome this
drawback and get a regular triangulation. Summarizing, if the edge E of the element T is
marked for refinement, the reference edge (e.g., longest edge) of T is marked as well. Since
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Figure 2.2: Bisec3, red, green and blue refinement. The edges marked by Mark step are colored. The

new reference edge is marked through a second line in parallel opposite the new verticesnew1, new2 or new3 [31].

each element has k = 0; 1; 2; or 3 edges marked for the refinement, if k � 1, the reference
edge belongs to it. Morover, the choice of a refinement method, see Figure 2.2, depends onk, for instance, if k = 1 the green refinement is used etc.. For more details about adaptive
refinement strategies see, e.g., [2, 38, 111].
To assure a good balance between the refined and the un-refined regions such that the overall
accuracy is optimal, reliable estimates of the accuracy of the computed approximations
are required. Moreover, since the automatic adaptation is steered by the size of the error
indicators which measure the local quality of the solution, local upper and lower bounds for
the true error are necessary to ensure the optimal use of resources, i.e., obtaining a numerical
solution with a prescribed tolerance using the minimal number of degrees of freedom (DOFs)
or achieve the maximal accuracy with a fixed finite element space [14]. Unfortunately, even
the most accurate global error estimators itself do not guarantee the efficiency of the adaptive
algorithm, however, their local counterparts do. A local error indicator (refinement indicator)
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for an element T 2 Th is usually denoted by �T and related to a global error estimator �
through �2 = XT2T �2T :
For example the refinement indicator extracted from the standard residual-type a posteriori
error estimator (2.15) is given as�2T = h2TRTL2(T ) + XE2E(T ) hEREL2(E):
Our next task is to give more insight into the Mark procedure. We already know that the
set M of elements to refine, is determined based on the sizes of the refinement indicators.
Now, a question arises: How do we decide which elements T should be added to the set M?
The definitions and notation we adopt here are taken from [26]. The process of selecting the
elements of M with respect to a threshold L 2 R; L > 0 is called the marking criterion or
the marking strategy and the set of marked elements is defined asM := fT 2 Th : L � �Tg:
Notice that the choice of a threshold L is essential for the efficiency of the adaptive algorithm
since it directly determines the size of the set M. The simplest marking strategy takes fixed
rate of elements or elements for which refinement indicators are larger than some fixed
tolerance. A more sophisticated strategy is the maximum criterion, where the elements
selection is based on a fixed fraction � of the maximal refinement indicator in Th, i.e.,L := �maxT2Th �T ;
with 0 � � � 1. The most interesting, especially in the context of optimality of a standard
adaptive finite element method, is a Dörfler marking strategy [48]. The threshold L is then
taken as the largest value such that(1� �)2 XT2Th �2T � XT2M �2T ; (2.16)

where 0 � � � 1.
Last, but not least, is the step Solve. If we would like to keep the standards regarding a
general treatment of this part of the adaptive finite element method we should put
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and finish the discussion. Except for very few works, e.g., [8, 68] for boundary value problems
or [32, 57, 91] for eigenvalue problems, this part of the adaptive algorithm is considered as
a black box. The most common approach is to run the iterative eigensolver up to the final
accuracy to obtain the exact Galerkin solution. Some interesting computational schemes
for elliptic eigenvalue problems are the preconditioned eigensolvers Pinvit [92] or Lobpcg

[73]. In the context of the adaptive finite element method a two-grid discretization scheme
introduced in [115] may be of particular interest as well. Although, determining the Galerkin
solution for boundary value problems, on currently available computers, is not regarded as
a problem, the situation changes completely if we start to think about eigenvalue problems.
Since this phenomenon is the main subject of this thesis we will not go into too many details
here, since this will be discussed in detail later.
Finally let us briefly review some results addressing the convergence and the optimality of
adaptive algorithms for self-adjoint eigenvalue problems. In [59] the convergence of an adap-
tive linear finite element method is proved with the refinement procedure that considers both
a standard a posteriori error estimator and eigenfunction oscillations, while the global conver-
gence result of [31] requires no additional mesh size assumptions and inner node properties.
In [43], based on the relation between the eigenvalue problem and the associated boundary
value problem, the uniform convergence and the optimal complexity of the adaptive finite
element eigenvalue approximation scheme are proved. Nearly at the same time, in [56] the
convergence of the AFEM for any reasonable marking strategy and any initial mesh was
shown. Complexity estimates for adaptive eigenvalue computations were discussed in [42].
Further eigenvalue/eigenvector estimates are obtained in [62, 74, 75]. Recently the quasi-
optimal convergence result for the inexact AFEM for self-adjoint eigenvalue problems was
introduced in [32]. Morover, [116] show the quasi-optimality of the inexact inverse iteration
coupled with adaptive finite element methods for the self-adjoint eigenvalue problem in its
operator form. We do not know of any convergence result of the AFEM for non-self-adjoint
eigenvalue problems.
For a general introduction to the subject of adaptive finite element methods see [38, 93] and
for the practical implementation details see, e.g., [60].

2.3 The Generalized Algebraic Eigenvalue Problem

In the previous section we have discussed some basic facts about elliptic PDE eigenvalue
problems and their discretization methods. We have shown that the FEM discretization
leads to the generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem.

Given two matrices A;B 2 Rn�n . Find scalars � 2 F and vectors x 2 Fn ; x 6= 0, such thatAx = �Bx: (2.17)

Then � is an eigenvalue of the pair (A, B), and x is an eigenvector corresponding to �, the
pair (�; x) 2 F � Fn is called an eigenpair.
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We consider the matrix B to be symmetric positive definite, whereas A can be both symmet-
ric or non-symmetric depending on the underlying differential operator A. Due to the special
choice of nodal basis functions in finite element discretization, matrices A;B are large and
sparse with only a few nonzero entries per row, see Section 2.2.2, which excludes the use of
direct eigensolvers such as the QR algorithm [61]. Therefore, iterative methods, e.g., Krylov
subspace methods [101], using matrix-vector multiplications instead of matrix factorizations,
are of particular interest.

In this section we recall the main idea of the Arnoldi/Lanczos method and its modification
for the generalized eigenvalue problem following [81, 104]. We introduce the theoretical
framework of homotopy methods and its application in solving non-symmetric generalized
eigenvalue problems. Finally, since iterative methods deliver only approximate solutions, we
recall some of the main results from the perturbation theory for eigenvalue problems.

2.3.1 The Arnoldi/Lanczos method

Let us consider for a moment the standard eigenvalue problem.

Determine (�; x) 2 F � Fn such that Sx = �x; (2.18)

with a sparse matrix S 2 Rn�n . The Arnoldi method is an iterative method based on the
orthogonal projection onto the so-called Krylov subspaceKm � Km(S; v1) := spanfv1; Sv1; : : : ; Sm�1v1g;
where v1 2 Rn is a starting vector. The exact eigenpair (�; x) of (2.18) is approximated by
the pair (e�; ex), with vector ex belonging to Km. As for the standard orthogonal projection
method, the eigenpair approximation is found by imposing the Galerkin condition, i.e.,Sex� e�ex ? Km;
or, equivalently, (Sex� e�ex; y) = 0; for all y 2 Km:
In simple words, one is interested in the best possible approximation ex to the eigenvector x
from the subspace Km.
The Arnoldi method constructs ideally an orthonormal basis v1; : : : ; vk for the Krylov sub-
space Km(S; v1) = spanfv1; Sv1; : : : ; Sm�1v1g:
With this orthonormal basis one obtains the m-step Arnoldi factorization of S of the formSVm = VmHm + fmeTm;
where Vm = [v1; : : : ; vm℄ 2 Fn�m , V Hm fm = 0 and Hm = VmAVm 2 Fm�m is an upper
Hessenberg matrix with nonnegative subdiagonal elements. If S is Hermitian then Hm is
real, symmetric, and tridiagonal, and the method is called the Lanczos method.
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An alternative way to write this factorization isSVm = VmHm + fmeTm = VmHm + �mvm+1eTm = [Vm; vm+1℄ � Hm�meTm � ; (2.19)

where �m = kfmk, vm+1 = 1�mfm.
Approximate eigenpairs (e�; ex), i.e., Ritz pairs, are determined from eigenpairs (�; s) of the
small matrix Hm, i.e., e� = �; ex = Vms; where Hms = �s:
Furthermore, the norm of the corresponding residual vector yieldskrk = kSex� �exk = k(SVm � VmHm)sk = j�meTmsj = kfmkjeTmsj: (2.20)

The number kfmkjeTmsj is called the Ritz estimate. In the ideal situation fm = 0 and Ritz
pairs are exact eigenpairs of S. However, in general the quality of the approximation is
measured by the size of the Ritz estimate relative to kSk [81]. Using the backward error
analysis introduced in Section 2.1.6 we can write(S + E)ex = e�ex; with E = �(eTms)fmex�:
Therefore, the size of the backward error kEk = kfmkjeTmsj is exactly the Ritz estimate.
In the symmetric case, a small Ritz estimate implies accurate approximation, while in the
non-symmetric case the conditioning of the eigenvalue has to be considered additionally, see
Section 2.3.3 for details.
We consider now the case of the generalized eigenvalue problem. The most common technique
for converting the generalized problem to the standard problem is a spectral transformation
suggested in [53]. With a (real or complex) shift � the generalized eigenvalue problem (2.17)
is transformed to the standard formulation, i.e.,Ax = �Bx , (A� �B)�1Bx = �x; where � = 1�� � :
The eigenvector x of the transformed problem is also the eigenvector of the original problem
corresponding to the eigenvalue � = � + 1� .
Then the Arnoldi process is applied to the matrix S = (A � �B)�1B. In order to keep the
symmetry (if A;B are symmetric and B is positive definite) the standard inner product is
replaced by the B-inner product, i.e., (x; y)B = y�Bx:
This version of the Arnoldi/Lanczos method is often called the B-Arnoldi method since it
constructs a B-orthonormal basis for the subspace Km(S; v1).
The Ritz pair (e�; ex) is then given ase� = � + 1� ; ex = Vms;
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where (�; s) is an eigenpair of Hm. The corresponding Ritz estimate is given bykAex� e�Bexk = 1j�j2kBfmkjeTmsj:
In order to keep the discussion simple, we do not consider many details like implicit restarts,
stopping criteria and choices of parameters m, � etc.. For more information on the Arnoldi
method see, e.g., [81, Chapter 4], [104]. In our computations we use the Arpack implemen-
tation of the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method, i.e., the shift-invert mode with real shift� for symmetric and non-symmetric problems, see [81, pp. 31–36], or its Matlab interface
eigs. In Section 4.4 our own implementation of the (A + B)-Arnoldi method is used, i.e.,
the Arnoldi/Lanczos method with the (A +B)-inner product.

2.3.2 Homotopy methods

The history of homotopy methods, also known as continuation, embedding or successive
loading methods, is very hard to track back due to an immense variety of applications. See,
e.g., the nice survey on continuation and path following methods [5]. Here we are discussing
the application of the homotopy method to linear eigenvalue problems as proposed in [39]
and developed further in [82, 83, 85, 86]. We introduce the simple idea of the method given
in [87].

Let A be a real n�n matrix for which eigenpairs are to be computed and let A0 be a matrix
with a known set of eigenpairs. In order to determine the eigenpairs of A, the appropriate
linear homotopy equation is defined, i.e.,H(t) = (1� t)A0 + tA; 0 � t � 1: (2.21)

At t = 0, eigenpairs of H(t) are exactly given by eigenpairs of the initial matrix A0. Suc-
cessive change of the parameter t, with some time step � , transforms the starting set of
eigenpairs to desired eigenpairs of the matrix A obtained at t = 1. The process of follow-
ing eigenpairs through intermediate steps t 2 (0; 1) is known as an eigenpath continuation,
where following [87], as the eigenpath we denote the evolution of the eigenvalue and associ-
ated eigenvector as a function of time, i.e., (�(t); x(t)).
The homotopy method can be interpreted as a globally convergent Newton method. Unlike
the classical Newton method the set of good starting values is known and given by eigenpairs
of the initial matrix A0. Additionally, the well-known drawback of only local convergence
can be removed. However, the continuation method suffers from some other problems.
In [71] it was proved that, in general, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H(t) are analytic
functions of t. For the symmetric matrix A, the only questionable situation may appear
when, during the continuation process, we switch (jump) from one eigenpath to another,
e.g., from (�1(t); x1(t)) to (�2(t); x2(t)). This so-called path-jumping may happen if, because
of too large selection of the step size � , the iterative solver starts to converge to the wrong
eigenvector, i.e., x2(t) instead of x1(t).
In the non-symmetric case the situation is even more complicated. On top of the path jump-
ing phenomenon some additional difficulties arise. In particular, non-symmetric problems
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have in general non-orthogonal eigenvectors and therefore may be highly ill-conditioned.
Moreover, it may happen that at some point t two eigenpaths achieve the same value, i.e.,(�1(t); x1(t)) = (�2(t); x2(t)). Such bifurcation point appears, for example, when a real eigen-
value splits into complex conjugate pair. For more details about different types of bifurcation
points, see, e.g., [87].

2.3.3 Perturbation results for the generalized eigenvalue problem

In Section 2.2 we have introduced a priori and a posteriori bounds to control the error between
continuous and discrete eigenpairs. However, as mentioned before, FEM discretizations lead
to large and sparse generalized eigenvalue problems which have to be solved using iterative
methods. Therefore, quantities obtained by iterative eigensolvers, i.e, (e�; ex), are only some
approximations of exact discrete eigenpairs (�; x). In order to determine the accuracy of
these approximations we are interested in establishing error bounds which depend on some
computable quantities, i.e., residual vectors etc.. As we will see, the perturbation theory
for eigenvalue problems, although studied by many authors, i.e., [22, 69, 95, 105, 113], is far
from complete, especially in the non-symmetric case.

The first error bound which we consider is based on the backward error analysis introduced
in Section 2.1.6.

Theorem 2.32. [46] Let � be a simple eigenvalue of a matrix A with right eigenvector x and
left eigenvector y, normalized so that kxk2 = kyk2 = 1. Let e� = �+ Æ� be the corresponding
eigenvalue of A+ E. Then e�� � = y�Exy�x +O(kEk2);
and je�� �j � kEkjy�xj +O(kEk2):
Proof. See [46, Theorem 4.4].
The quantity Cond(�) = kxkkykjy�xj = 1os\(x;y) is the condition number of the simple eigenvalue�, see Definition 2.22, while kEk2 determines the size of the perturbation of the original
matrix A. We now introduce an analogue of Theorem 2.32 for the generalized eigenvalue
problem with the positive definite matrix B.

Theorem 2.33. Consider a pair (A;B) of real n�n matrices and assume that B is positive
definite. Let � be a simple eigenvalue of the pair (A;B) with right eigenvector x and left
eigenvector y, normalized so that kxk2 = kyk2 = 1. Let e� = � + Æ� be the corresponding
eigenvalue of the pair (A + E;B) with eigenvector ex = x + Æx. Thene�� � = y�Exy�Bx +O(kEk2);
and je�� �j � kEkjy�Bxj +O(kEk2):
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The quantity 1jy�Bxj is again the condition number of the simple eigenvalue �.
Proof. Since the matrix B is assumed to be positive definite, we can put the perturbation
matrixE only inA such that (e�; ex) is the exact eigenpair of the matrix pair (A+E;B), see [13]
for more details. Therefore, the proof follows directly from the proof of Theorem 2.32.

Proposition 2.34. Let A;B be n� n matrices and let B be invertible. Let e� be a computed
eigenvalue of the matrix pair (A;B). Let r = Aex�e�Bex. Then e� is an exact eigenvalue with
associated eigenvector ex of the pair (A� E;B), where Eex = r.
Proof. For the computed eigenpair (e�; ex) of Ax = �Bx and the residual vector r = Aex�e�Bex
we have (A� E)ex = e�Bex:
Thus, we obtain Eex = Aex� e�Bex;
and hence (e�; ex) is an exact eigenpair of (A� E;B), where Eex = r.
We now introduce the result which allows to determine the smallest perturbation E.

Theorem 2.35 (Kahan-Parlett-Jiang [69]). Let A 2 Rn�n and two unit vectors ex; ey� 2 Rn ,
with ey�ex 6= 0, be given. For a scalar e�, define residual vectorsr = Aex� exe�; s� = ey�A� e�ey�:
Let E = nE : (A� E)ex = exe�; ey�(A� E) = e�ey�o : ThenminE2E kEk = maxfkrk; ks�kg;
If e� is chosen to be a Rayleigh quotient of ex and ey, i.e., �(ex; ey�) = ey�Aexey�ex , then the minimum
is achieved by the perturbation E = rex� + ey�s�:
Proof. See [69].
Since the bound in Theorem 2.32 holds for any perturbation E, we can chooseE = argminE2E kEk;
which means thatje�� �j = kxkkykjy�xj kEk+O(kEk2) = Cond(�)maxfkrk; ks�kg+O(kEk2): (2.22)

It is easy to notice that kEk is nothing else but the backward error, i.e., the size of the small-
est perturbation for which the approximate solution is the exact solution of the perturbed
problem. The above result, known as the eigenvalue forward error, yields that the eigenvalue
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error is bounded by the eigenvalue condition number Cond(�), which can be viewed as an
a priori information of the problem, since it is independent of the iterative solver, and the
corresponding backward error.
The bound introduced in Theorem 2.35, though very important, is hard to use in practice.
As we have mentioned in Section 2.3.1, there is no problem in determining the size of the
backward error provided by the algorithm as a by product of each iteration, however, the
eigenvalue condition number is an a priori property of the eigenvalue which, apart from some
special cases, is not known. Let us now consider the simple case of the generalized symmetric
eigenvalue problem, where the eigenvalue condition number is known.

2.3.3.1 The Symmetric Case

Let us first consider the eigenvalue problem with the symmetric matrix A. By the Courant-
Fisher minimax [46] theorem we know that the eigenvalue problem Ax = �x has a finite
number of real eigenvalues and a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors. The symmetry
of the matrix A has a very important consequence, namely, the left eigenvector is simply a
transpose of the right eigenvector, and the condition number of the eigenvalue is equal to 1
[101]. The following theorem may be considered as a special case of Theorem 2.32.

Theorem 2.36 (Weyl). Let A and E be n � n symmetric matrices. Let �1 � : : : � �n be
eigenvalues of A and let e�1 � : : : � e�n be eigenvalues of A+ E. Thenje�i � �ij � kEk2;
for each of the eigenvalues individually.

Proof. See [46, p.201].

Theorem 2.37 (Krylov-Weinstein Inequality). For any nonzero vector ex and any scalar
value e� there is an eigenvalue � of A such thatj�� e�j � kAex� e�exkkexk = krkkexk :
Proof. See [95, §4.5].
Another way to prove Theorem 2.37, proposed in [69], is by considering the simple version
of Theorem 2.35.

Theorem 2.38. Let A 2 Rn�n be a symmetric matrix and let ex 2 Rn be any unit vector,

i.e., kexk = 1. For any scalar e� 2 R, define r = Aex � e�ex and E = nE : (A+ E)ex = e�exo.

Then minE kEk = krk:
Proof. See [101, §2.3].
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Remark 2.39. The value of e� which minimizes krk, and kEk, is given by the Rayleigh
quotient �(ex) = exTAex and the matrix E which achieves the minimum in Theorem 2.38 isE = rexT + exrT ;
where r = Aex� �(ex)ex. See [69].

Next we introduce several perturbation bounds, see, e.g., [95].

Theorem 2.40. Let A 2 Rn�n be a symmetric matrix, ex 2 Rn a nonzero vector, e� any
scalar and r the residual vector r = Aex� e�ex:
Let � be the eigenvalue of A closest to e� and x its normalized eigenvector, i.e., kxk2 = 1.
Moreover, following Definition 2.23, let the gap Æ and the spread spr(A) be given asÆ = min�i 6=� j�i � e�j and spr(A) = �n � �1:
Then je�� �j � krk2kexk2 ;sin\(ex; x) � 1Æ krk2kexk2 :
Furthermore, if e� = �(ex) then0 � je�� �j � min�krk2kexk2 ; 1Æ krk22kexk22�1spr(A) krk2kexk2 � j sin\(ex; x)j � 1Æ krk2kexk2 :
Proof. See Parlett [95, §11.7].

Apart from previously introduced eigenvalue error bounds, Theorem 2.40 contains error
bounds for approximated eigenvectors, known as the Davis and Kahan sin�-Theorem.

Theorem 2.41 (The sin�-Theorem). Let A 2 Rn�n be a symmetric matrix, ex 2 Rn a
nonzero vector, e� any scalar and r the residual vectorr = Aex� e�ex:
Let � be the eigenvalue of A closest to e� and x its normalized eigenvector, i.e., kxk2 = 1.
Moreover, let Æ denote the gap, i.e., Æ = min�i 6=� j�i � e�j. Thensin\(ex; x) � krk2Æ :
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Proof. See [44, §6], [45, §6].
The eigenvector error bound depends on the size of the gap in the spectrum, i.e., the actual
separation of eigenvalues, which is not known neither a priori nor a posteriori. However, in
[101, Chapter III] Saad proposes a way to estimate Æ, namelyÆ = j�i � e�j � je�� e�ij � krik2: (2.23)

Since we are expecting that, as the iteration proceeds, we get more accurate approximations
of the eigenvalues, the gap estimate should also tend to the real value of Æ.
In particular, Theorem 2.40 applied to the generalized eigenvalue problem, is one of the main
tools used in forthcoming sections.

Theorem 2.42. Let (�; x) with kxkB = 1 be an exact eigenpair of a real symmetric matrix
pair (A;B) with positive definite matrix B, (e�; ex) a corresponding computed eigenpair and r
the residual vector r = Aex� e�Bex:
Moreover, let the gap Æ be given as in Definition 2.23. Thenje�� �j � krkB�1kexkB ;sinB \(ex; x) � 1Æ krkB�1kexkB :
Proof. Since the matrix B is assumed to be positive definite, we have the following relationsB� 12AB� 12 z = �z; (2.24)er = B� 12AB� 12 ez � e�ez;
where z := B 12x and ez := B 12 ex. Moreover,er = B� 12 r; (2.25)sin\(ez; z) = sin\(B 12 ex;B 12x) = sinB(ex; x): (2.26)

Applying Theorem 2.40 to the standard eigenvalue problem (2.24) givesje�� �j � kerk2kezk2 ;sin\(ez; z) � 1Æ kerk2kezk2 :
Combining these inequalities with (2.25) and (2.26) completes the proof.
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2.3.3.2 The Non-symmetric Diagonalizable Case

Another step in the direction of error estimates for the general non-symmetric case is to first
consider the non-symmetric, real diagonalizable case. The well-known Bauer-Fike Theorem
states that the eigenvalue error can be bounded by the condition number of the eigenvector
matrix and the norm of the perturbation matrix E. Obviously, this theorem can be viewed
as a generalization of the already discussed Theorem 2.32.

Theorem 2.43 (Bauer-Fike). Let A 2 Rn�n be a diagonalizable matrix, and Z 2 Rn�n the
non-singular eigenvector matrix such that A = ZDZ�1, where D is diagonal with eigenvalues
of A on the diagonal. Moreover, assume that e� is a simple eigenvalue of the matrix A + E
and ez the corresponding eigenvector, and r = Aez � e�ez. Then the absolute distance betweene� and a closest eigenvalue � of A is bounded byj�� e�j � �(Z)kEk2;
or j�� e�j � �(Z)krk2kezk2 :
Proof. See [17, Theorem IIIa] or [101, Chapter III, §2].

Remark 2.44. If A is normal, i.e., ATA = AAT , then the Bauer-Fike Theorem reduces toj�� e�j � kEk2 or j�� e�j � krk2kezk2 :
In order to consider the perturbation bound for the eigenvector of the non-symmetric, real
diagonalizable matrix we will use an extension of Davis and Kahan’s sin�-Theorem 2.41
introduced in [51, §3].

Theorem 2.45. Let (e�; ez) be an approximate eigenpair of a real diagonalizable matrix A,

i.e., A = ZDZ�1, where D is diagonal and Z = [z Z2℄, Z�1 = � wTW T2 �
, are the right and the

left eigenvector matrices, respectively. Moreover, assume that � is the eigenvalue of A closest
to e�, and z; w are the corresponding right and left eigenvector, respectively. Furthermore, letkzk2 = 1. Then for r = Aez � e�ez the bound for right eigenvectors is given bysin\(z; ez) � �(W2)krk2Æ ;
where �(W2) = �max(W2)�min(W2) and Æ = min�i 6=� j�i � e�j.
Proof. See Theorem 3.1 in [51, §3].

Theorem 2.46. Let (A;B) be a matrix pair with A 2 Rn�n non-symmetric and B 2 Rn�n
symmetric and positive definite. Let (�; x; y) be the exact eigentriple of the generalized
eigenvalue problem Ax = �Bx with kxk2 = 1, (e�; ex; ey) the eigentriple approximation and
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r = Aex � e�Bex the residual vector. Then if B�1A is a real diagonalizable matrix, i.e.,B�1A = XDX�1, where D is diagonal and X = [x X2℄, X�1 = � yTBY T2 B �
, are the right and

the left eigenvector matrices, respectively, the following bounds for the error in eigenvalues
and eigenvectors hold j�� e�j � �(B 12X)krkB�1kexkB ;sinB \(x; ex) � �(B 12Y2)krkB�1Æ :
where Æ = min�i 6=� j�i � e�j.
Proof. As B�1A is spectrally equivalent to B� 12AB� 12 , the following eigenvalue problems
are equivalent, i.e., B�1Ax = �x;B� 12AB� 12B 12x = �B 12x: (2.27)

Moreover, the matrix B� 12AB� 12 is real diagonalizable, i.e.,B� 12AB� 12 = ZDZ�1;
with Z = [z Z2℄ = B 12X = [B 12x;B 12X2℄ and Z�1 = � wTW T2 � = X�1B� 12 = � yTB 12Y T2 B 12 �.
By applying Theorem 2.43 and Theorem 2.45 to (2.27) witheA = B� 12AB� 12 ; Z = B 12X; Z�1 = X�1B� 12 ; W2 = B 12Y2; z = B 12x; wT = yTB 12 ;er = eAez � e�ez = B� 12AB� 12B 12 ex� e�B 12 ex = B� 12 (Aex� e�Bex) = B� 12 r:
it follows that j�� e�j � �(Z)kerk2kezk2 = �(B 12X)krkB�1kexkB ;sin\(z; ez) � �(W2)kerk2Æ = �(B 12Y2)krkB�1Æ :
Since z = B 12x and ez = B 12 exsin\(z; ez) = sin\(B 12x;B 12 ex) = sin\B(x; ex);
which completes the proof.
Although, at first glance, Theorem 2.46 looks very similar to the result for the symmetric
case, it has much less impact in practice. In general, obtaining the condition number for the
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eigenvector matrix is very hard, however, to get at least some information about the accuracy
of the approximation, we use a by-product information obtained during the iteration process.
As an example, let us consider the Arnoldi factorization (2.19).
The resulting Hessenberg (or tridiagonal) matrix can be real diagonalized with a matrixUm 2 Rm�m such that Hm = UmDmU�1m ;
where Dm is diagonal with eigenvalues of Hm on the diagonal. If the remainder term fmeTm
in (2.19) is small ( assuming that we are close to the invariant subspace), we can write thatSVm � VmUmDmU�1m :
Therefore, since SVmUm � VmUmDm;
the matrix VmUm is a good approximation of the eigenvector matrix Xm of S. Using the sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD) of Um, see Theorem 2.24, one can determine �max(Um); �min(Um)
the maximal and the minimal singular values of Um, respectively, which can be used to ap-
proximate the eigenvector matrix condition number, see Definition 2.25, i.e.,�(Xm) � �max(Um)�min(Um) : (2.28)

This idea can be used to obtain condition numbers of both the left and the right eigenvector
matrix.

Unfortunately there is no analogue of Theorem 2.46 for a general non-symmetric eigenvalue
problem. Although, there exists a generalization of the Bauer-Fike Theorem, see [101, §2,
Chapter III], it has no practical implications. Therefore, non-self-adjoint problems in general
form are beyond the scope of this work.

2.4 Continuous-discrete inner product and norm rela-

tions

Moving from the infinite dimensional space V to some approximating subspace of finite
dimension, i.e., Vh, means not only working with vectors and matrices, instead of functions
and operators, but also creates the need for defining discrete equivalents for the underlying
inner products and norms. As we see, appropriately defined inner products and norms reflect
a natural correspondence between a function and its representation vector.
Since, as we mentioned in Section 2.2.2, uh 2 Rnh , vh 2 Rnh represent functions uh, vh with
respect to a basis

�'h1 ; : : : :'hnh	, the following identities holda(uh; vh) = uThAhvh = (uh;vh)Ah; for all uh; vh 2 Vh; (2.29)b(uh; vh) = uThBhvh = (uh;vh)Bh ; for all uh; vh 2 Vh: (2.30)
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Hence, if Ah, Bh are positive definite matrices, from (2.29), (2.30) the following relations
follow. jjjuhjjj2 = a(uh; uh) = uThAhuh = kuhk2Ah; (2.31)kuhk2 = b(uh; uh) = uThBhuh = kuhk2Bh : (2.32)

Let us define a discrete analogue of the energy and the L2(
)-norm in this setting via kuhkAh,kuhkBh, respectively. In practice we are interested in error estimates in the H10 (
)-norm.
Therefore, we identify kuhkAh+Bh as a discrete equivalent of the H10(
)-norm, i.e.,kuhkH10 (
) = kuhkL2(
) + kruhkL2(
) = kuhkL2(
) + jjjuhjjj= b(uh; uh) + a(uh; uh) = uThBhuh + uThAhuh= uTh (Ah +Bh)uh:
As discussed in Section 2.2.3 the energy norm of the error is equivalent to the H�1(
)-norm
of the corresponding residual vector. The following theorem follows from the definition of
the dual norm (2.3).

Theorem 2.47. Consider Ah, Bh to be symmetric, positive definite matrices. Let uh; vh 2 Vh
with kvhkH1(
) = 1 and uh;vh be their representation vectors with respect to a basis of Vh.
Then kuhkH�1(
) = kuhkBh(Ah+Bh)�1Bh:
Hence Bh(Ah+Bh)�1Bh-norm can be identified as a discrete analogue of the H�1(
)-norm.

Proof. From the definition of the dual norm (2.3) we havekuhkH�1(
) = sup06=v2H1(
);kvhkH1(
)=1 j(uh; vh)L2(
)j = supvThBhvh+vThAhvh=1vThBhuh: (2.33)

Therefore, (2.33) can be viewed as the corresponding optimization problemmax vThBhuh subject to vThBhvh + vThAhvh = 1:
With help of the method of Lagrange multipliers [40] the Lagrange functionmax �(vh; �) = vThBhuh + �vTh (Ah +Bh)vh
is studied. From the necessary optimality conditionrvh�(vh; �) = 0;
we get Bhuh + 12�(Ah +Bh)vh = 0;
and vh = 2� (Ah +Bh)�1Bhuh: (2.34)
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Since kvhkH1(
) = 1 we obtain1 = vTh (Ah +Bh)vh = 2�uThBTh (ATh +BTh )�1(Ah +Bh)2� (Ah +Bh)�1Bhuh= 4�2uThBh(Ah +Bh)�1Bhuh;
and finally � = 2quThBh(Ah +Bh)�1Bhuh = 2kBhuhk(Ah+Bh)�1= 2kuhkBh(Ah+Bh)�1Bh : (2.35)

By inserting (2.34) and (2.35) into (2.33) we getkuHkH�1 = vThBhuh = 2�uTh (Ah +Bh)�1Bhuh = uThBh(Ah +Bh)�1BhuhkuhkBh(Ah+Bh)�1Bh= kuhkBh(Ah+Bh)�1Bh :
Theorem 2.48. Consider Ah, Bh to be symmetric, positive definite stiffness and mass ma-
trices obtained from the finite element discretization of an elliptic second-order self-adjoint
operator on the Sobolev space Hm(
). Then a discrete analogue of the Hm-norm is given byHm := ((Ah +Bh)B�1h )mBh:
Proof. See, e.g., [28].

Remark 2.49. By applying Theorem 2.48 for m = 0; 1;�1 we getm = 0 H0 = Bh discrete L2(
)-norm;m = 1 H = Ah +Bh discrete H1(
)-norm;m = �1 H�1 = Bh(Ah +Bh)�1Bh discrete H�1(
)-norm:
Furthermore, one can easily exploit the correspondence between inner products (2.29) and (2.30)
to obtain the relation for angles between functions and their representation vectors in Vh.
Theorem 2.50. Let u; v be two functions in the finite-dimensional space V with the in-
ner product (�; �)V and the norm k � kV . Moreover, we denote by u = [ui℄i=1;:::;dimV ; v =[vj℄j=1;:::;dimV their representation vectors with respect to a basis f'1; : : : ; 'dimV g of V . ThenosV \(u; v) = os\V(u;v); sinV \(u; v) = sin\V(u;v);
where V = [vij℄i;j=1;:::;dimV ; with vij = ('i; 'j)V and os\V(u;v) is defined asos\V(u;v) := (u;v)VkukVkvkV = uTVvpuTVupvTVv :
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Proof. Definition 2.9 of the angle between u and v states thatosV \(u; v) = (u; v)VkukV kvkV :
Since both u; v are elements of V they can be expressed as linear combinations of basis
functions, i.e., u = dimVXi=1 ui'i; v = dimVXj=1 vj'j:
This impliesosV \(u; v) = (u; v)VkukV kvkV = (dimVPi=1 ui'i; dimVPj=1 vj'j)s(dimVPi=1 ui'i; dimVPi=j uj'j)s(dimVPi=1 vi'i; dimVPj=1 vj'j) ;
hence osV \(u; v) = dimVPi=1 dimVPj=1 ui('i; 'j)V vjsdimVPi=1 dimVPj=1 ui('i; 'j)V ujsdimVPi=1 dimVPj=1 vi('i; 'j)V vj= uTVvpuTVupvTVv = (u;v)VkukVkvkV = osV \(u;v):
Of course, relation sinV \(u; v) = sin\V(u;v)
follows immediately.

Remark 2.51. From Theorem 2.50 it can be easily seen thatosL2(
)\(uh; vh) = osBh \(uh;vh); (2.36)

where os\Bh(u;v) := (uh;vh)BhkukBhkvkBh :
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Chapter 3

Model problems

In this chapter, we introduce two model problems which we use to demonstrate the essence
of methods discussed in subsequent chapters. We apply the theory presented in Sections 2.2
and 2.3 to a Laplace and a convection-diffusion eigenvalue problem to understand some of
the major properties and difficulties of self-adjoint and non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problems.
Based on the variational formulation we investigate the corresponding sesquilinear (bilinear)
forms and define appropriate norms. For the Laplace eigenvalue problem we present a general
relation between continuous and discrete eigenpairs, which follows from the Courant-Fischer
minimax theorem [46, 107]. In the case of non-self-adjoint problems, such as the convection-
diffusion eigenvalue problem, very few information about a general spectrum are available.
Therefore, we concentrate on examples with particularly chosen convection and diffusion
coefficients or defined on the specific domain 
 � R2 .
3.1 A Laplace eigenvalue problem

As a simple example of a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem we consider the Laplace eigenvalue
problem:

Determine a non-trivial eigenpair (�; u) 2 R �H10 (
) with kukL2(
) = 1 such that��u = �u; on 
u = 0; in �
 (3.1)

and its variational formulation of the form:

Determine a non-trivial eigenpair (�; u) 2 R � V , with b(u; u) = 1 such thata(u; v) = �b(u; v) for all v 2 V; (3.2)

with a(u; v) := Z
 rurv dx; b(u; v) := Z
 uv dx:
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It is known, see, e.g., [12], that the Laplace problem has a countable set of real eigenvalues0 < �1 � �2 � . . .

and corresponding eigenfunctionsu1; u2; : : : ; such that b(ui; uj) = Æi;j; i; j = 1; : : : :
Here V := H10 (
) and H := L2(
), which has the following consequences. The bilinear
form a(�; �) is symmetric, continuous and coercive in H10 (
). Therefore, the energy normjjj�jjj := a(�; �) 12 is a semi-norm on V := H10 (
), i.e., jjj�jjj := j � jH1(
;C ) , and is equivalent to the
standard H1(
)-norm, i.e., kuk2H1(
) � a(u; u) � Ckuk2H1(
);
where ; C are the coercivity and the continuity constant, respectively.
The bilinear form b(�; �) is continuous, symmetric and positive definite and hence induces a
norm on L2(
), in this case, b(�; �) turns out to be the standard inner product on L2(
), i.e.,b(�; �) := (�; �)L2(
) and k�k := k�kL2(
).
The Ritz-Galerkin discretization of the Laplace problem on the P1 finite element space Vh
leads to the variational formulationa(uh; vh) = �h(uh; vh) for all vh 2 Vh: (3.3)

and the associated generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem of the formAhuh = �hBhuh; (3.4)

where Ah and Bh are symmetric and positive definite matrices of dimension nh.
This generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem has a finite set of eigenvalues0 < �1;h � �2;h � : : : � �nh;h
and corresponding eigenvectorsu1;h;u2;h; : : : ;unh;h such that uTi;hBhuj;h = Æi;j; i; j = 1; : : : ; nh:
It follows from the Courant-Fischer minimax theorem [46, 107] that�i � �i;h for all i = 1; : : : ; nh;
and if Th is any refinement of TH , i.e., H > h, then0 � �i;h � �i;H for all i = 1; : : : ; nH :
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3.2 A convection-diffusion eigenvalue problem

Unfortunately, as we pointed out at the beginning, many practical problems go beyond
the self-adjoint case [66]. From the spectral theory of non-normal operators we know that
their eigenfunctions are in general non-orthogonal and the corresponding eigenvalues may be
complex and badly conditioned [71, 109]. Moreover, in the non-self-adjoint case no analogue
of the Courant-Fischer minimax theorem is known, which makes it impossible to uniquely
assign the continuous eigenvalues to the discrete ones.
In order to make our investigations easier to follow we will consider a two-dimensional
convection-diffusion eigenvalue problem of a general form:

Find a non-trivial pair (�; u) such that� ��u + � � ru = �u in 
u = 0 on �
; (3.5)

where � 2 R and � 2 R2 are the diffusion and the convection coefficient, respectively.
For � 6= [0; 0℄T the operator is non-self-adjoint and its departure from normality depends on
the size of the diffusion coefficient � relative to k�k [66].
In Chapter 5 we investigate the model convection-diffusion problem, with constant convection
coefficient � of the form:

Find a non-trivial eigenpair (�; u) 2 C �H10 (
) \H2(
) with kukL2(
) = 1 such that��u+ � � ru = �u in 
u = 0 on �
; (3.6)

where � 2 R2 is divergence free, i.e.,Z
 v div(�)dx = 0; for all v 2 H10 (
):
Since the convection-diffusion operator is non-self-adjoint it is necessary to consider both,

the primal and the dual eigenvalue problem. Therefore, we study the problem (3.6) in its
weak formulation.

Determine a non-trivial primal and dual eigenpair (�; u) 2 C �V and (�?; u?) 2 C �V , withb(u; u) = 1 such that a(u; v) + (u; v) = �b(u; v) for all v;2 V
and a(w; u?) + (w; u?) = �?b(w; u?) for all w 2 V;
where a(u; v) := Z
rurvdx; (u; v) := Z
 � � ruvdx; b(u; v) := Z
 uvdx;
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and (:) denotes the complex conjugate.
Note that primal and dual eigenvalues are connected by � = �?. The corresponding spaces
are defined as follows: V := H10 (
, H := L2(
). Due to the choice of � to be divergence
free the bilinear form a(�; �) + (�; �) is continuous and elliptic in V . The bilinear form b(�; �)
is continuous, symmetric and positive definite, and hence induces a norm k � k = k � kL2(
).
Obviously a(v; v) + (v; v) is no longer symmetric and positive definite, therefore, for this
example the energy norm is defined as jjj�jjj = a(�; �) 12 .
The Ritz-Galerkin discretization on Vh � V leads to a variational formulation:

Determine the non-trivial primal and dual eigenpairs (�h; uh) 2 C �Vh and (�?h; u?h) 2 C �Vh
such that a(uh; vh) + (uh; vh) = �hb(uh; vh) for all vh 2 Vh;a(wh; u?h) + (wh; u?h) = �?hb(wh; u?h) for all wh 2 Vh: (3.7)

Since primal and dual eigenvalues are connected by � = �?, we are interested in finding a
non-trivial triple (�h; uh; u?h), referred to as an eigentriple.
In summary, from (3.7) we get the two generalized algebraic eigenvalue problems, i.e.,(Ah + Ch)uh = �hBhuh; u?h(Ah + Ch) = �?hu?hBh;
where Ah is the symmetric positive definite stiffness matrix, Ch the non-symmetric convection
matrix and Bh the symmetric positive definite mass matrix. As a consequence, the eigentriple(�h; uh; u?h) is determined based on the discrete eigentriple (�h;uh;u?h), where uh;u?h are the
right and the left generalized eigenvectors of the matrix pair (Ah + Ch; Bh), respectively.
Generalized algebraic eigenvalue problems are discussed in details in Section 2.3, however, it
is important to mention that the smallest eigenvalue (the eigenvalue with the smallest real
part) of this problem is proved to be simple (real) and well separated [54].
Moreover, if the problem (3.5) is defined in the unit square, i.e., 
 := [0; 1℄ � [0; 1℄ and
the convection coefficient is constant, i.e., � = [�1; �2℄T , its eigenvalues and primal (dual)
eigenfunctions are known explicitly, see [66],�21 + �224� + ��2(k21 + k22); � exp �1x + �2y2� sin(k1�x) sin(k2�y); k1; k2 2 Nnf0g:
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Chapter 4

Self-adjoint eigenvalue problem

In this chapter we describe new ideas of combining the information from the algebraic eigen-
solver with the standard Estimate procedure of the adaptive finite element method. As
an introduction, in Section 4.1.1, we show empirically how misleading the standard as-
sumption about the exactness of the approximate solution is even in the case of a simple,
one-dimensional Laplace eigenvalue problem. We present a comparison of the discretization
and the iteration error for both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. In Section 4.2 we intro-
duce an extended approach, called AFEMLA, for the adaptive finite element solution of
self-adjoint elliptic PDE eigenvalue problems that incorporates the solution (in finite preci-
sion arithmetic) of the algebraic problem into the adaptation process. An advantage of this
new algorithm is that it can be used also when the problem comes in discretized form, e.g.
directly from the finite element modeling. The robustness is confirmed both by experiments
and theory. The results presented in this section are published in [91]. Throughout Sec-
tion 4.3 the functional backward error and condition number for the self-adjoint eigenvalue
problem are derived. A combined a posteriori error estimator for errors measured in theH1(
)-norm, which balances the influence of the discretization and the iteration error on
the adaptive method, is introduced in Section 4.4. All these techniques are analyzed in terms
of their possible extensions for more general problems.

4.1 A comparison of discretization and iteration errors

for self-adjoint eigenvalue problems

In [110] the relationship between the discretization and the iteration error in the iterative
solution was studied in the context of solving elliptic boundary value problems. Numerical
examples confirmed that the influence of the error in the algebraic solver compared to the
precision of the finite element approximation cannot be ignored and has to be considered.
Here we derive a similar analysis for elliptic self-adjoint eigenvalue problems. For illustra-
tion we first investigate analytically the behavior of the discretization and iteration error
for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (eigenvectors) of the one-dimensional Laplace eigenvalue
problem.
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4.1.1 A model problem and error estimates

Let d = 1 and 
 = (0; 1). Then the problem (3.1) has the form� u00 = �u on 
 = (0; 1) (4.1)u(0) = u(1) = 0:
The exact k-th eigenpair of (4.1) is given by(�k; uk(x)) = (k2�2;p2 sin(k�x)); k = 1; : : : :
The corresponding variational formulation is given bya(u; v) = �b(u; v);
with a(u; v) = 1Z0 u0v0dx; b(u; v) = 1Z0 uvdx:
The problem is discretized with the Ritz-Galerkin method on the uniform mesh of sizeh = 1n+1 with P1 finite elements and inner nodes xi = ih, for i = 1; : : : ; n. The finite element
approximation of (�; u) is obtained as (�h; uh) 2 R � Vh such thata(uh; vh) = �b(uh; vh) for all vh 2 Vh: (4.2)

Following [11, Chapter I, §5, pp. 677] the discrete problem can be written as the generalized
matrix eigenvalue problem of the formAhuh = �hBhuh; (4.3)

where

Ah = 1h 2666664 2 �1�1 2 �1�1 2 �1
. . . �1�1 2

3777775 2 Rn�n ; Bh = 16h2666664 4 11 4 11 4 1
. . . 11 4

3777775 2 Rn�n :
The k-th exact discrete eigenvalue of (4.3) is given by�k;h = 6h2 1� os(k�h)2 + os(k�h) ; k = 1; : : : ; n:
Since, just as for the boundary value problem [110], the exact discrete solution uk;h of (4.3)
is equal to the exact solution uk in mesh points, the following identity holdsuk;h;i = uk;h(xi) = uk(xi) = p2 sin(k�xi) = p2 sin(k�ih); k; i = 1; : : : ; n: (4.4)
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In order to analyze the behavior of discretization and iteration errors we are interested in
the following quantities:

discretization error iteration error

eigenvalue j�k � �k;hj j�k;h � e�k;hj
eigenfunction (eigenvector) jjj�jjj-norm jjjuk � uk;hjjj kuk;h � euk;hkAh
eigenfunction (eigenvector) sin� sin\(uk; uk;h) sinBh \(uk;h; euk;h)

Table 4.1

From a priori error estimates for eigenvalues, i.e., [11, Chapter I, §5, pp. 678], it is well
known that j�k � �k;hj = jk2�2 � 6h2 1� os(k�h)2 + os(k�h) j = O(h2): (4.5)

The eigenvalue iteration error j�k;h � e�k;hj is computed based on the approximate eigenpair
obtained from (4.3) by the Arnoldi/Lanczos method, i.e., the Matlab function eigs [89] or
Arpack [81].
For simplicity, we consider in detail the case of k = 1 and we skip the index k in (�k; uk),(�k;h; uk;h) etc.. Let us analyze the discretization error for the eigenfunction using two
different approaches. First we compute the discretization error using the energy norm jjj�jjj.
Proposition 4.1. Let e = u� uh define the eigenfunction discretization error with u(x) =p2 sin(�x). Then jjjejjj2 = �2 + 2(os(�h)� 1)h2 :
Moreover, jjjejjj = O(h).
Proof. See Appendix 7.1.
Since for every eigenfunction u any nonzero multiple u,  2 R, of u is also an eigenfunction
of (4.1), neither jjju� uhjjj nor kuh � euhkAh are good measures of the error [61, 95]. In order
to deal with this problem the idea of angles between subspaces spanned by vectors u and uh
(or euh) is exploited. These subspaces are uniquely determined, so the angle between them
determines a good measure of the error.

Proposition 4.2. Let u and uh be exact eigenfunctions of problems (4.1), (4.2), respectively.
Then sin\(u; uh) =s�4 os(�h) + 2�4 � 12j (os(�h)�1)2h4 j�4(os(�h) + 2) :
Proof. See Appendix 7.1.
Now, based on (2.31) the energy norm of the iteration error eh = uh � euh is computed by
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jjjehjjj2 = jjjuh � euhjjj2 = (uh � euh)TAh(uh � euh):
Obviously,sin\(uh; euh) = sinBh \(uh; euh) =q1� os2Bh \(uh; euh) =s1� j(uh; euh)Bhj2kuhk2Bhkeuhk2Bh :
4.1.2 Numerical examples - How exact the ’exact’ really is?

Let us now illustrate previously derived results numerically. Figure 4.1 presents the dis-
cretization error based on equation (4.5). The discretization error decreases as the mesh sizeh is getting smaller and a correct order O(h2) is recovered. The corresponding result with
respect to the number of degrees of freedom is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Eigenvalue discretization error
versus mesh size h.
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Figure 4.2: Eigenvalue discretization error
versus #DOF.

In contrast to the discretization error, the eigenvalue iteration error increases as the mesh sizeh tends to zero as it is shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. At this point the question arises: Can
it ever happen that the iteration error will dominate the discretization error. Unfortunately
for the standard AFEM algorithms, the answer is ”Yes”. This phenomenon is illustrated
in Figure 4.5. The experiments show that, even for the simple one-dimensional Laplace
eigenvalue problem with symmetric positive definite, not badly conditioned matrices, the
iteration error starts to dominate the discretization error already for a medium size problem
of � 104 degrees of freedom. According to Proposition 4.1 the eigenfunction discretization
error in the energy norm jjj�jjj is of order O(h) as shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.8 indicates that the iteration error measured in the energy norm jjj�jjj is of orderO(h2). Looking at Figure 4.10 the results seem to be good, the iteration error is always
below the discretization error.
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Figure 4.3: Eigenvalue iteration error
versus mesh size h.
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Figure 4.4: Eigenvalue iteration error
versus #DOF.

However, as we have mentioned before, it is more reasonable to look at angles between
subspaces in order to draw right conclusions. For the discretization error measured in terms of
the angle between eigenspaces, see Figure 4.11 and 4.12, we recover the O(h2) approximation
which is better than the one obtained in the energy norm.
A slightly different behavior can be observed for the iteration error which increases while the
mesh size h tends to zero, see Figure 4.13 and 4.14. All eigenfunction/eigenvector errors are
compared in Figure 4.15. Although we do not observe the domination of the discretization
error over the iteration error for the case of angles between subspaces (the results are just
very good), it does not mean that a similar situation as for the eigenvalues may not occur
as the mesh size h tends to zero.
The simple example presented above confirms that the typical assumption made for AFEM
algorithms that matrix eigenvalue problems are solved exactly, so that the iteration error is
always dominated by the discretization error, are not reasonable and may lead to incorrect
results.

4.2 AFEMLA - two way adaptation based on the itera-

tion error

In the previous section we have demonstrated that it is essential to consider the influence of
iteration errors on AFEM algorithms. These errors have to be taken into account, not only in
the process of designing reliable and efficient a posteriori error estimators, but also should be
balanced with other errors, i.e., modeling or discretization errors, in order to define stopping
criteria for algebraic eigensolvers. In this section we introduce an extended approach for
the adaptive finite element solution of self-adjoint elliptic PDE eigenvalue problems that
incorporates the solution (in finite precision arithmetic) of the algebraic problem into the
adaptation process. In order to stress this fact we call the new approach AFEMLA, where
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Figure 4.5: Eigenvalue discretization and iteration error versus #DOF.

letters ’LA’ indicate that the adaptation also involves the numerical Linear Algebra part
of the process. We will focus on the computation of the smallest real eigenvalues of the
self-adjoint elliptic PDE eigenvalue problem.

4.2.1 Standard AFEM versus AFEMLA

The standard AFEM approach for eigenvalue problems is based on discretizing the variational
formulation using the Ritz-Galerkin method on a given grid, i.e., 
h1 and solving the resulting
generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem by an iterative solver. Based on this trial solution,
elementwise a posteriori error estimates are determined and used to refine the grid. The
same strategy proceeds for the next AFEM loop step, see Figure 4.16. This typical approach
does not consider any influence of errors in the numerical linear algebra on the algorithm.
Furthermore, since one may have to solve many algebraic eigenvalue problems related to
finer and finer grids and information from the previous steps of the adaptive procedure, like
previously well approximated eigenvalues, is not used on the next level, computational costs
for the algebraic eigenvalue problem can dominate the total computational cost.

We introduce an adaptive finite element algorithm called AFEMLA which incorporates the
information obtained during the iterative solving of algebraic eigenvalue problems into the
error estimation and the refinement process. Since the accuracy of the computed eigenvalue
approximation cannot be better than the quality of the discretization, there is no need
to solve the algebraic eigenvalue problem up to very high precision if the discretization
scheme guarantees only small precision. Also nested iterations, i.e., using actual eigenvector
approximation as a starting vector for the eigensolver on the refined grid, reduce the total
cost significantly. The idea of adaptive methods is to achieve a desired accuracy with the
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Figure 4.6: Eigenfunction discretization error
versus mesh size h.
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Figure 4.7: Eigenfunction discretization error
versus #DOF.
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvector iteration error
versus mesh size h.
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Figure 4.9: Eigenvector iteration error
versus #DOF.
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Figure 4.10: Eigenfunction/eigenvector discretization and iteration error versus #DOF.
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Figure 4.11: Eigenfunction discretization error
versus mesh size h.
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Figure 4.12: Eigenfunction discretization error
versus #DOF.
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Figure 4.13: Eigenvector iteration error
versus mesh size h.
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Figure 4.14: Eigenvector iteration error
versus #DOF.
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Figure 4.15: Eigenfunction/eigenvector discretization and iteration error versus #DOF.
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Figure 4.16: The standard AFEM idea. Figure 4.17: The AFEMLA idea.

minimal computational effort and this is exactly our main goal. The idea of the AFEMLA
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.17.

An additional advantage of the proposed algorithm over the standard AFEM is that this
adaptivity technique can be applied even without too much knowledge of the underlying
PDE. Let us assume that we would like to obtain the solution of some physical problem,
e.g., to compute the noise level inside the car, but the only available information is the
matrix representation of the problem and the corresponding finite element grid. Although,
we do not have a PDE equation describing the problem and we are not able to construct
an appropriate a posteriori error estimator, we still can construct an adaptive algorithm
which allows us to obtain a good approximation of the exact solution at a reasonable cost.
Since, in the AFEMLA algorithm adaptivity is possible also based on the algebraic residual,
it can be used also when the problem comes in a discretized form, e.g. from the finite
element modeling [21]. We are not addressing this problem here, however, also in this
case, performing the subspace adaptation requires information about underlying meshes and
matrices obtained at different discretization levels.

Throughout this and subsequent sections, we use the following notation to distinguish con-
tinuous, discrete and approximated eigenpairs. We will denote by (�i; ui) the exact pair of
an eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenfunction of (3.1), by (�i;H ; ui;H) (or (�i;h; ui;h)) the
exact eigenpair for the discrete formulation with respect to the space VH (or Vh), respectively,
and by (e�i;H ; eui;H) (or (e�i;h; eui;h)) its approximation obtained by an iterative eigenvalue solver
in finite precision arithmetic. In order to distinguish the representation vector of the eigen-
function with respect to some basis of VH (or Vh) from the eigenfunction itself, bold letters
will be used, i.e., ui;H (or ui;h), eui;H (or eui;h). Note that these representation vectors are
the eigenvectors of (2.14). In the following, when no index i is given in (�i; ui), (�i;H ; ui;H),(�i;H ; ui;H), (e�i;H; eui;H) (e�i;H; eui;H) etc., then we mean (�1; u1), (�1;H ; u1;H), (e�1;H ; eu1;H), and(e�1;H ; eu1;H), respectively.
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4.2.2 The AFEMLA algorithm

As in the standard case of AFEM, our adaptive finite element method consists of the typical
loop

Solve ! Estimate ! Mark ! Refine.

After discretizing, we solve the algebraic eigenvalue problem using a Krylov subspace method
on the coarse mesh, but we stop the iteration early, when sufficient information is available.
As a stopping criterion in the iterative procedure we can either use the maximal number p
of Arnoldi/Lanczos steps or a desired tolerance; we will discuss these options below. This
significantly reduces the cost in the algebraic eigenvalue solver. It would also be possible to
use other iterative solvers, like Rayleigh quotient iterations or Newton iterations. In view
of the goal to extend these approaches to non-self-adjoint problems and in order to be able
to use standardized eigenvalue methods like those implemented in Arpack [81] or Matlab

[89], we concentrate on the Arnoldi/Lanczos method [81].
For a given matrix S 2 RnH�nH (which in our case corresponds to B�1H AH , and a nonzero
starting vector w1 2 RnH , the Arnoldi/Lanczos process generates the Krylov subspaceKm(S;w1) = spanfw1; Sw1; S2w1; : : : ; Sm�1w1g and determines an orthogonal basis for this
subspace spanned by the columns of a matrix Wj.
The approximations to the eigenvalues of the matrix S are then determined via the eigen-
values (called Ritz values) of the Hessenberg matrix Hm = W TmSWm which represents an
orthogonal projection of the matrix S onto Km(S;w1). Prolongating eigenvectors y1; : : : ;ym
associated with the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �m of Hm, by setting uk;H = Wmyk, k = 1; 2; : : : ; m,
then yields eigenvector approximations for the given matrix S, i.e., for the generalized eigen-
value problem (3.4) on VH .

The Arnoldi/Lanczos process is usually terminated at step m, when Km(M;w1) is approxi-
mately invariant under S or when a desired tolerance tol is reached, i.e., kSuk;H�uk;H�mk �maxf�MkHmk; jtoljj�mjg, where �M is the machine precision [53, 81]. This stopping crite-
rion assures a small backward error, which in the case of symmetric eigenvalue problems
corresponds to a small residual vector. As a result of the Arnoldi/Lanczos process we get
approximations e�H to exact eigenvalues �H of the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.4) onVH .

With the approximation euH to the corresponding eigenvector uH , it follows that the corre-
sponding approximate eigenfunction is given byeuH = nHXi=1 [euH ℄i'Hi = nHXi=1 euH;i'Hi :
We then can check the quality of this solution and use this information for adaptation. From
a geometric point of view, it is our goal to enrich the space VH corresponding to the coarse
mesh TH by further functions. Since VH is a subspace of Vh corresponding to the mesh Th,
which is obtained by a uniform refinement of TH , every function from VH can be expressed
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as a linear combination of functions from Vh. A uniform refinement of every single triangle,
also called the red refinement, is usually realized by joining the midpoints of the edges [111].

If f'h1 ; : : : ; 'hnhg is a finite element basis for Vh, then we have the identityeuH = nHXi=1 euH;i'Hi = nhXi=1 buh;i'hi ;
with an appropriate coefficient vector buh. The relationship between coefficient vectors buh
and euH can be described by multiplication with a prolongation matrix P that is easily
constructed [24, 27].
Therefore, the corresponding prolongated coordinate vector in the fine space associated with
the computed eigenvector euH is buh = P euH : (4.6)

We denote by (b�h; buh) an approximate eigenpair obtained from the prolongation of the eigen-
vector euH on the finite space Vh, where b�h is a generalized Rayleigh quotient corresponding
to buh.
Remark 4.3. Note that if the algebraic eigenvalue problem could be solved exactly, then e�H
and b�h would be equal. But, since eigenvalues usually cannot be computed exactly (even in
infinite precision arithmetic) and since we work in finite precision arithmetic, roundoff errors,
although not discussed here, have to be taken into account and therefore it is important to
distinguish these values.

Based on (b�h; buh) we can compute the corresponding residualbrh = Ahbuh � b�hBhbuh: (4.7)

This gives a natural way of estimating the error in the computed eigenfunction using the
coarse grid solution combined with the fine grid information, namely we can prolongate the
already computed approximation euH from VH to Vh. Then every entry in the residual vectorbrh in (4.7) corresponds to the appropriate basis function from the fine space. Furthermore,
we know that if the i-th entry in the vector brh is large, then the i-th basis function has a
large influence on the solution, namely its support should be further investigated [70]. All
these basis functions with large entries in the vector brh together with all basis functions from
the coarse space form a basis for the new refined space. The decision on whether an entry in
the residual vector is small or large is based on different criteria, e.g., a prescribed tolerance
or a bulk strategy [48].

When we have identified the basis functions that should be added to enrich our trial space,
we start the marking procedure. Since every FEM basis function is associated with a spe-
cific node in the mesh, enriching the space by new basis function means marking the edge
corresponding to its node. In order to avoid hanging nodes or irregular triangulations, we
mark some additional edges using a closure algorithm, i.e., if edge E is marked and is not a
reference edge (the longest edge) of the element, then we add the reference edge to the set
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of marked edges. If an element T 2 TH has one, two, or three edges marked, we refine it by
the green, blue, or red refinement, respectively, see, e.g., [4, 26, 111] for more details.

After finishing the refinement procedure, we have a new mesh which will be an initial mesh
for the next loop of our adaptive algorithm. Listing AFEMLA presents a pseudo-code of
this algorithm. In this algorithm, we either use a fixed number of steps p for the iterative
method to solve the algebraic eigenvalue problem or we stop the iterative procedure based
on a tolerance that is related to the discretization error. It is clear that the optimal choice of
parameters p and tol with respect to the number of desired eigenvalues is problem dependent
and we do not have a global analysis how to achieve an optimal choice. However, one of the
main goals of adaptive methods is the optimal use of resources, i.e., achieving a prescribed
tolerance with minimal work or a maximal tolerance with given restrictions on the amount
of work [14]. Due to the discretization process the considered algebraic eigenvalue problem is
already contaminated with a discretization error, which (hopefully) decreases when the mesh
size is getting smaller. The discretization error, therefore, is the first natural choice of the
tolerance parameter tol for the iterative solver. For this reason for the algebraic eigenvalue
problem we use a tolerance tol that is slightly less than the discretization error.

On the other hand if some storage restrictions are present, i.e., a limit on the maximal
number p of Arnoldi/Lanczos vectors, then the question arises how accurate solution we
can get. In the case of well separated eigenvalues, as a rule of thumb, the choice of p =2 � number of desired eigenvalues is acceptable, see [81], but it will not guarantee a high
accuracy of the solution. However, we are usually only interested in a good accuracy of
the final eigenvalue approximation (i.e., the approximation computed in the last step of the
adaptive algorithm), the intermediate values only need to be accurate enough to capture the
special behavior of the solution and to serve as initial guess for the nested iteration process.
The convergence of the Arnoldi/Lanczos method depends on the gap in the spectrum, not
on the quality of the mesh itself, see, e.g., [101]. Good meshes are required in order to assure
the accuracy of the computed approximation. Since we are interested in simple and well
separated eigenvalues, we expect the method to have a monotone convergence. Although, in
the case of the symmetric eigenvalue problem, the convergence rate of the Arnoldi/Lanczos
method is known [95, 101] and can be estimated, in general the parameter p is chosen based
on heuristics.
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AFEMLA for the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplace eigenvalue problem (3.1)

Input: An initial regular triangulation T iH , a maximal number p of Arnoldi/Lanczos steps
or a tolerance tol and a desired accuracy ".

Output: Approximation b�1 to the smallest eigenvalue �1 of (3.1) together with the corre-
sponding approximate eigenfunction bu1.
Solve: Compute the smallest eigenvalue e�H and associated eigenvector euH for the alge-
braic eigenvalue problem (3.4) associated with the coarse mesh T iH : The Arnoldi/Lanczos
method will be terminated after p steps or when a desired tolerance tol is reached.
Express euH using basis functions from the mesh T ih that is obtained by uniformly refiningT iH . With the prolongation matrix P from the coarse mesh T iH on the fine mesh T ih computebuh = P euH .

Estimate: Determine the residual brh = Ahbuh� b�hBhbuh for the associated eigenvector buh
and identify all large coefficients in brh and corresponding basis functions (nodes).

if kbrhk < " then

return (b�h; buh)
else

Mark: Mark all edges that contain identified nodes and apply the closure algorithm.
Refine: Refine the coarse mesh T iH using the red, green or blue refinement to get T i+1H .

Start Algorithm with T i+1H .
end if

4.2.3 Error estimates involving the algebraic error for elliptic self-
adjoint eigenvalue problems

In this section we analyze the AFEMLA algorithm theoretically. We discuss the question
whether the residual vector provides sufficient information for the refinement procedure and
what quality of eigenpairs we may expect. We note that if we have computed a FEM
approximation to an eigenvalue and eigenfunction then it is possible, at least in the interior
of the elements, to compute the analytic residual for (3.1) given byerH = j�euH + e�HeuH j;
which together with the edge residual, that describes the size of discontinuities of normal
derivatives across edges of the elements [79], forms the exact residual. In this way we can
control errors caused due to the discretization of the infinite dimensional problem. Since,
however, we are interested in combining the discretization errors together with the errors in
the iterative eigensolver, we analyze the relation between the approximate solution of the
algebraic eigenvalue problem on the coarse and the fine grid.
In the next section, we first establish estimates for the eigenvalue error. Using classical per-
turbation results introduced in Section 2.3.3.1 and the saturation assumption we determine
bounds on errors between the exact eigenvalue and its approximations. In the second step
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we analyze the quality of the corresponding eigenfunctions. Here, except of the theoretical
framework from Section 2.3.3.1, we recall norm relations introduced in Section 2.4.

A priori and a posteriori error bounds for eigenvalues

Let us first denote residual vectors corresponding to eigenvectors euH , euh and buh byrH = AHeuH � e�HBHeuH ; (4.8)rh = Aheuh � e�hBheuh; (4.9)brh = Ahbuh � b�hBhbuh; (4.10)

respectively. Then applying Theorem 2.40 we obtain the following error bounds.

Corollary 4.4. Let (�H ;uH), (�h;uh) be exact eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of the
matrix pairs (AH;BH), (Ah;Bh), respectively, and let (e�H ; euH), (e�h; euh) be corresponding
computed eigenpairs. Let eigenvectors uH , uh be normalized, i.e., kuHkBH = kuhkBh = 1.
Then the following estimates hold.je�H � �H j � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH ; (4.11)je�h � �hj � krhkB�1hkeuhkBh ; (4.12)jb�h � �hj � kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh : (4.13)

It should be noted that in our algorithm we do not want to compute the fine grid eigenpair(e�h; euh). For this reason, the fine grid residual krhkB�1h is usually not available. Instead, we

use (b�h; buh) as its approximation and have the following bounds.

Theorem 4.5. Let (e�H ; euH) be the computed eigenpair of the matrix pair (AH ;BH) and
let (b�h; buh) be the computed eigenpair obtained by the prolongation (with the prolongation
matrix P ) of euH on the fine space Vh as defined in (4.6). Assume that these eigenvectors
are normalized, i.e., keuHkBH = kbuhkBh = 1. Thenje�H � b�hj � krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
Proof. Following Theorem 2.33, eigenpairs (e�H ; euh), (b�h; buh) are exact eigenpairs of the
eigenvalue problem (AH + EH)euH = e�HBHeuH ; (4.14)(Ah + bEh)buh = b�hBhbuh; (4.15)
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respectively, with EH = �rHeuTBH and bEh = �brhbuTBh.
Using the relation between the coarse and the fine space, i.e.,P TAhP = AH ; P TBhP = BH ;
it follows that (4.14) is equivalent to(P TAhP + EH)euH = e�H(P TBhP )euH : (4.16)

Multiplying (4.15) from the left by P T givesP TAhbuh + P T bEhbuh = b�hP TBhbuh: (4.17)

Using the fact that P euH = buh, we can rewrite (4.16) asP TAhP euH + EHeuH = e�HP TBhPeuH : (4.18)

By subtracting (4.17) from (4.18) we then get(e�H � b�h)(P TBhbuh) = P TAhbuh + EHeuH � P TAhbuh � P T bEhbuh
and, by applying the triangle inequality, finallyje�H � b�hj = kEHeuH � P T bEhbuhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH � kEHeuHkBH + kP T bEhbuhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH= k � rHeuTHBHeuHkBH + k � P TbrhbuThBhbuhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH= krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
Having obtained the estimate of the error between the computed eigenvalue on the coarse
grid and the prolongated eigenvalue on the fine grid we next obtain the similar relation
between the exact eigenvalue on the coarse grid and the prolongated eigenvalue.

Corollary 4.6. Let (�H ;uH) be the exact eigenpair of the matrix pair (AH ; BH) and let(b�h; buh) be the eigenpair obtained by the prolongation of the computed pair (e�H ; euH) on the
fine space Vh. Then, the following bound holds.j�H � b�hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
Proof. Using the triangle inequality we getj�H � b�hj = j�H � e�H + e�H � b�hj � j�H � e�H j+ je�H � b�hj:
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Inserting bound (4.11) and the result of Theorem 4.5 we getj�H � b�hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
Applying triangle inequalitiesj�H � �hj = j�H � b�h + b�h � �hj � j�H � b�hj+ jb�h � �hj;j�h � e�H j = j�h � b�h + b�h = e�H j � j�h � b�hj+ jb�h � e�H j;
we get the error estimate between the exact fine and the coarse grid eigenvalue, i.e.,j�H � �hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ; (4.19)

and between the exact fine grid and the computed coarse grid eigenvalue, i.e.,j�h � e�H j � kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH : (4.20)

Combining these bounds and using the triangle inequality in different ways we obtain the
following further bounds.

Corollary 4.7. Let (�H ;uH), (�h;uh) be the exact and let (e�H ; euH), (e�h; euh) be the computed
eigenpairs of the matrix pair (AH ; BH), (Ah; Bh), respectively. Furthermore, let (b�h; buh) be
the eigenpair obtained by the prolongation of euH on the fine space Vh defined as in (4.6).
Then the following bounds holdje�h � b�hj � krhkB�1hkbuhkBh + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ;je�H � e�hj � krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + krhkB�1hkbuhkBh + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ;j�H � e�hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + krhkB�1hkbuhkBh + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh :
Proof. The proof follows by combing the previous bounds and using the triangle inequality.

Theorem 4.5 and Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7 present error bounds with respect to the exact and
computed eigenvalues for discretized algebraic eigenvalue problems. Some of these bounds
are computable, while some have only theoretical meaning. In fact, we are interested in errors
between eigenvalues of the continuous problem and those of the discrete problem, therefore,
we would like to find computable bounds based on residual vectors. Since we were able to
transform residual errors to backward errors, it follows that for well-conditioned eigenval-
ues we can expect that small residuals will imply a good accuracy of their approximations
obtained by iterative solvers.
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In order to relate the continuous and discrete eigenpairs we will use the so-called saturation
assumption, namely we will assume that the approximation of the eigenpair computed on
the fine space Vh is better than the approximation on the coarse space VH . In practice
this assumption is equivalent to small data oscillations and the convergence of the AFEM
procedure [49].

Theorem 4.8 (Neymeyr [92]). Let � be an exact eigenvalue of (3.1). Let �H ; �h be the
corresponding exact eigenvalues of discretized problems on spaces VH , Vh, respectively. Then
the saturation assumption states that�H � �h � (1� �)(�H � �); (4.21)

with a positive � < 1, and it is equivalent to�h � � � �(�H � �): (4.22)

Remark 4.9. Inequality (4.22) is also equivalent to�H � � � 11� � (�H � �h): (4.23)

Therefore, later in this section, we will work with inequality (4.23). It is important to
mention that (4.22) is actually stating the convergence of the adaptive method. Note also,
that typically � is not known, but in our case, for a uniform subdivision and a sufficiently
small mesh size h, is it known that � � 12 , see [2] for details.

Remark 4.10. Since for the symmetric eigenvalue problem the Courant-Fischer minimax
theorem holds [46, 107], the exact eigenvalue � of the PDE eigenvalue problem and the
eigenvalues �H , �h of discretized problems satisfy the inequality� � �h � �H :
Thus, inequalities (4.22) and (4.23) are equivalent toj�h � �j � �j�H � �j and j�H � �j � 11� � j�H � �hj;
respectively.

Based on the saturation assumption stated in Theorem 4.8 and estimates for errors be-
tween the exact and computed eigenvalues for discretized eigenvalue problems we obtain the
following bounds.

Corollary 4.11. Let � be the exact eigenvalue of (3.1) and let u be the corresponding eigen-
function. Let �H be the corresponding exact eigenvalue of the discretized generalized eigen-
value problem with the matrix pair (AH ; BH), and let buH be defined as in (4.6). Then with
residual vectors rH , brh defined as in (4.8), (4.10) we havej�H � �j � 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! : (4.24)
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Proof. Under the saturation assumption from Theorem 4.8 it follows thatj�H � �j � 11� � j�H � �hj:
By applying bound (4.19) we getj�H � �hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh
and thus j�H � �j � 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
Corollary 4.12. Let � be the exact eigenvalue of (3.1), let �h be the corresponding exact fine
grid eigenvalue and let buh be defined as in (4.6). Then with residual vectors rH , brh defined
as in (4.8), (4.10) we havej�h � �j � (1 + 11� � ) krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
Proof. Under the saturation assumption from Theorem 4.8 it follows thatj�h � �j � j�h � �H j+ j�H � �j � j�h � �H j+ 11� � j�h � �H j = (1 + 11� � )j�h � �H j:
From (4.19) we have thatj�H � �hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh
and hencej�h � �j � (1 + 11� � ) krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
Using previous estimates we can also obtain the bound on the error between the computed
eigenvalue on the coarse mesh and the corresponding eigenvalue of the original PDE eigen-
value problem.

Theorem 4.13. Let � be the exact eigenvalue of (3.1), e�H the computed coarse grid eigen-
value and let buh be defined as in (4.6). Then with residual vectors rH , brh defined as in (4.8),
(4.10), we haveje�H � �j � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
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Proof. From (4.11) we know that je�H � �H j � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH
and from Corollary 4.11 we have thatj�H � �j � 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
Hence,je�H � �j � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
Theorem 4.14. Let � be the exact eigenvalue of (3.1) and let euH be the computed coarse
grid eigenvector. Furthermore, let (b�h; buh) be the corresponding eigenpair obtained by the
prolongation of euH on the fine space Vh defined as in (4.6). Then with residual vectors rH ,brh as defined in (4.8), (4.10) we havejb�h � �j � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH+ 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
Proof. From Corollary 4.6 it follows thatj�H � b�hj � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH
and from Corollary 4.11 we have thatj�H � �j � 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !
and hence,jb�h � �j � krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH+ 11� �  krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ! :
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Theorem 4.15. Let � be the exact eigenvalue of (3.1) and e�h the computed fine grid eigen-
value. Then with residual vectors rH , rh, brh defined as in (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) we haveje�h � �j � (1 + 11� � ) krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !+ krhkB�1hkeuhkBh :
Proof. From the triangle inequality it follows thatje�h � �j � je�h � �hj+ j�h � �j:
By applying bound (4.13) together with Corollary 4.12 we have thatje�h � �j � (1 + 11� � ) krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !+ krhkB�1hkeuhkBh :
A priori and a posteriori error bounds for the eigenfunctions

Since a priori error estimates, discussed in Section 2.2.3, clearly indicate that the efficiency
of the FEM algorithm and its convergence depend strongly on the eigenfunction approx-
imation, here we investigate the quality of the (prolongated) eigenfunction (eigenvector)
approximation.
At first we introduce the saturation assumption for eigenfunctions in terms of angles between
them.

Theorem 4.16. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1) and let uH ; uh be its coarse and
fine grid approximations defined as the exact solution of variational equations (3.2), (3.3),
respectively. Then the saturation assumption states that the following inequality holdssin\(u; uh) �  sin\(u; uH);
with a positive  < 1.
Proof. See, e.g., [16, 15].
Similarly to the eigenvalue case, we assume that the angle between the exact eigenfunctionu and its fine grid approximation uh is smaller than the angle with respect to a coarse grid
approximation uH .
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Corollary 4.17. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1). Let uH ; uh be the corresponding
exact eigenfunctions of the discretized problem on spaces VH , Vh, respectively. Then the
saturation assumption from Theorem 4.16 is equivalent tosin\(u; uH) � 11�  sin\(uH; uh): (4.25)

Proof. ) The triangle inequality for angles givesj sin\(u; uH)� sin\(uH ; uh)j � sin\(u; uh);
hence � sin\(u; uh) � sin\(u; uH)� sin\(uH ; uh) � sin\(u; uh):
Applying the saturation assumption from Theorem 4.16 yields the upper boundsin\(u; uH)� sin\(uH ; uh) � sin\(u; uh) �  sin\(u; uH);
which leads to (1� ) sin\(u; uH) � sin\(uH ; uh):
Since  2 (0; 1), the inequalitysin\(u; uH) � 11�  sin\(uH ; uh)
holds.( Given (4.25) we have� sin\(u; uH) � sin\(uH ; uh)� sin\(u; uH):
The triangle inequality for angles states thatj sin\(u; uH)� sin\(uH ; uh)j � sin\(u; uh):
Therefore, � sin\(u; uH) � sin\(u; uh);
and finally sin\(u; uh) �  sin\(u; uH):
Corollary 4.18. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1). Let uH; uh define the correspond-
ing exact eigenfunctions of the discretized problem on spaces VH , Vh, respectively. Thensin\(u; uh) � 1�  sin\(uH ; uh):
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Proof. The saturation assumption from Theorem 4.16 givessin\(u; uh) �  sin\(u; uH);
which together with Corollary 4.17 yieldssin\(u; uh) �  sin\(u; uH) � 1�  sin\(uH ; uh):
Corollary 4.19. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1). Let uH; uh define the correspond-
ing exact eigenfunctions of the discretized problem on spaces VH , Vh, respectively. If euH is
the approximation of the exact discrete eigenfunction uH thensin\(u; euH) � sin\(euH; uH) + 11�  sin\(uH ; uh):
Proof. The triangle inequality for anglesj sin\(u; euH)� sin\(euH ; uH)j � sin\(u; uH);
yields that sin\(u; euH) � sin\(euH ; uH) + sin\(u; uH);
which together with Corollary 4.17 leads tosin\(u; euH) � sin\(euH; uH) + 11�  sin\(uH ; uh):
Corollary 4.20. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1). Let uH; uh define the correspond-
ing exact eigenfunctions of the discretized problem on spaces VH , Vh, respectively. If euH is
the approximation of the exact discrete eigenfunction uH , then for buh which is a prolongation
of euH on the space Vh the following inequality holdssin\(u; buh) � sin\(buh; uh) + 1�  sin\(uH ; uh)
Proof. The proof follows from the triangle inequality j sin\(u; buh)�sin\(buh; uh)j � sin\(u; uh)
and Corollary 4.18.
Following the previous propositions the quantities sin\(euH; uH), sin\(uh; buh), sin\(uH ; uh)
are of particular interest. In order to get a posteriori error estimates for angles between
eigenfunctions of interest and their approximations, upper bounds for angles should involve
computable quantities, i.e., approximate eigenfunctions (eigenvectors), residuals (residual
vectors) etc.. Since, as before, we would like to use perturbation results obtained for alge-
braic eigenvalue problems, which involve vectors instead of functions, the following result is
the foundation for further estimates. With the relation between the eigenfunction and the
eigenvector angle from Theorem 2.50 we can complete our estimates.
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Corollary 4.21. Let uH ; uh be the exact eigenfunction of the discretized problem on spacesVH ; Vh, respectively and let buh be the prolongation of euH on the space Vh, where euH is an
iterative approximation of uH. The corresponding representation vectors are denoted byuH ;uh, buh and euH , respectively. Thensin\(euH; uH) = sin\BH (euH ;uH);
and sin\(buh; uh) = sin\Bh(buh;uh):
Proof. The results are straightforward consequences of applying Theorem 2.50 with a discrete
equivalence of the L2(
)-norm on VH and Vh, i.e., k � kBH and k � kBh-norm.

Corollary 4.22. Let uH ; uh be the exact eigenfunction of the discretized problem on spacesVH ; Vh, respectively. Furthermore, let the corresponding representation vectors be uH ;uh,
respectively. Then sin\(uH; uh) = sin\(uhH ; uh) = sin\Bh(uhH ;uh);
where uhH is the prolongation of the function uH on the space Vh and uhH denotes the corre-
sponding representation vector.

Proof. Since VH � Vh, the function uH is an element of the space Vh. Thussin\(uH ; uh) = sin\(uhH ; uh):
The final equality follows from Theorem 2.50.
Estimating sin\Bh(uhH ;uh) involves one additional relation.

Corollary 4.23. Let uhH ; buh; euH ;uH be defined as in preceding corollaries. Thensin\Bh(uhH ; buh) = sin\BH (euH ;uH)
Proof. It follows from Definition 2.9 thatos\Bh(uhH ; buh) = (uhH ; buh)BhkuhHkBhkbuhkBh :
Since uhH = PuH; buh = P euH and P TBhP = Bh;
thus
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os\Bh(uhH ; buh) = (uhH ; buh)BhkuhHkBhkbuhkBh = (PuH ; P euH)BhkPuHkBhkP euhkBh= euTHP TBhPuHpuTHP TBhPuHpeuTHP TBhPeuH= euTHBHuHpuTHBHuHpeuTHBHeuH= (euH ;uH)BHkuHkBHkeuHkBH = os\BH (euH ;uH):
The Pythagorean identity leads tosin\Bh(uhH ; buh) = sin\BH (euH ;uH):
Now, we can obtain the final estimate.

Corollary 4.24. Let uhH ; buh; euH ;uH be defined as in preceding corollaries. Thensin\(uH; uh) = sin\Bh(uhH ;uh) � sin\BH (euH ;uH) + sin\Bh(buh;uh):
Proof. The triangle inequalityj sin\Bh(buh;uhH)� sin\Bh(uhH ;uh)j � sin\Bh(buh;uh)
gives � sin\Bh(buh;uh) � sin\Bh(buh;uhH)� sin\Bh(uhH ;uh);
which can be written assin\Bh(uhH ;uh) � sin\Bh(buh;uhH) + sin\Bh(buh;uh):
Therefore, from Corollary 4.22 and 4.23 we getsin\(uH ; uh) = sin\Bh(uhH ;uh) � sin\BH (euH ;uH) + sin\Bh(buh;uh):
Corollary 4.25. Let uH , euH , uh, euh, buh be representation vectors of functions uH , euH , uh,euh, buh, respectively, and let rH , rh, brh be the corresponding residual vectors defined as in
(4.8), (4.9) and (4.10). Then,0 � j sin\BH (euH ;uH)j � 1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH ;0 � j sin\Bh(euh;uh)j � 1Æh krhkB�1hkeuhkBh ;0 � j sin\Bh(buh;uh)j � 1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh :
Proof. All bounds follow from Theorem 2.42.
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In order to get a posteriori error estimates for angles between the eigenfunctions of interest,
the previous results are combined.

Theorem 4.26. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1) and let uH (uh) be the corresponding
exact eigenfunction of the discretized problem on the space VH (Vh), euH its approximation andbuh the prolongation of euH on space Vh. If euH ; buh, rH ;brh are the corresponding representation
vectors and residual vectors, respectively, thensin\(u; uH) � 11� � 1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh �;sin\(u; uh) � 1� � 1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh �:
Proof. From Corollary 4.17 and 4.22 it follows thatsin\(u; uH) � 11�  sin\(uH ; uh) = 11�  sin\(uhH; uh) = 11�  sin\Bh(uhH ;uh):
By applying Corollary 4.24 we getsin\(u; uH) � 11� � sin\BH (euH ;uH) + sin\Bh(buh;uh)�:
Finally, using Corollary 4.25 we obtainsin\(u; uH) � 11� � 1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh �:
The proof for the second inequality can be obtained in a similar fashion.

Theorem 4.27. Let u be the exact eigenfunction of (3.1) and euH its iterative approximation
obtained in space VH . For buh being a prolongation of euH on the space Vh, representation
vectors euH ; buh and the corresponding residual vectors rH ;brh, the following inequalities hold.sin\(u; euH) � 2� 1�  1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 11�  1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ;sin\(u; buh) � 11�  1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh + 1�  1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH :
Proof. Corollary 4.19 implies thatsin\(u; euH) � sin\(euH; uH) + 11�  sin\(uH ; uh):
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Hence, using Corollary 4.22 and 4.24, we havesin\(u; euH) � sin\(euH ; uH) + 11�  sin\(uH ; uh)= sin\BH (euH ;uH) + 11�  sin\(uhH; uh)= sin\BH (euH ;uH) + 11�  sin\Bh(uhH ;uh)� sin\BH (euH ;uH) + 11� � sin\BH (euH ;uH) + sin\Bh(buh;uh)�= 2� 1�  sin\BH (euH ;uH) + 11�  sin\Bh(buh;uh):
The final result follows from Corollary 4.25sin\(u; euH) � 2� 1�  1ÆH krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + 11�  1bÆh kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh :
For the second inequality the proof proceeds analogously.

In summary, we have obtained bounds on the errors between the exact eigenpairs and their
approximations considering both eigenvalue and eigenfunction errors. We immediately no-
tice that all bounds except the one from Theorem 4.15 are computable from the coarse mesh
information, and, under the saturation assumption, for problems with well-conditioned eigen-
values, a small residual vector is equivalent to a good accuracy of computed eigenpairs. Thus,
in the discussed self-adjoint elliptic problem, these bounds and the corresponding residuals
can be used to control the adaptation process via computed coarse mesh eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.
In (2.32) the relation between the BH-norm and the L2(
)-norm was shown, which allows
us to get equivalent bounds using the L2(
)-norm. The only question may arise when theB�1H -norm of the residual has to be obtained. It this case the following simple relation holdsk � kB�1H = kB�1H � kBH ;
which basically means solving a linear system with BH .
In particular, the inclusion of the adaptation in the algebraic approach helps to avoid the
usual assumption that the solution of the discrete problem is exact, to assure a good ap-
proximation via AFEM. However, the algebraic adaptation alone cannot assure that the
refinement procedure will lead to convergence. If the analytic approach with the standard
assumption of solving the algebraic problems exactly does not converge, then neither does
our extended algorithm. However, the AFEMLA approach makes the adaptation process
much more efficient with guaranteed computable bounds in the algebraic part. This will be
demonstrated in the next section.
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4.2.4 Numerical experiments

In this section, we present some numerical results that illustrate our algorithm. The nu-
merical tests were realized with help of the finite element framework openFFW [29]. We
consider the model eigenvalue problem (3.1) on different domains 
.
As described in Section 4.2.2, the mesh refinement will be based on the entries of the resid-
ual vector brh, which can capture the behavior of the solution only when the (prolongated)
eigenvector approximation is sufficiently accurate. Therefore, error bounds for eigenfunc-
tions (eigenvectors) derived in Section 4.2.3 have crucial importance since they guarantee
the quality of approximate eigenfunctions (eigenvectors).

L-shape domain

Let us consider the eigenvalue problem (3.1) with the L-shape domain 
 = [�1; 1℄� [0; 1℄ [[�1; 0℄� [�1; 0℄. An approximation of the smallest eigenvalue was given in [108], where the
authors obtained that �1 � 9:639723844:

Figure 4.18: The AFEMLA mesh on the 8th refinement level of the L-shape domain.

Figure 4.18 shows the adaptively refined mesh on the 8th level of refinement. We note that
the mesh constructed by our algorithm contains more elements around the singularity. In
Figure 4.19, a log-log plot of the approximation error j�1� e�1j versus the number of degrees
of freedom is presented. Here the discrete eigenvalue problem is solved using the Matlab

function eigs [89]. The squares show the approximation error based on the solution obtained
on the uniformly refined grid, while the triangles illustrate the approximation on the residual
based refined grid. This shows that, with the adaptive algorithm AFEMLA, we may reach the
same accuracy of the computed eigenvalue with much fewer degrees of freedom. Tables 4.2
and 4.3 present the convergence history data for both strategies. Comparing the last columns
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Figure 4.19: Convergence history for the uniform refinement and the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the L-shape
domain.

of both tables, where we present the Matlab CPU times of running the iterative eigenvalue
solver for both algorithms, we notice that to reach the accuracy 10�2 for the first algorithm
we have to work with 12033 degrees of freedom and spend 7:6 s in solving the algebraic
eigenvalue problem, while we need only 2745 degrees of freedom and 0:7 s in the case of
our algorithm. Note that in the following plots and tables we always use e� to denote the
approximation of the eigenvalue, we do not distinguish between e� and b�, since the difference
would be invisible in these examples.

Table 4.2: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue of (3.1) on the uniformly refined L-shape domain.

ref. level #DOF A e�1 A j�1 � e�1j CPU time (s)

1 5 13.1992 3.5595 0.01
2 33 10.5740 0.9342 0.03
3 161 9.9165 0.2768 0.04
4 705 9.7284 0.0886 0.16
5 2945 9.6698 0.0301 0.90
6 12033 9.6504 0.0107 7.60

The second goal of our algorithm is to reduce the computational costs of solving the algebraic
eigenvalue problem. This can be done by restricting the number p of basis vectors for
the Krylov space using the corresponding parameter in the Matlab function eigs [89].
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Table 4.3: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue determined by the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the
L-shape domain.

ref. level #DOF A e�1 A j�1 � e�1j CPU time (s)

1 5 13.1992 3.5595 0.02
2 27 10.8173 1.1775 0.02
3 99 9.9982 0.3584 0.03
4 306 9.7721 0.1323 0.07
5 641 9.6982 0.0585 0.14
6 1461 9.6652 0.0255 0.33
7 2745 9.6528 0.0131 0.70
8 5961 9.6455 0.0058 2.14

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 present numerical examples in this direction.

Figure 4.20: The AFEMLA mesh on the 8th refinement level of the L-shape domain with p = 2 basis
vectors in the Krylov space.

Table 4.4 presents results for our algorithm using only p = 2 basis vectors for the Krylov
space. In this case the required number of degrees of freedom has slightly increased. Moreover
we observe a slower decrease of the error, see Figure 4.21. However, if we run the standard
algorithm on the uniformly refined mesh using only p = 2 basis vectors, then we do not
get any reasonable approximation of the eigenvalue, we get zero on each level. Of course
(hopefully) at some point entries in the residual vector will be very small indicating that we
have refined the grid sufficiently. This is the moment when the Krylov method should be
run up to full desired accuracy.
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Figure 4.21: Convergence history of the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with p = 2 basis
vectors in the Krylov space.

Table 4.4: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue of (3.1) determined by the AFEMLA on the
L-shape domain with p = 2 basis vectors in the Krylov space.

ref. level #DOF A e�1 A j�1 � e�1j CPU time (s)

1 5 13.2156 3.5758 0.01
2 27 10.8390 1.1993 0.01
3 98 10.0582 0.4184 0.02
4 305 9.8166 0.1769 0.06
5 712 9.7346 0.0949 0.14
6 1491 9.7221 0.0824 0.33
7 3186 9.7055 0.0657 0.82
8 6167 9.6991 0.0593 2.14
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Dependence on the number of prescribed Krylov basis vectors

A natural question is, whether we can choose the number of basis vectors for the Krylov
space in an optimal way during the adaptive refinement process. In Figure 4.22 we present
the convergence history of the AFEMLA scheme using different numbers of basis vectors.
We see that there is almost no difference in accuracy for p = 2; 3; 4; 5, so there is no reason to
take more than p = 2 basis vectors. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 present the convergence behavior
of the AFEMLA with respect to the mesh size and the number of prescribed Krylov basis
vectors p. It is important to notice that the accuracy of approximation is clearly determined
by the mesh properties and it is influenced only slightly by the choice of p. Of course the
optimal value of p could be determined, but as we observe, choosing a large p for each
refinement step is not necessary. Figure 4.23 shows that with a significant increase of the
number of vectors, i.e., p = 5; 10; 15; 20, for the initial AFEMLA steps the accuracy will be
affected only slightly.
In Figure 4.24 the accuracy of the eigenvalue for a fixed mesh (fixed #DOF) is considered in
comparison to the number of prescribed basis vectors. Notice that for a given mesh, increas-
ing the number of Krylov basis vectors does not necessarily imply better approximation,
which means that for most (in particular the early) AFEMLA steps we can choose a small
number of Krylov basis vectors p and at the end of the adaptation process, when the approx-
imate finite dimensional eigenvalue problem yields a very good approximation, the number
of basis vectors should be increased in order to reach the final desired accuracy. More specif-
ically, if the adaptively constructed grid guarantees a certain size of the discretization error
or if a maximal number of allowed degrees of freedom is reached, the final accuracy of the
solution is obtained by performing additional iterations as long as the forward error is larger
than a desired accuracy ".
More complicated domains

Let us consider the eigenvalue problem (3.1) with the domain 
 as in Figure 4.25. Since in
this case we do not know a priori any good approximation of the smallest eigenvalue, for
comparison we will use the values obtained by eigs [89], with default values, on the uniformly
refined grid.
Comparing the values listed in Table 4.5 and 4.6 we see that to obtain the approximatione�1 � 11:97 using uniformly refined grids we need around 69825 degrees of freedom, while
in our algorithm we work with 9584 degrees of freedom. Moreover, when we look at the
CPU time of the iterative procedure, we need around 788 s on the uniform grid, while in the
AFEMLA case only 4:6 s. We also see from the adaptively refined grid in Figure 4.25 that
our algorithm clearly recognizes the critical regions of the domain.

More eigenvalues - refinement based on all residual vectors

Often one is interested in more than one eigenvalue. But usually eigenfunctions associated
with different eigenvalues behave quite different analytically. For this reason, when more
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Figure 4.22: Convergence history for the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the L-shape domain for p = 2; 3; 4; 5.
Table 4.5: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue of (3.1) obtained by the standard FEM on the

uniformly refined domain with holes.

ref. level #DOF A e�1 A CPU time (s)

1 44 13.6075 0.26
2 225 12.5102 0.07
3 1001 12.1579 0.23
4 4209 12.0352 1.43
5 17249 11.9905 15.45
6 69825 11.9737 788.02
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Figure 4.23: Convergence history for the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the L-shape domain for p = 5; 10; 15; 20.
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Figure 4.24: Convergence history for the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with different
number of Krylov basis vectors, p = 5; 10; 15; 20, on a fixed mesh.
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Figure 4.25: The AFEMLA mesh on the 8th refinement level.

Table 4.6: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue of (3.1) obtained by the AFEMLA on the domain
with holes.

ref. level #DOF A e�1 A CPU time (s)

1 44 13.6075 0.03
2 110 12.6818 0.04
3 262 12.2930 0.06
4 552 12.1340 0.12
5 1112 12.0474 0.25
6 2348 12.0037 0.59
7 4622 11.9834 1.49
8 9584 11.9728 4.60
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Table 4.7: Approximations of the three smallest eigenvalues of (3.1) on the L-shape domain obtained by
the AFEMLA.

ref. level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
#DOF 5 33 133 465 1306 2770 4997 11499

A e�1 A 13.1992 10.5542 9.9192 9.7376 9.6817 9.6591 9.6496 9.6440

A e�2 A 22.0215 16.9097 15.6315 15.3211 15.2421 15.2184 15.2085 15.2024

A e�3 A 32.0000 22.9075 20.5262 19.9515 19.8089 19.7760 19.7569 19.7482

Table 4.8: Errors corresponding to the three smallest eigenvalues of (3.1) on the L-shape domain obtained
by the AFEMLA.

ref. level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A j�1 � e�1j A 3.5595 0.9144 0.2795 0.0979 0.0420 0.0194 0.0099 0.0043

A j�2 � e�2j A 6.8242 1.7125 0.4342 0.1239 0.0448 0.0211 0.0112 0.0051

A j�3 � e�3j A 12.2608 3.1683 0.7870 0.2123 0.0697 0.0367 0.0177 0.0090

than one eigenvalue is desired, typically the adaptation process for each eigenvalue is dif-
ferent. This is another place where the algebraic adaptation process has many advantages,
since the marking strategy used in the AFEMLA algorithm, based on entries of the resid-
ual vector, can be easily extended to use several residual vectors corresponding to different
eigenvalues. The marking procedure will identify large entries in all residual vectors and
take the union of the corresponding basis functions. Table 4.7 contains approximations of
the three smallest eigenvalues of the problem (3.1) obtained by the AFEMLA, additionally
in Table 4.8 the errors j�i � e�ij, for i = 1; 2; 3 are presented. The corresponding adaptively
refined grid is depicted in Figure 4.26, while all three eigenfunctions are presented in Fig-
ure 4.27. The convergence history is presented in Figure 4.28. Approximations of the three
smallest eigenvalues of (3.1) are given in [108] as�1 � 9:639723844; �2 � 15:197252; �3 � 19:739209:
A natural question arises whether in the case of approximating several eigenvalues at once,
adaptive methods have at all an advantage over the standard FEM, since they may lead
to almost uniformly refined grids. Of course choosing a very fine mesh at the beginning
typically leads to very good approximations of some eigenvalues. However, we do not know
a priori how fine the grid should be and if the actually chosen mesh is appropriate for the
problem, since this depends strongly on the support of each eigenfunction. Secondly, the
adaptive algorithm constructs a given mesh with fewer degrees of freedom, which will still
guarantee the desired accuracy.
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Figure 4.26: The AFEMLA mesh for the 8th level of refinement in computing the three smallest
eigenvalues on the L-shape domain.

Figure 4.27: Computed eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue e�1 = 9:644, e�2 = 15:2024,e�3 = 19:7482, respectively.
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Figure 4.28: Convergence history for the AFEMLA for computing the three smallest eigenvalues of (3.1)
on the L-shape domain.

Results for the L-shape with large number of DOF and estimator

evaluation

In the case of a large number of degrees of freedom (105�106), the optimal linear convergence
rate of the AFEMLA algorithm can be observed as shown in Figure 4.29. Corresponding
eigenvalue approximations, grids and CPU time information are presented in Table 4.9. Fig-
ure 4.30 indicates that the error estimator �AFEMLA, based on the bound from Theorem 4.14,
is indeed an upper bound for the error and preserves the optimal convergence rate. Note
that the estimated error decreases in each step of the adaptive procedure.
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Figure 4.29: Convergence history of the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with #DOF up to106.
Table 4.9: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue determined by the AFEMLA for (3.1) on the

L-shape domain with #DOF up to 106.
ref. level #DOF A e�1 A j�1 � e�1j CPU time (s)

1 5 13.199179221542078 3.5595 0.4699
2 27 10.817272738817195 1.1775 0.0280
3 99 9.998164924361316 0.3584 0.0170
4 306 9.772068757969148 0.1323 0.0204
5 641 9.698244102424695 0.0585 0.0253
6 1461 9.665242314196133 0.0255 0.0469
7 2745 9.652824991492565 0.0131 0.0928
8 5961 9.645514134388604 0.0058 0.2163
9 11013 9.642828562681894 0.0031 0.4729
10 24202 9.641077917919095 0.0014 1.1375
11 45062 9.640451575223047 7.2773e-04 2.4259
12 97698 9.640045863592908 3.2202e-04 5.7857
13 179461 9.639900769884797 1.7693e-04 11.2883
14 391319 9.639801977462790 7.8133e-05 34.0399
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Figure 4.30: Eigenvalue error j�1 � e�1j and estimated eigenvalue error �AFEMLA of the AFEMLA for
(3.1) on the L-shape domain.

4.3 Functional perturbation results for PDE eigenvalue

problems

In Section 2.3.3 the backward error and the condition number were introduced in the context
of analyzing the approximation error and the backward stability of the algebraic eigenvalue
problem. Here, we are interested in applying this theoretical framework in oder to analyze
the discretization and the iteration error at the same time. In [9], Arioli et. al. introduce
functional backward errors and the so-called Compatibility Theorem for boundary value prob-
lems. This section describes the extension of this result to eigenvalue problems. Functional
backward errors and condition numbers are used to analyze the continuous dependence of
the inexact solution on the data. Although, all the proofs do not require any special as-
sumptions about the inexact eigenpair (e�; eu), we are particularly interested in the eigenpair
approximation resulting from the iterative eigensolver. The theoretical framework we adopt
here is taken from [9].

4.3.1 The functional backward error and condition number

Let H be a Hilbert space and V its closed subspace. i.e, V � H. Let BL(V ), BL(H) define
the space of continuous bilinear forms V � V ! R and H �H ! R, respectively. We first
describe the functional backward error analysis and the functional condition number for the
self-adjoint PDE eigenvalue problem in its variational formulation:
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Find � 2 R such that there exist u 2 V , u 6= 0 satisfyinga(u; v) = �b(u; v); for all v 2 V; (4.26)

where a(�; �) 2 BL(V ) and b(�; �) 2 BL(H).
For the sake of simplicity, since V � H and b(�; �) is also a bilinear form on V , we restrict
ourself to the space V . We suppose that a(�; �), b(�; �) are bounded on V and a(�; �) is V -
elliptic, namelya(u; v) � C1kukV kvkV ; for all u; v 2 V; with some constant C1 > 0;b(u; v) � C2kukV kvkV ; for all u; v 2 V; with some constant C2 > 0;a(v; v) � C3kvk2V ; for all v 2 V; with some constant C3 > 0: (4.27)

The underlying theoretical framework of the backward error analysis, introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1.6, in functional spaces has the following form.

Definition 4.28 (The functional condition number and backward error). Let a, b be bilinear
forms on V . Consider a simple eigenpair (�; u) of the problem (4.26) and let ' be the mapping' : (a; b) ! (�; u):
Furthermore, let (e�; eu) 2 R � V be an approximation of the eigenpair (�; u). Then the
functional condition number of ' isC = lim supÆa!0Æb!0 k(e�; eu)� (�; u)kVk(Æa; Æb)kBL(V ) ;
and the normwise functional backward error associated with (e�; eu) is� = minf" > 0; kÆakBL(V ) � "kakBL(V ); kÆbkBL(V ) � "kbkBL(V )

such that (a+ Æa)(eu; v) = e�(b + Æb)(eu; v); for all v 2 V g;
where Æa; Æb 2 BL(V ) are perturbations of the bilinear form a and b, respectively, and" 2 R+ .

The mapping ' describes how the eigenpair (�; u) is determined by bilinear forms a; b. Sim-
ilarly, as in the discrete case, the condition number is the smallest upper bound for the ratio
between the error in the output, i.e., eigenpair, and the error in the input, i.e., perturbations
in both bilinear forms [36]. The normwise functional backward error determines the size of
the smallest perturbation in bilinear forms, such that the approximate eigenpair is the exact
eigenpair of the perturbed variational equation. However, here the situation is much more
complicated. Since, usually, the approximate eigenpair (e�; eu) is a finite element solution
obtained after discretizing the PDE problem and applying the iterative eigensolver to the
finite dimensional problem, the mapping ' in fact is a composite of two maps, i.e.,
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'((a; b)) = 'iter Æ 'dis((a; b)) = (�; u):
Applying perturbation arguments leads to'((a + Æa; b+ Æb)) = 'iter Æ 'dis((a + Æa; b+ Æb)) = (e�; eu):
Therefore, the error between the exact continuous eigenpair (�; u) and its finite element
approximation (e�; eu) can be written ask(e�; eu)� (�; u)kV � Citer'iter�Cdis'dis((a+ Æa; b+ Æb)) + error�:
In the ideal situation, when the map ' is linear, obtaining the condition number and the
backward error which combine information from the discretization and the iteration process
would be relatively easy. However, eigenvalue problems are nonlinear, i.e., ' is a nonlin-
ear map and the condition number of the problem does not depend linearly on two easily
determined condition numbers Cdis and Citer. Therefore, it seems natural to analyze the
variational formulation without any assumptions about the exactness of the finite element
solution.
As a starting point let us determine the normwise functional backward error as a general-
ization of [20, Theorem 3.1].

Theorem 4.29. Let a, b be bilinear forms on V , i.e., a; b 2 BL(V). Furthermore, letÆa 2 BL(V) and Æb 2 BL(V) be perturbations of a and b, respectively, such thatkÆakBL(V) � "kakBL(V); kÆbkBL(V) � "kbkBL(V);
with " 2 R+ . Then, the normwise functional backward error associated with the approximate
eigenpair (e�; eu) of (4.26) is � = kR(v)kV 0(je�jkbkBL(V ) + kakBL(V ))keukV ; (4.28)

with the residual R(v) = a(eu; v)� e�b(eu; v) 2 V 0.
Proof. ) From the backward error analysis we have the following identity(a+ Æa)(eu; v) = e�(b + Æb)(eu; v);
which corresponds to R(v) = �Æa(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v):
Moreover, for all v 2 V , the following relation holdsjR(v)j = j � Æa(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v)j � kÆakBL(V )keukV kvkV + je�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV kvkV :
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Hence, we have for all v 2 VjR(v)jkvkV � kÆakBL(V )keukV + je�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV :
Therefore, it is obvious thatsupv2V nf0g jR(v)jkvkV � kÆakBL(V )keukV + je�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV :
We note that from Definition 2.3 of the dual norm it follows thatkR(v)kV 0 � kÆakBL(V )keukV + je�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV :
With assumptions on kÆakBL(V ), kÆbkBL(V ) we have thatkR(v)kV 0 � "kakBL(V )keukV + "je�jkbkBL(V )keukV :
Therefore, kR(v)kV 0�je�jkbkBL(V ) + kakBL(V )�keukV � "
Since this inequality holds for an arbitrarily chosen ", it holds also for �, i.e.,kR(v)kV 0�je�jkbkBL(V ) + kakBL(V )�keukV � �:(
Let Æa, Æb be defined as followsÆa(u; v) = � kakBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + kbkBL(V )e�keukV kukVR(v)
and Æb(u; v) = kbkBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + kbkBL(V )e�keukV kukVR(v):
Since e� > 0, we have from the definition of the norm of the bilinear form (2.7) and the dual
norm (2.3) thatkÆakBL(V ) = supu;v2V jÆa(u; v)jkukV kvkV = kakBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + kbkBL(V )je�jkeukV supv2V jR(v)jkvkV= kakBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + kakBL(V )e�keukV kR(v)kV 0
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and kÆbkBL(V ) = supu;v2V jÆb(u; v)jkukV kvkV = kbkBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + kbkBL(V )je�jkeukV supv2V jR(v)jkvkV= kbkBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + kbkBL(V )e�keukV kR(v)kV 0:
Therefore, the following inequalities holdkÆakBL(V ) � "kakBL(V ) and kÆbkBL(V ) � "kbkBL(V );
with " = kR(v)kV 0�je�jkbkBL(V ) + kakBL(V )�keukV :
Moreover,(a+ Æa)(eu; v) = a(eu; v) + Æa(eu; v)= a(eu; v)� kakBL(V )kakBL(V )keukV + e�kbkBL(V )keukV keukVR(v)= R(v) + e�b(eu; v)� kakBL(V )kakBL(V )k+ e�kbkBL(V )R(v)= e�b(eu; v) + R(v)kakBL(V )k+R(v)e�kbkBL(V )k �R(v)kakBL(V )kakBL(V )k+ e�kbkBL(V )= e�b(eu; v) + R(v)e�kbkBL(V )kakBL(V )k+ e�kbkBL(V )= e�b(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v):
Thus (a + Æa)(eu; v) = e�(b+ Æb)(eu; v)
and � � " = kR(v)kV 0�je�jkbkBL(V ) + kakBL(V )�keukV :
Following [9] with the functional backward error analysis we prove the existence of the
perturbations Æa and Æb such that the approximate eigenpair (e�; eu) of (4.26) is the exact
solution of the same variational equation perturbed with Æa and Æb. This result can be
stated as the Eigenvalue Functional Compatibility Theorem.

Theorem 4.30 (Eigenvalue Functional Compatibility Theorem). Let (e�; eu) be an approx-
imate eigenpair of the variational formulation (4.26) and R(v) the corresponding residual,
i.e., R(v) = a(eu; v)� e�b(eu; v). There exist Æa 2 BL(V) and Æb 2 BL(V) such that(a+ Æa)(eu; v) = e�(b + Æb)(eu; v); for all v 2 V;
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with kÆakBL(V) � �; kÆbkBL(V) � �;
is equivalent to kR(v)kV 0 � �keukV + �je�jkeukV ; (4.29)

with �; � 2 R+ .

Proof. ) Following the proof of Theorem 4.29 we getkR(v)kV 0 � kÆakBL(V )keukV + je�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV ;
which together with assumptions on kÆakBL(V ), kÆbkBL(V ) yields (4.29).(
We set Æa(u; v) = � ��keukV + �e�keukV kukVR(v)
and Æb(u; v) = ��keukV + �e�keukV kukVR(v):
First, we have� Æa(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v) = ��keukV + �e�keukV keukVR(v)+ e� ��keukV + �e�keukV keukVR(v)= � �keuk�keukV + �e�keukV + �e�keuk�keukV + �e�keukV �R(v);
and therefore �Æa(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v) = R(v):
Assuming kR(v)kV 0 � �keukV + �je�jkeukV and employing the definition of the norm of the
bilinear form (2.7) and of the dual norm (2.3) we getkÆakBL(V ) = supu;v2V jÆa(u; v)jkukV kvkV � ��keukV + �je�jkeukV supv2V jR(v)jkvkV= ��keukV + �je�jkeukV kR(v)kV 0� ��keukV + �je�jkeukV ��keukV + �je�jkeukV �
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and kÆbkBL(V ) = supu;v2V jÆb(u; v)jkukV kvkV � ��keukV + �je�jkeukV supv2V jR(v)jkvkV= ��keukV + �je�jkeukV kR(v)kV 0� ��keukV + �je�jkeukV ��keukV + �je�jkeukV �:
Therefore, kÆakBL(V ) � � and kÆbkBL(V ) � �;
which completes the proof.
The normwise functional backward error determines the size of the smallest perturbation such
that the approximate eigenpair is an exact solution of the perturbed variational equation. It
provides a posteriori information which is dependent on the approximate solution and thus
on the choice of the solution method. On the other hand, the condition number allows us to
say something about the sensitivity of the eigenpairs to the particular perturbations in the
input data. Together, they give us a possibility to estimate the total error, i.e., the forward
error, see Definition 2.11, of the problem. In the context of finite element methods the crucial
element is to reduce the number of controlled parameters. Since, the discretization process
and the iteration process interact, we would like to eliminate their influence whenever it is
possible. The condition number can be viewed as an a priori information about the problem
which describes a property of the problem and we would like it to be independent of the
applied solution method and in particular independent of the discretization parameters [9].

Definition 4.31 (Condition number of the elliptic eigenvalue problem). Let Æa 2 BL(V ),Æb 2 BL(V ) be perturbations of bilinear forms a and b defined as in the variational formu-
lation (4.26), respectively, such thatkÆakBL(V ) � "�; kÆbkBL(V ) � "�; with "; �; � 2 R+ :
The relative eigenvalue and eigenfunction functional condition number, C(EVP�), C(EVPu),
for the variational problem (4.26), are the smallest constants C�, Cu for which the inequalitiesj�� e�j � "C�j�j;ku� eukV 0 � "CukukV ;
are satisfied.
Moreover, following Definition 2.9 sinV \(eu; u) � "Cu:
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Theorem 4.32 (The eigenvalue functional condition number C(EVP�)). Let Æa 2 BL(V ),Æb 2 BL(V ) be perturbations of bilinear forms a and b defined as in the variational formula-
tion (4.26), respectively, such thatkÆakBL(V ) � "�; kÆbkBL(V ) � "�;
with "; �; � 2 R+ .
Then, j�� e�j � "(j�j� + �) + h.o.t.:
Moreover, the eigenvalue functional condition number C(EVP�) satisfies the boundC(EVP�) � j�j� + �j�j + h.o.t.:
Proof. The main idea of the proof is to estimate the eigenvalue error without assuming that
the approximate eigenpair (e�; eu) fulfills the weak formulation (4.26).
First, we assume that the approximate eigenpair (e�; eu) satisfy the equation(a+ Æa)(eu; v) = e�(b + Æb)(eu; v);
which means that it fulfills the modified variational equationea(eu; v) = e�eb(eu; v):
Now, due to the linearity of both bilinear forms we geta(eu; v) + Æa(eu; v) = e�b(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v):
The essential observation is that v can be chosen arbitrarily in V , so let v = u thena(eu; u) + Æa(eu; u) = e�b(eu; u) + e�Æb(eu; u):
With a(eu; u) = �b(eu; u) and writing e� as (�� (�� e�)) we obtain that(�� e�)b(eu; u) = (�� (�� e�))Æb(eu; u)� Æa(eu; u)
and j�� e�jjb(eu; u)j = j(�� (�� e�))Æb(eu; u)� Æa(eu; u)j:
After applying the triangle inequality we getj�� e�jjb(eu; u)j � j�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV kukV + j�� e�jkÆbkBL(V )keukV kukV + kÆakBL(V )keukV kukV :
As, kÆakBL(V ) � "� and kÆbkBL(V ) � "�, we havej�� e�jjb(eu; u)j � "�j�jkeukV kukV + "�j�� e�jkeukV kukV + "�keukV kukV :
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Since jb(eu; u)j 6= 0, the last inequality yieldsj�� e�j � ("�j�j+ "�j�� e�j+ "�)keukV kujVjb(eu; u)j :
Following Definition 2.9 of the angle between functions, it is straightforward thatj�� e�j � ("�j�j+ "�j�� e�j+ "�) 1os\(eu; u) :
We are now in the position to apply Wilkinson’s first order perturbation result [113], namelyj�� e�j � (j�j"� + j�� e�j"� + "�) +O(\(eu; u)2):
If "� < 1 then j�� e�j � "(1� "�)�1(j�j� + �) +O(\(eu; u)2):
After neglecting higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of (1� "�)�1, we finally getj�� e�j � "(j�j� + �) +O(("�)2) +O(\(eu; u)2):
Remark 4.33. We note that if Æb = 0 thenj�� e�j � kÆakBL(V )keukV kukVjb(eu; u)j = kÆakBL(V )os\(eu; u)
and the relative eigenvalue error is given byj�� e�jj�j � kÆakBL(V )j�j os\(eu; u) � kÆakBL(V )j�j se\(eu; u) = kÆakBL(V )j�j +O(\(eu; u)2)� kakBL(V )j�j| {z }

relative eigenvalue
condition number

kÆakBL(V )kakBL(V )| {z }
backward error

+ O(\(eu; u)2):
The essential observation is that the last inequality is a direct infinite dimensional analogue
of the well-known result [20, Section 3.4] or [35].

Theorem 4.34 (The eigenvector functional condition number C(EVPu)). Let (�; u) be the
exact eigenpair of the variational formulation (4.26) and let (e�; eu) be its approximation. Let
bilinear forms a, b 2 BL(V ) satisfy (4.27) and let Æa; Æb 2 BL(V ) be perturbations of a; b,
respectively, such that kÆakBL(V ) � "�; kÆbkBL(V ) � "�;
with "; �; Æ 2 R+ .
Let C2; C3 be the continuity and the coercivity constant as in (4.27) and C = (j�j�+�)(C2+"� + 1). If C3 > "C + C2j�j then
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ku� eukV � "�1� "C + j�jC2C3 ��1 1C3CkukV :
The eigenfunction functional condition number C(EVPu) satisfies the boundC(EVPu) � CC3 = (j�j� + �)(C2 + "� + 1)C3 :
Proof. Let (e�; eu) be the approximate solution of the variational equation (4.26). The inexact
eigenpair satisfies a perturbed variational equation(a+ Æa)(eu; v) = e�(b + Æb)(eu; v);
which can be written as a(eu; v) + Æa(eu; v) = e�b(eu; v) + e�Æb(eu; v):
Setting eu = u� (u� eu) implies thata(u� (u� eu); v) + Æa(u� (u� eu); v) = e�b(u� (u� eu); v) + e�Æb(u� (u� eu); v):
Thena(u; v)�a(u�eu; v)+Æa(u; v)�Æa(u�eu; v) = e�b(u; v)�e�b(u�eu; v)+e�Æb(u; v)�e�Æb(u�eu; v):
Since a(u; v) = �b(u; v), we have�b(u; v)�a(u�eu; v)+Æa(u; v)�Æa(u�eu; v) = e�b(u; v)�e�b(u�eu; v)+e�Æb(u; v)�e�Æb(u�eu; v):
With the choice v = u� eu, we get� a(u� eu; u� eu) = e�b(u; u� eu)� �b(u; u� eu)� e�b(u� eu; u� eu) + e�Æb(u; u� eu)�e�Æb(u� eu; u� eu)� Æa(u; u� eu) + Æa(u� eu; u� eu):
With the coercivity condition (4.27), we can show thatC3ku� euk2V � je�� �jkbkBL(V )kukV ku� eukV + je�jV kbkBL(V )ku� euk2V+ je�jkÆbkBL(V )kukV ku� eukV + je�jkÆbkBL(V )ku� euk2V+ kÆakBL(V )kukV ku� eukV + kÆakBL(V )ku� euk2V :
The boundness of the bilinear form b (4.27) and the assumptions on the size of perturbationskÆakBL(V ), kÆbkBL(V ), yield
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C3ku� euk2V � je�� �jC2kukV ku� eukV + je�jC2ku� euk2V+ je�j"�kukV ku� eukV + je�j"�ku� euk2V+ "�kukV ku� eukV + "�ku� euk2V :
Since ku� eukV 6= 0, we getC3ku� eukV � je�� �jC2kukV + je�jC2ku� eukV+ je�j"�kukV + je�j"�ku� eukV + "�kukV + "�ku� eukV :
By setting e� = �� (�� e�), we obtainC3ku� eukV � je�� �jC2kukV + j�� (�� e�)jC2ku� eukV+ j�� (�� e�)j"�kukV + j�� (�� e�)j"�ku� eukV+ "�kukV + "�ku� eukV ;
and C3ku� eukV � je�� �j(C2kukV + C2ku� eukV + "�kuk+ "�ku� eukV )+ j�kC2ku� eukV + j�j"�kukV + j�j"�ku� eukV+ "�kuk+ "�ku� eukV :
Using the estimate of the eigenvalue error from Theorem 4.32, we arrive atC3ku� eukV � �"(j�j� + �)��C2kukV + C2ku� eukV + "�kukV + "�ku� eukV �+ j�kC2ku� eukV + j�j"�kukV + j�j"�ku� eukV+ "�kukV + "�ku� eukV ;
which implies thatC3ku� eukV � "�j�j� + ���C2 + "� + 1�kukV+ "�j�j� + ���C2 + "� + 1�ku� eukV + j�kC2ku� eukV : (4.30)

Let now C = �j�j� + ���C2 + "� + 1�, then (4.30) readsC3ku� eukV � "CkukV + "Cku� eukV + j�kC2ku� eukV
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and the inequality ku� eukV (C3 � "C � j�jC2) � "C3kukV ;
holds.
If (C3 > "C + j�jC2), then we have thatku� eukV � 1(C3 � "C � j�jC2)"CkukV
and readily ku� eukV � "�1� "C + j�jC2C3 ��1 CC3kukV :
Therefore, the eigenfunction functional condition number C(EVPu) satisfiesC(EVPu) � CC3 = (j�j� + �)(C2 + "� + 1)C3 :
4.4 A combined a posteriori error estimator for self-adjoint

eigenvalue problems

Let us consider the Laplace eigenvalue problem (3.1) in its variational form.

Determine a non-trivial eigenpair (�; u) 2 R �H10 (
), with b(u; u) = 1 such thata(u; v) = �b(u; v) for all v 2 V = H10 (
);
with � being a simple eigenvalue.
Let (�h; uh) 2 R � Vh be the exact discrete eigenpair (the Galerkin solution), such thata(uh; vh) = �hb(uh; vh) for all vh 2 Vh � V:
For the case of the Galerkin solution (�h; uh) 2 R � Vh the equivalence between the dis-
cretization error ku� uhkH10 (
) and the dual norm of the residual, i.e., kR(v)kH�1(
) =ka(uh; v)� �hb(uh; v)kH�1(
), up to the higher-order terms, is a well-known relation [31, 50],
which allows to derive the standard residual error estimator �(�h; uh), i.e.,�(�h; uh) . ku� uhkH10 (
) . �(�h; uh);
with the norm equivalenceku� uhkH1(
) � ku� uhkH10 (
) � Cku� uhkH1(
):
Note that k � kH10 (
) = jjj�jjj.
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However, if we consider the inexact finite element solution (e�h; euh) 2 R � Vh, where the rep-
resentation vector euh is calculated as an approximate solution of the generalized eigenvalue
problem Ahuh = �hBhuh;
with the matrices, Ah and Bh being symmetric and symmetric positive definite, respectively,
the corresponding equivalence relation between the complete error ku � euhkH10 (
) and the

dual norm of the residual, i.e., kR(v)kH�1(
) = ka(euh; v)� e�hb(euh; v)kH�1(
), is not proved.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to control the adaptive finite element method with the stan-
dard residual error estimator calculated with a non-Galerkin solution (e�h; euh) providing that
the influence of the approximation error kuh� euhkH10 (
) will be analyzed and combined into
error bounds. In [64] the combined a posteriori error estimator for a non-Galerkin solution of
the boundary value problem was designed where the H�1(
)-norm of the residual is split into
the discrete part, the BPX preconditioner [25] of the algebraic residual and the continuous
part, i.e., the standard residual error estimator �(e�h; euh). The first part of the estimator con-
trols the iteration error and reflects the influence of the quality of the approximate solution
on the estimator, where the latter term measures the size of the discretization error.

4.4.1 A combined residual error estimator

Let us consider the following bound of the global eigenfunction error.ku� euhkH10 (
) � ku� uhkH10 (
) + kuh � euhkH10 (
);
where ku � uhkH10 (
) is the discretization error and kuh � euhkH10 (
) the algebraic error. We
now exploit the idea of the combined a posteriori error estimator introduced in [64] and
bound each term independently. In order to control the discretization error we can use the
standard residual error estimator �(�h; uh), i.e.,�(�h; uh) . ku� uhkH10 (
) . �(�h; uh):
Let uh, euh be the representation vector for uh and euh, respectively, and k � kH be a discreteH10 -norm. Then, from Theorem 2.50kuh � euhkH10 (
) = kuh � euhkH;
and the following upper bound holdsku� euhkH1(
) � ku� uhkH1(
) + kuh � euhkH1(
) . �(�h; uh) + kuh � euhkH: (4.31)

The correspondence between this upper bound and the upper bound derived in [64] is
straightforward. The discretization error is controlled by the standard residual a posteri-
ori error estimator, while the approximation error is controlled by the difference between
underlying representation vectors measured in the discrete H10 (
)-norm. In contrast to [64],
where all the bounds are derived directly with the inexact eigenpair (e�h; euh), here we first use
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the residual a posteriori error estimator derived with the Galerkin solution uh, i.e., �(�h; uh)
and afterwards we apply the perturbation argument where we assume that the difference
between �(�h; uh) and �(e�h; euh) can be measured by kuh � euhkH, which makes this result
slightly weaker, i.e., the lack of the lower bound prevents to prove the efficiency of the
estimator.
The major questions are now: How are the discrete H10 (
)-norm and its dual norm defined,
How can we estimate the size of the approximation error in the discrete H10 (
)-norm and
Where is the dual norm H�1(
) of the discrete residual taken into account.

In [65] a shift-invert Lanczos method with a specially defined inner product was introduced.
The authors showed that applying theH := (A+B)-inner product in the shift-invert Lanczos
method for the matrix pencil (A;B) enables to measure the size of the residual vector in the
discrete H�1(
)-norm and that theH-norm itself can be identified as a discrete H10 (
)-norm.
Let us recall the crucial perturbation result stated in [65].

Proposition 4.35. [65, Proposition 3.2]

Let (A;B) be a symmetric definite pencil, H = A +B a symmetric positive definite matrix,
and � a real number such that A� := A� �B is invertible. Let ex be a nonzero vector in Rn ,e� a real number such that e� 6= � and the residual vectorr = Aex� e�Bex:
If ��� 1�� � � 1e�� � ��� = min�i ��� 1�i � � � 1e�� � ���; (4.32)

and Ax = �Bx, where kxkH = 1, then����� e��� � ��� � krkA�1� HA�1�kexkH ; (4.33)0 � j sinH\(ex; x)j � ���� � �� � e� ���krkA�1� HA�1�kexkH ; (4.34)

where ��� 1� � � � 1e�� � ��� = min�i 6=� ��� 1�i � � � 1e�� � ���: (4.35)

Proof. See [65].
Following Proposition 4.35, the H-norm can be identified as a discrete H10 (
)-norm, whereas
the A�1� HA�1� as a discrete H�1(
)-norm.
Our next task is to approximate the eigenvector error in a discrete H10 (
)-norm. With the
appropriate normalization, kuhkH10 (
) = 1, the difference between the representation vectors
is given by kuh � euhkH = sinH\(uh; euh):
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Now, let us apply Proposition 4.35 to the pencil (Ah; Bh). With H = Ah +Bh we havesinH\(uh; euh) . krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH :
which together with (4.31) gives a final upper boundku� euhkH1(
) . �(�h; uh) + krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH := �new(�h; uh): (4.36)

This theoretical upper bound has to be slightly modified to be used in practice. At first we
are not able to compute �(�h; uh), however, since we know that the second term measures
the approximation error, we can use �(e�h; euh) instead. On the other hand, we want to get
the second term as a by product of the shift-invert Lanczos method. Therefore, performingm iterations of the shift-inverse Lanczos algorithm with the pencil (Ah; Bh) andH = Ah+Bh
inner product, gives an approximate eigenpair (e�h; euh) such thatkrkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH = �mjeTmsj� ;
where (�; s) is an approximate eigenpair of the tridiagonal Lanczos matrix Hm from the
Arnoldi/Lanczos factorization (2.19), see Section 2.3.1, e�h = 1� , euh = Vms and �m; eTm; Vm
are defined as in (2.20). For the complete analysis we refer to [65].
Consequently, after m iterations of the shift-invert Lanczos method we have the following
global upper bound for the eigenfunction errorku� euhkH1(
) . �(e�h; euh) + �mjeTmsj� := �new(e�h; euh):
4.4.2 The balanced AFEM algorithm

With an appropriate norm and the new combined a posteriori error estimator, we can try to
reduce the number of Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations performed during the AFEM algorithm for
solving the self-adjoint eigenvalue problem, e.g., the Laplace eigenvalue problem. We consider
stopping criteria for the iterative eigensolver and the adaptive mesh refinement based on the
new estimator �new(e�h; euh). As we have mentioned before, the upper bound (4.36) is a global
upper bound. The only part of the new estimator which can be used to control the error
locally, is a standard residual type error estimator, i.e., �(e�h; euh) or precisely elementwise
refinement indicators �T (e�h; euh) extracted from it. Although, the discrete H�1(
)-norm of
the algebraic residual contains the global information about the discrete problem, we can
still define an appropriate stopping criterion and perform the adaptive mesh refinement.

Let us for a moment consider the ideal situation when after each Arnoldi/Lanczos iteration
step we check if the H�1(
)-norm of the algebraic residual, i.e., �mjeTmsj� , is smaller than a

certain fraction ! of the corresponding continuous part of the error, i.e., �(e�h; euh). Obvi-
ously, we can stop the iteration if this condition is satisfied or continue in the other case.
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This balancing strategy assures that the iteration stops when the approximation error is
of order of the discretization error. Therefore, the set of marked elements, determined by
selecting only those for which local indicators �T (e�h; euh) are satisfying a certain marking
criterion, will guarantee a certain accuracy of the solution. Of course calculating all indica-
tors �T (e�h; euh) at every iteration of the eigensolver is not optimal. Therefore, the numberm of the Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations performed before calculating �T (e�h; euh) and a proper
parameter ! for equilibration have to be analyzed. In order to have an efficient estimator it
is necessary to obtain also a lower bound, i.e.,�new(e�h; euh) . ku� euhkH1(
):
Unfortunately, the proof for the efficiency of this new estimator is not complete and is still
under investigations. Instead, we will analyze the behavior of the estimator numerically.

The pseudo code of the balanced AFEM algorithm described in this section is presented
below. In [65] the shift-invert Lanczos method is discussed, however, since we are interested
is the smallest eigenvalue, we analyze the simplest version of the algorithm, i.e., with shift� = 0. Of course calculating the error estimator �(e�h; euh) at each iteration step is expensive
and not possible in practice, nevertheless, in order to formulate some thesis about the minimal
number of required iterations we will make this effort here.
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The balanced AFEM algorithm for the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplace eigenvalue
problem (3.1)

Input: An initial regular triangulation T ih , a balancing parameter !, a maximal number of
degrees of freedom maxDOF

Output: Approximation e�h to the smallest eigenvalue � of (3.1) together with the corre-
sponding approximate eigenfunction euh.
Solve: Discretize problem (3.1) on T ih and obtain the matrix pencil (Ah; Bh)
Select shift � = 0
while

krkA�1h HA�1hkeuhkH � !�(e�h; euh) do

Perform one iteration of the H-Arnoldi/Lanczos method with (Ah; Bh)
Compute the approximate eigenpair (e�h; euh), the continuous and the discrete error es-

timators �(e�h; euh) and
krkA�1h HA�1hkeuhkH

end while

Estimate: Calculate the combined error estimator �new(e�h; euh) and the standard error
estimator �(e�h; euh)
Mark: Mark the elements based on �(e�h; euh) using the bulk criterion

Refine: Refine the coarse mesh T ih using the green, blue or red refinement to get T i+1h
if #DOF < maxDOF then

return (e�H ; euH)
else

Start the algorithm with T i+1h
end if

4.4.3 Numerical experiments

Throughout this section we investigate several aspects of our new balanced AFEM algorithm.
As a model example, we consider the Laplace eigenvalue problem 3.1 on the L-shape domain,
i.e., 
 = [�1; 1℄ � [0; 1℄ [ [�1; 0℄ � [�1; 0℄. We dedicate all numerical experiments to ap-
proximating only the smallest eigenvalue which we compare with a reference value obtained
in [108], i.e., �1 � 9:639723844:
At first we analyze the cost and the accuracy dependence of our new algorithm on the
choice of the balancing parameter !. Next we give some empirical information about the
minimal number of Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations required at each step of the balanced AFEM
algorithm to determine an accurate final approximation. Since our combined error estimator�new(e�h; euh), contains a residual type a posteriori error estimator �(e�h; euh), the last part of
this section is dedicated to compare the behavior of the combined error estimator �new(e�h; euh)
where �(e�h; euh) is chosen to be a standard residual type estimator �DPR(e�h; euh) [50] or an
edge residual error estimator �CG(e�h; euh) [31], see Section 2.2.3 for details.
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All the experiments were realized with the openFFW [29] finite element framework, which
contains implementations of both �DPR and �CG error estimators. For our new balanced
AFEM algorithm we use our own implementation of the Arnoldi/Lanczos method with theH-inner product, while standard Matlab eigs function is used for the comparison.

Balancing with different values of parameter ! Let us first examine the behavior
of our new balanced AFEM algorithm with respect to the choice of the parameter !. We
consider here the ideal situation when after each Lanczos iteration step we can check whether
the H�1(
)-norm of the algebraic residual, i.e., �mjeTmsj� , is smaller than a certain fraction !
of the corresponding �(e�h; euh). Here we restrict ourselves to �(e�h; euh) = �DPR(e�h; euh) and
we assume that the minimal number of required Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations is set to 2k+1,
where k is the number of eigenvalues of interest, here k = 1.
Tables 4.10 – 4.12 present the numerical results for ! = 0:5; 0:1; 0:9, respectively. In addition
to the eigenvalue approximation and the number of degrees of freedom, information about

the size of the continuous �(e�h; euh) and the discrete
krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH part of the estimator is given.

We notice that for ! = 0:5 three Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations are enough to obtain a good
error estimator to steer the adaptive mesh refinement.
Reducing ! to ! = 0:1 forces the discrete residual to be smaller which leads to slightly more
Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations, however, the final accuracy is reached with smaller amount of
degrees of freedom. Obviously choosing ! = 0:9 leads to meshes with more degrees of
freedom but reduces the number of Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations performed on each step of
the adaptive algorithm. The corresponding final meshes and convergence history plots are
depicted in Figures 4.31 – 4.33.
These few examples show that determining the approximate solution of the same accuracy
with a different balancing parameter is possible. Particularly chosen ! may lead to more
Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations or more degrees of freedom. Of course, performing one more
Arnoldi/Lanczos iteration on the coarse mesh is cheaper than dealing with finer problems,
therefore, this decision has to be made by the user, depending on existing limitations.

Table 4.10: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:5.
ref. level #DOF # iteration e�1 j�1 � e�1j �(e�h; euh) krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH �new(e�h; euh)

1 33 3 10.6008 0.9610 2.2454 0.0401 2.2853
2 78 3 10.2025 0.5628 1.0976 0.0349 1.1325
3 166 3 9.8854 0.2457 0.5476 0.0430 0.5906
4 341 3 9.7941 0.1544 0.2890 0.0373 0.3262
5 622 3 9.7234 0.0837 0.1540 0.0384 0.1924
6 1203 4 9.6805 0.0407 0.0866 0.0085 0.0950
7 2096 4 9.6606 0.0208 0.0472 0.0091 0.0562
8 3946 4 9.6518 0.0121 0.0273 0.0088 0.0361
9 6737 5 9.6464 0.0066 0.0154 0.0012 0.0167
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Figure 4.31: The final mesh with 6737 degrees of freedom and the convergence history for the smallest
eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:5.
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Figure 4.32: The final mesh with 6585 degrees of freedom and the convergence history for the smallest
eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:1.
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Table 4.11: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:1.
ref. level #DOF # iteration e�1 j�1 � e�1j �(e�h; euh) krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH �new(e�h; euh)

1 33 3 10.5862 0.9465 2.2422 0.0284 2.2706
2 78 3 10.1976 0.5578 1.0908 0.0370 1.1278
3 168 3 9.8906 0.2509 0.5550 0.0448 0.5998
4 330 4 9.7850 0.1452 0.2964 0.0080 0.3044
5 601 4 9.7043 0.0646 0.1588 0.0075 0.1663
6 1174 4 9.6814 0.0416 0.0886 0.0087 0.0973
7 2048 5 9.6601 0.0204 0.0489 0.0013 0.0502
8 3839 5 9.6510 0.0113 0.0280 0.0012 0.0292
9 6585 5 9.6465 0.0068 0.0158 0.0013 0.0171

Table 4.12: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:9.
ref. level #DOF # iteration e�1 j�1 � e�1j �(e�h; euh) krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH �new(e�h; euh)

1 33 3 10.5838 0.9441 2.2443 0.0244 2.2688
2 78 3 10.2022 0.5625 1.0891 0.0398 1.1289
3 169 3 9.8829 0.2431 0.5535 0.0385 0.5920
4 342 3 9.8110 0.1713 0.2888 0.0507 0.3395
5 638 3 9.7329 0.0932 0.1552 0.0469 0.2021
6 1209 3 9.7104 0.0707 0.0874 0.0457 0.1331
7 2200 4 9.6597 0.0200 0.0462 0.0088 0.0550
8 4028 4 9.6518 0.0121 0.0266 0.0088 0.0355
9 6916 4 9.6473 0.0075 0.0151 0.0088 0.0239
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Figure 4.33: The final mesh with 6916 degrees of freedom and the convergence history for the smallest
eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:9.
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Balancing with ! = 0:5 and different minimal number of required Arnoldi/Lanczos
iteration In [81] the minimal number of required Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations, as the well-
known rule of thumb, is set to 2k+ 1, where k is the number of eigenvalues of interest, here
we analyze the actual restrictions in this respect. Table 4.13 contains numerical results for
the case where no restrictions are given. At fist refinement steps we see that only one iter-
ation was enough to assure that the iteration error is smaller than the discretization error,
however, this one iteration was of course not enough to obtain a good approximation of the
eigenvalue. Surprisingly, after these few adaptive steps, the approximate solution has the
same accuracy as the corresponding approximation ( approximation at the same adaptive
step) obtained by the AFEM algorithm starting with a much better approximation, see, e.g.,
ref. level 5 in Table 4.10 and 4.13. Of course the corresponding grid is much finer in the latter
case. The resulting final mesh and the convergence history are presented in Figure 4.34.

Table 4.13: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:5 and
no restriction on the minimal number of iterations.

ref. level #DOF # iteration e�1 j�1 � e�1j �(e�h; euh) krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH �new(e�h; euh)
1 33 1 37.9495 28.3098 9.3925 1.4206 10.8131
2 103 1 71.6865 62.0467 8.9268 2.1554 11.0823
3 230 1 124.0862 114.4465 8.9370 2.8001 11.7371
4 533 1 253.2587 243.6190 9.1481 4.0423 13.1904
5 1193 3 9.7568 0.1171 0.1237 0.0508 0.1745
6 1533 4 9.6856 0.0459 0.0769 0.0095 0.0865
7 2310 4 9.6642 0.0245 0.0450 0.0089 0.0539
8 4102 4 9.6536 0.0138 0.0257 0.0088 0.0346
9 7313 5 9.6466 0.0069 0.0145 0.0013 0.0157

We have already noticed, that performing only one Arnoldi/Lanczos iteration may not be
enough to assure the accuracy and the optimal complexity of our new balanced AFEM algo-
rithm. Nevertheless, our next example shows that performing at least two Arnoldi/Lanczos
iterations at every step of our AFEM algorithm seems to be enough. The corresponding
numerical results and the convergence history are given in Table 4.14 and Figure 4.35.
As the comparison Table 4.15 and Figure 4.36 present results obtained on the uniformly
refined grid. The information about the size of the continuous �(e�h; euh) and the discretekrkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH part of the estimator is given only to illustrate the stopping criterion used for
the Arnoldi/Lanczos process. None of this information is used during the grid generation
process. To conclude, we point out that obtaining the solution with an accuracy of 10�3 for
our balanced AFEM algorithm requires two times less degrees of freedom than determining
the similar solution on the uniformly refined grid, with the same number of Arnoldi/Lanczos
iterations.
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Figure 4.34: The final mesh with 7313 degrees of freedom and the convergence history for the smallest
eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:5 and no restriction on the minimal

number of iterations.

Comparison with different error estimators As we mentioned at the beginning of
this section our new combined error estimator consists of two parts: the continuous part�(e�h; euh) and the discrete part

krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH . So far we have analyzed the behavior of our new

balanced AFEM algorithm where the continuous estimator was chosen as �DPR(e�h; euh) [50].
Let us now first compare the performance of our new balanced AFEM algorithm with the
standard AFEM algorithm based on the �DPR(e�h; euh) estimator, where the underlying al-
gebraic eigenvalue problem will be solved with Matlab function eigs up to final accuracy.
The resulting meshes are presented in Figure 4.37, while Figure 4.38 shows the convergence
history. Both algorithms result in the optimal convergence with respect to the number of
degrees of freedom. The new combined error estimator, due to the right choice of the dis-
crete norm, estimates the real error much better than the standard residual type estimator�DPR(e�h; euh). Furthermore, we compare our balancing algorithm with the standard AFEM
algorithm where �(e�h; euh) is chosen as the edge residual error estimator �CG(e�h; euh) [31]. We
observe that the original �CG(e�h; euh) guarantees the optimal convergence rate with respect to
the number of degrees of freedom. Although, our balanced AFEM algorithm deviate slightly
from the optimal convergence, it almost perfectly captures the behavior of the real error, see
Figures 4.39 – 4.40.

Conclusions We have analyzed the behavior of the balanced AFEM algorithm based on
the combined a posteriori error estimator �new(e�h; euh). Some aspects of reducing the num-
ber of the Arnoldi/Lanczos iterations in the algebraic eigensolver and the influence of the
parameter ! on the performance of the algorithm were discussed. The results show poten-
tial for further investigations of the algorithm, e.g., defining different stopping criteria, i.e.,
guaranteeing certain reduction of the continuous or the discrete error in the next iteration
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Table 4.14: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:5 and
the minimal number of required iterations equal 2.

ref. level #DOF # iteration e�1 j�1 � e�1j �(e�h; euh) krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH �new(e�h; euh)
1 33 2 10.8075 1.1678 2.3114 0.1185 2.4299
2 86 2 10.5196 0.8799 1.1524 0.1641 1.3165
3 157 2 10.2919 0.6522 0.6536 0.1726 0.8262
4 339 3 9.7909 0.1512 0.2915 0.0415 0.3330
5 610 3 9.7367 0.0970 0.1552 0.0498 0.2049
6 1159 4 9.6802 0.0404 0.0852 0.0089 0.0941
7 2103 4 9.6592 0.0195 0.0466 0.0085 0.0550
8 3856 4 9.6517 0.0119 0.0265 0.0086 0.0351
9 6736 5 9.6459 0.0062 0.0150 0.0013 0.0163

Table 4.15: Approximations of the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain refined uniformly
with ! = 0:5 and the minimal number of required iterations equal 2.

ref. level #DOF # iteration e�1 j�1 � e�1j �(e�h; euh) krkA�1� HA�1�keuhkH �new(e�h; euh)
1 33 2 11.2225 1.5828 2.4189 0.1851 2.6040
2 161 2 10.4686 0.8289 0.6589 0.1867 0.8455
3 705 3 9.7616 0.1219 0.1711 0.0476 0.2186
4 2945 4 9.6710 0.0312 0.0520 0.0092 0.0612
5 12033 5 9.6504 0.0107 0.0162 0.0012 0.0174

or incorporating the discrete residual into the marking process in the similar fashion as in
the AFEMLA algorithm. Also the efficiency of the estimator is of a particular interest.
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Figure 4.35: The final mesh with 6736 degrees of freedom and the convergence history for the smallest
eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain with ! = 0:5 and the minimal number of required

iterations equal 2.
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Figure 4.36: The convergence history for the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the uniformly refined
L-shape domain with 12033 degrees of freedom, ! = 0:5 and the minimal number of required

iterations equal 2.
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Figure 4.37: The final mesh for the AFEM with �DPR with 6990 degrees of freedom (left) and with �new
with 6610 degrees of freedom (right).
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Figure 4.38: The convergence history for the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain.
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Figure 4.39: The final mesh for the AFEM with �CG with 5577 degrees of freedom (left) and the final
mesh for AFEM with �new with 5995 degrees of freedom (right).
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Figure 4.40: The convergence history for the smallest eigenvalue for (3.1) on the L-shape domain.
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Chapter 5

Non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problem

The difficulty with non-self-adjoint PDE eigenvalue problems is multifold, eigenvalues may
be complex or may have linearly dependent eigenvectors. The basic scope of this chapter
is to design adaptive finite element methods which can be used to determine eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of non-self-adjoint problems. We restrict our investigation to the class of
convection-diffusion problems, however, all discussed approaches can be further generalized.
As an introduction we look at the extended version of the AFEMLA algorithm introduced in
Section 4.2, and discuss the adaptation based on both, the right and the left residual vector,
see Section 5.1. Under the saturation assumption, we obtain error estimates for the simple
eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunction for the problems with a small convection. In
Section 5.2 we look at those non-self-adjoint problems in terms of homotopy methods. We
discuss the adaptive homotopy approach which combines a continuation method with the
mesh adaptivity and algebraic eigensolvers to fully utilize an idea of a multi-way adaptivity.
The algorithm combines three different kinds of errors: the homotopy error, the discretization
error and the algebraic error. Our numerical experiments confirm that in order to derive an
efficient and accurate algorithm neither of these errors can be ignored. The results presented
in Section 5.2 are a joint work with C. Carstensen, J. Gedicke and V. Mehrmann and are
published in [33].

5.1 The Non-self-adjoint AFEMLA

In Section 4.2 we have introduced the AFEMLA algorithm for the self-adjoint eigenvalue
problem as an example of the adaptive finite element method based on the iteration error.
This section is devoted to extend this idea to the non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problem with an
elliptic partial differential operator which is non-self-adjoint but normal or whose departure
from non-normality is not large. We derive the non-self-adjoint AFEMLA algorithm to
determine an approximation of some particularly chosen eigentriple (�h; uh; u?h), e.g., the
eigenvalue with the smallest real part and its corresponding eigenvectors. For simplicity we
concentrate on the convection-diffusion model problem (3.6). We use here the notation from
Section 4.2.
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The P1 finite element discretization of the primal and the dual problem (3.7) on space Vh
leads to two generalized eigenvalue problems(Ah + Ch)uh = �hBhuh; u?h(Ah + Ch) = �?hu?hBh; (5.1)

where matrices Ah; Bh are symmetric and positive definite, matrix Ch is non-symmetric, see
Section 3.2 for details. Therefore, in order to determine the eigentriple (�h; uh; u?h), we need
to compute the approximate eigenvalue e�h together with the corresponding right and left
eigenvectors euh; eu?h. Since matrix Ah+Ch is not symmetric we have to solve the generalized
eigenvalue problem twice for matrix Ah + Ch and its transpose.

5.1.1 The Non-self-adjoint AFEMLA algorithm

Similarly as in the symmetric case we start the algorithm from computing the coarse grid
approximation (�H ; euH ; eu?H) on the initial grid TH using the Arnoldi method for matricesAH + CH and (AH + CH)T . As an alternative the two-sided Arnoldi algorithm proposed
in [100] can be applied to further reduce the computation complexity. Next we prolongate
the computed eigenvectors euH ; eu?H on the uniformly refined grid Th to obtain the fine space
approximations (b�h; buh; bu?h). Let us recall that, as in the original AFEMLA algorithm, we
distinguish the data corresponding to the coarse and fine space with subscript h and H,
respectively. Accordingly to Theorem 2.35 we compute the residual vectors brh, br?h associated
with the right and the left eigenvector, respectively, i.e.,brh = (Ah + Ch)buh � b�hBhbuh; br?h = bu?h(Ah + Ch)� b�hbu?hBh:
The crucial element of this approach is that the set of marked elements (edges) MH � TH is
determined based on the entries in both residual vectors brh, br?h. Whenever the i-th entry in
the vector brh or br?h is large, then the corresponding basis function should be added to enrich
the finite element space. Adapting the grid based on both the right and the left eigenvectors,
as the numerical examples indicate, is fully justified as the primal and dual eigenfunction
usually has their support on a different parts of the domain. After completing the closure
algorithm the green, blue or red refinement is performed. The resulting mesh is taken as a
new coarse mesh TH for the next loop of the algorithm. The pseudo-code of the algorithm
is presented in listing Non-self-adjoint AFEMLA.
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Non-self-adjoint AFEMLA for the eigenvalue of interest of the convection-diffusion
eigenvalue problem (3.6)

Input: An initial regular triangulation T iH , a maximal number p of Arnoldi steps or a
tolerance tol and a desired accuracy ".

Output: Approximation b� to the eigenvalue of interest � (3.1) together with the corre-
sponding approximate primal and dual eigenfunction bu, bu?, respectively.

Solve: Compute the eigenvalue of interest e�H and the associated right and left eigenvectoreuH , eu?H for the algebraic eigenvalue problem (5.1) associated with the coarse mesh T iH :
The Arnoldi method will be terminated after p steps or when a desired tolerance tol is
reached.
Express euH , eu?H using basis functions from the mesh T ih that is obtained by uniformly
refining T iH . With the prolongation matrix P from the coarse mesh T iH on the fine meshT ih compute buh = PeuH and bu?h = P eu?H
Estimate: Determine residual vectors brh, br?h associated with eigenvectors buh, bu?h, respec-
tively. Identify all large coefficients in brh, br?h and corresponding basis functions (nodes).

if kbrhk < " and kbr?hk < " then

return (b�h; buh; bu?h)
else

Mark: Mark all edges that contain identified nodes and apply the closure algorithm.
Refine: Refine the coarse mesh T iH using the green, blue or red refinement to get T i+1H .

Start Algorithm with T i+1H .
end if

5.1.2 Numerical experiments

The goal of this chapter is to demonsrate the performance of the non-self-adjoint AFEMLA
approach on the model convection-diffusion problem (3.6).��u + � � ru = �u in 
 and u = 0 on �
:
We consider this non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problem with the constant convection coefficient� = [�1; �2℄T 6= [0; 0℄T , and domain 
 being either the unit square, i.e., 
 = [0; 1℄ � [0; 1℄,
the slit domain or the L-shape domain, i.e., 
 = [�1; 1℄� [0; 1℄ [ [�1; 0℄� [�1; 0℄.
Unit square domain As first example we consider the model convection-diffusion problem
on the unit square domain 
 = [0; 1℄ � [0; 1℄ with different convection coefficients, i.e.,� = [1; 0℄T ; � = [5; 0℄T etc.. Since the problem is defined on the unit square domain, all
eigenvalues are real and given explicitly, see [66], by�21 + �224 + �2(k21 + k22); k1; k2 2 Nnf0g
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Table 5.1: Approximations of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of (3.6) obtained by the
non-self-adjoint AFEMLA on the square domain.� �1 e�1 I j�1 � e�1j I #DOF

I � = [1; 0℄T I 19.9892 19.9993 0.0101 3205

I � = [5; 0℄T I 25.9892 25.9884 0.0008 5075

I � = [10; 0℄T I 44.7392 44.7312 0.0080 11245

I � = [20; 0℄T I 119.7386 119.7908 0.0522 23769

Table 5.2: Approximation of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of (3.6) on the uniformly refined
square domain.� �1 e�1 I j�� e�1j I #DOF

I � = [10; 0℄T I 44.7392 44.7328 0.0064 16129

with the corresponding primal and dual eigenfunction� exp �1x+ �2y2 sin(k1�x) sin(k2�y); k1; k2 2 Nnf0g:
Here, for simplicity, we calculate only the eigentriple corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue,
i.e., �1 = �21 + �224 + 2�2;u1 = exp �1x+ �2y2 sin(�x) sin(�y); u?1 = � exp �1x + �2y2 sin(�x) sin(�y):
Table 5.1 presents eigenvalue approximations obtained with the non-self-adjoint AFEMLA
algorithm with different parameters �. The exact reference eigenvalues and errors are given
to present the quality of approximations. The corresponding primal and dual eigenfunctions
with associated adaptive meshes are depicted in Figures 5.1– 5.4. For this particular prob-
lem we were able to compute an accurate approximation also for a quite large convection
coefficient, i.e., � = [20; 0℄T . Comparatively, Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5 show the results calcu-
lated on the uniformly refined grid. Surprisingly, approximations obtained for the convection
coefficient � = [5; 0℄T are better than those for � = [1; 0℄T .

Slit domain As a second example we consider the convection-diffusion problem on the slit
domain. In contrast to the square domain the primal and dual eigenfunctions on the slit,
do not have almost symmetric supports. Table 5.3 contains some numerical approximations
of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part. The reference eigenvalues were calculated in
the finite element framework openFFW [29]. Figures 5.6– 5.8 present the corresponding
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Figure 5.1: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 3205 degrees of freedom and � = [1; 0℄T .
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Figure 5.2: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 5075 degrees of freedom and � = [5; 0℄T .
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Figure 5.3: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 11245 degrees of freedom and � = [10; 0℄T .
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Figure 5.4: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 23769 degrees of freedom and � = [20; 0℄T .
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Figure 5.5: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation on the uniformly refined
mesh with 16129 degrees of freedom and � = [10; 0℄T .

Table 5.3: Approximations of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of (3.6) obtained by the
non-self-adjoint AFEMLA on the slit domain.� �1 e�1 I j�1 � e�1j I #DOF

I � = [1; 0℄T I 8.6213 8.6274 0.0061 8338

I � = [5; 0℄T I 14.6211 14.6240 0.0029 6618

I � = [10; 0℄T I 33.3688 33.4044 0.0356 14159

primal and dual eigenfunction together with final meshes. Unfortunately, for � = [20; 0℄T we
were not able to calculate a good approximation of the eigenvalue of interest, which confirms
that non-normal problems are hard to deal with. We believe that approximating the whole
eigenspace corresponding to the close eigenvalues may give better results. For comparison
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.9 show results obtained on the uniformly refined grid.

Table 5.4: Approximation of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of (3.6) on the uniformly refined
slit domain.� �1 e�1 I j�1 � e�1j I I #DOF

I � = [10; 0℄T I 33.3688 33.4067 0.0379 16065
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Figure 5.6: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 8338 degrees of freedom and � = [1; 0℄T on the slit domain.
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Figure 5.7: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 6618 degrees of freedom and � = [5; 0℄T on the slit domain.
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Figure 5.8: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 14159 degrees of freedom and � = [10; 0℄T on the slit domain.
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Figure 5.9: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation on the uniformly refined
mesh with 16065 degrees of freedom and � = [10; 0℄T on the slit domain.

L-shape domain It is well-known that the presence of singularities often deteriorate the
quality of the numerical approximation. We investigate the behavior of the non-self-adjoint
AFEMLA algorithm for the convection-diffusion problem on the re-entrant corner domain,
i.e., the L-shape domain 
 = [�1; 1℄� [0; 1℄[ [�1; 0℄� [�1; 0℄. Following previous examples
we compute eigentriple approximations for different choices of the parameter �. In this case
no explicit formula for exact eigentriples is known, which means that the spectrum of the
operator may contain complex eigenvalues. Nevertheless, it is possible to approximate the
eigenvalue with the smallest real part. As we mentioned in Section 3.2 this eigenvalue is
simple, well-separated and real. Thus, in our numerical examples we will concentrate on
determing an accurate approximation of this particular eigenvalue and its primal and dual
eigenfunctions. All reference eigenvalues were calculated in the finite element framework
openFFW [29]. For the small convection term eigenvalue approximations obtained with
the non-self-adjoint AFEMLA algorithm are quite accurate, as shown in Table 5.5. The
corresponding primal and dual eigenfunctions are depicted in Figures 5.10– 5.10, while the
results obtained on the uniformly refined grid are presented in Table 5.6 and in Figure 5.13.
These two last examples confirm that for the highly non-normal problem, any method involv-
ing only the information from the residual vector, will suffer from the same problems which
we faced in previous examples. We also do not observe significant benefits in comparison to
the uniformly refined meshes. Therefore, for the real non-symmetric problems completely
new methods have to be developed.
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Figure 5.10: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with degrees of freedom and � = [1; 0℄T on the L-shape domain.
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Figure 5.11: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with degrees of freedom and � = [5; 0℄T on the L-shape domain.
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Figure 5.12: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with degrees of freedom and � = [10; 0℄T on the L-shape domain.
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Table 5.5: Approximations of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of (3.6) obtained by the
non-self-adjoint AFEMLA on the L-shape domain.� �1 e�1 I j�1 � e�1j I #DOF

I � = [1; 0℄T I 9.8897 9.8935 0.0038 7318

I � = [5; 0℄T I 15.8895 15.8886 0.0009 6305

I � = [10; 0℄T I 34.6398 34.6422 0.0024 11883

Table 5.6: Approximation of the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of (3.6) on the uniformly refined
L-shape domain.� � e�1 I j�1 � e�1j I #DOF

I � = [10; 0℄TI 34.6398 34.6417 0.0019 12033

Figure 5.13: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation on the uniformly refined
L-shape domain with 12033 degrees of freedom and � = [10; 0℄T .
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5.1.3 Some error bounds for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of

non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problems

In this section we derive error bounds for eigenpairs of non-self-adjoint problems which lead
to generalized algebraic eigenvalue problems with non-symmetric but real diagonalizable
matrices. For the model convection-diffusion problem (3.6) this will be the case when the
convection coefficient � is small. In order to relate continuous and discrete eigentriples we will
use the idea introduced in Section 4.2, namely, a combination of perturbation results for the
algebraic eigenvalue problems for real diagonalizable matrices from Section 2.3.3.2 together
with an appropriate saturation assumption. This analysis can be viewed as a theoretical
justification of the non-self-adjoint AFEMLA algorithm introduced in Section 5.1.
Let � be a simple eigenvalue of the convection-diffusion problem (3.6) and u, u? be the
corresponding primal and dual eigenfunctions, respectively. Let (�H ;uH ;u?H), (�h;uh;u?h) be
exact eigenvalues and associated right and left eigenvectors of matrix pairs ((AH+CH); BH),((Ah + Ch; Bh)), resulting from the finite element discretization of (3.6) on the coarse and
the fine space VH , Vh, respectively, i.e.,(AH + CH)uH = �HuH u?H(AH + CH) = �Hu?HBH ; (5.2)(Ah + Ch)uh = �huh u?h(Ah + Ch) = �hu?hBh: (5.3)

Matrices BH ; Bh are positive definite, while matrices (AH + CH); (Ah + Ch) are real but
non-symmetric. However, throughout this section, we assume that the convection coefficient� is chosen such that the matrices B�1H (AH +CH) and B�1h (Ah+Ch) are real diagonalizable,
i.e., B�1H (AH + CH) = UHDHU�1H ; B�1h (Ah + Ch) = UhDhU�1h ; (5.4)

where DH , Dh are diagonal matrices with eigenvalues of B�1H (AH +CH) and B�1h (Ah +Ch),
while UH = [uH UH;2℄ U�1H = � u?HBHU?H;2BH � ;Uh = [uh Uh;2℄ U�1h = � u?hBhU?h;2Bh � ;
are the right and the left eigenvector matrix in space VH and Vh, respectively.
Let (e�H ; euH ; eu?H), (e�h; euh; eu?h) be approximations of (�H ;uH ;u?H) and (�h;uh;u?h), respec-
tively. Since we do not compute the fine grid eigentriple (e�h; euh; eu?h), instead we use the
prolongation of (e�H ; euH ; eu?H) on the fine space and denote it by (b�h; buh; bu?h). Then, the
corresponding residual vectors are given byrH = (AH + CH)euH � e�HBHeuH ; (5.5)rh = (Ah + Ch)euh � e�hBheuh; (5.6)brh = (Ah + Ch)buh � b�hBhbuh: (5.7)
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Assumption 5.1. Let � be a simple eigenvalue of (3.6). Let �H ; �h be the corresponding
exact eigenvalues of the discretized problem on spaces VH , Vh, respectively. Moreover, let u
be the exact eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue � and uH , uh the coarse and the
fine space approximation, respectively. Then the error of the fine discrete solution �h; (uh)
is smaller than the error of the coarse solution �H ; (uH), i.e.,j�h � �j � j�H � �j;sin\(u; uh) � C sin\(u; uH):
with ; C 2 (0; 1).
Corollary 5.2. Let (�; u) be a simple eigenpair of (3.6). Let �H ; �h be the corresponding
exact eigenvalues of the discretized problem (3.6) on space VH ; Vh, respectively, and uH ; uh
the corresponding primal eigenfunctions. Then the saturation Assumption 5.1 is equivalent
to j�H � �j � 11�  j�H � �hj:sin\(u; uH) � 11� C sin\(uH ; uh):
with positive ; C < 1.
Proof. See Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.17.

Corollary 5.3. Consider generalized eigenvalue problems (5.2), (5.3) with exact eigenpairs(�H ;uH), (�h;uh) and corresponding approximations (e�H ; euH), (e�h; euh), respectively. Let(b�h; buh) be obtained by the prolongation of (e�H ; euH) on the fine space Vh. Furthermore,
residual vectors rH , rh, brh are defined as in (5.5), (5.6), (5.7). Then the following bounds
for the distance between eigenvalues holdje�H � �H j � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH ; (5.8)je�h � �hj � �(B 12hUh)krhkB�1hkeuhkBh ; (5.9)jb�h � �hj � �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ; (5.10)

with right eigenvector matrices UH = [uH UH;2℄ and Uh = [uh Uh;2℄.
Proof. The proof follows directly from applying Theorem 2.46.
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Corollary 5.4. Let (e�H ; euH) be a computed eigenpair of the generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem (5.2)and let (b�h; buh) be the prolongation (with the prolongation matrix P ) of (e�H ; euH)
on the fine space Vh. Furthermore, let residual vectors rH , brh be defined as in (5.5), (5.7).
Then je�H � b�hj � krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
Proof. Following Proposition 2.34, the eigenpairs (e�H ; euh), (b�h; buh) are exact eigenpairs of
eigenvalue problems ((AH + CH) + EH)euH = e�HBHeuH ; (5.11)((Ah + Ch) + bEh)buh = b�hBhbuh; (5.12)

respectively, with EHeu = rH and bEhbu = brh.
Using the relation between the coarse and the fine mesh, i.e.,P T (Ah + Ch)P = AH + CH ; P TBhP = BH ;
it follows that (5.11) is equivalent to(P T (Ah + CH)P + EH)euH = e�H(P TBhP )euH : (5.13)

Multiplying (5.12) from the left by P T givesP T (Ah + Ch)buh + P T bEhbuh = b�hP TBhbuh: (5.14)

Using the fact that P euH = buh, we can rewrite (5.13) asP T (Ah + Ch)P euH + EHeuH = e�HP TBhP euH : (5.15)

By subtracting (5.14) from (5.15) we get(e�H � b�h)(P TBhbuh) = P T (Ah + Ch)buh + EHeuH � P T (Ah + Ch)buh � P T bEhbuh:
Finally, applying the triangle inequality yieldsje�H � b�hj = kEHeuH � P T bEhbuhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH � kEHeuHkBH + kP T bEhbuhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH= krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
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Corollary 5.5. Let (�H ;uH), (�h;uh) be the exact eigenpair of (5.2), (5.3), respectively,
and let (b�h; buh) be the eigenpair obtained by the prolongation of the computed pair (e�H ; euH)
on the fine space Vh. Furthermore, let residual vectors rH , brh be defined as in (5.5), (5.7).
Thenj�H � b�hj � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH ;j�H � �hj � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ;j�h � e�H j � �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH ;
with right eigenvector matrices UH = [uH UH;2℄ and Uh = [uh Uh;2℄.
Proof. Using the triangle inequality we getj�H � b�hj = j�H � e�H + e�H � b�hj � j�H � e�H j+ je�H � b�hj:
From the bound (5.8) and Corollary 5.4 we getj�H � b�hj � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH :
Applying again triangle inequalitiesj�H � �hj = j�H � b�h + b�h � �hj � j�H � b�hj+ jb�h � �hj;j�h � e�H j = j�h � b�h + b�h � e�H j � j�h � b�hj+ jb�h � e�H j;
bound (5.10) and Corollary 5.4 completes the proof.

Corollary 5.6. Let (�H ;uH), (�h;uh) be an exact eigenpair of (5.2), (5.3) and let (e�H ; euH),(e�h; euh) be their approximations, respectively. Let furthermore (b�h; buh) be the eigenpair ob-
tained by the prolongation of euH on the fine space Vh. Then residual vectors rH , rh, brh
defined as in (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) we haveje�h � b�hj � �(B 12hUh)krhkB�1hkeuhkBh + �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh ;je�H � e�hj � �(B 12hUh)krhkB�1hkeuhkBh + �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH ;j�H � e�hj � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + �(B 12hUh)krhkB�1hkeuhkBh + �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh+ krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH ;
with right eigenvector matrices UH = [uH UH;2℄ and Uh = [uh Uh;2℄.
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Proof. The proof follows by combing the previous bounds and using triangle inequalities,
i.e., je�h � b�hj � je�h � �hj + j�h � b�hj
which together with (5.9) and (5.10) gives the first bound. For the second bound we use the
triangle inequality je�H � e�hj � je�H � b�hj + jb�h � �hj + j�h � e�hj;
Corollary 5.4 and bounds (5.10), (5.9). The last inequality follows fromj�H � e�hj � j�H � e�H j + je�H � e�hj
combined with previous bound and inequality (5.8).

Based on Assumption 5.1 and estimates of eigenvalue errors between the exact and approx-
imate discrete eigenvalues on spaces VH and Vh, we obtain the following bounds.

Corollary 5.7. Let � be an exact, simple eigenvalue of problem (3.6) and �H , �h the cor-
responding exact discrete eigenvalues on space VH and Vh, respectively. Furthermore, let buh
and P be defined as in Proposition 5.6 and let Assumption 5.1 for eigenvalues hold with a
positive constant  < 1. Then with residual vectors rH , brh defined as in (5.5), (5.7) we havej�� �H j � 11�  �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH+ �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !;j�� �hj � �1 + 11� � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH+ �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !;
with right eigenvector matrices UH = [uH UH;2℄ and Uh = [uh Uh;2℄.
Proof. The proof follows directly from applying Corollaries 5.2 and 5.5.

Using the previous estimates we obtain bounds for the errors between eigenvalues of the
original PDE (3.6) and their discrete approximations.

Theorem 5.8. Let � be an exact eigenvalue of (3.6) and let (e�H ; euH), (e�h; euh) be approxi-
mate eigenvalues and right eigenvectors of (5.2), (5.3), respectively. Furthermore, let (b�h; buh)
be the prolongation of euH on the fine space Vh and let Assumption 5.1 for the eigenvalues
hold with a positive constant  < 1. Then with residual vectors rH , rh, brh defined as in (5.5),
(5.6), (5.7) we have
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j�� e�H j � 11�   �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !+ �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH ;j�� e�hj � �1 + 11� � �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !+ �(B 12hUh)krhkB�1hkeuhkBh ;j�� b�hj � 11�   �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH + �(B 12hUh)kbrhkB�1hkbuhkBh !+ �(B 12HUH)krHkB�1HkeuHkBH + krHkBH + kP TbrhkBHkP TBhbuhkBH ;
with right eigenvector matrices UH = [uH UH;2℄ and Uh = [uh Uh;2℄.
Proof. At first we use the triangle inequalityj�� e�H j � j�� �H j + j�H � e�H j
together with Corollary 5.7 and bound (5.8). For the second relation we exploitj�� e�hj � j�� �hj + j�h � e�hj;
Corollary 5.7 and bound (5.9). The last bound follows fromj�� b�hj � j�� �hj + j�h � b�hj;
Corollary 5.7 and relation (5.8).

Likewise, we obtain bounds for angles between the corresponding eigenfunctions.

Corollary 5.9. Consider generalized eigenvalue problems (5.2), (5.3) with exact eigenpairs(�H ;uH), (�h;uh) and corresponding approximations (e�H ; euH), (e�h; euh), respectively. Let(b�h; buh) be the prolongation of (e�H ; euH) on the fine space Vh. Furthermore, let residual
vectors rH , rh, brh be defined as in (5.5), (5.6), (5.7). Thensin\BH (euH ;uH) � �(B 12HU?H;2)krHkB�1HÆH ; (5.16)sin\Bh(euh;uh) � �(B 12hU?h;2)krhkB�1hÆh ; (5.17)sin\Bh(buh;uh) � �(B 12hU?h;2)kbrhkB�1hbÆh ; (5.18)
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with left eigenvector matrices U�1H = � u?HBHU?H;2BH �
, U�1h = � u?hBhU?h;2Bh � and gapsÆH = min�i;H 6=�H j�i;H � e�H j; Æh = min�i;h 6=�h j�i;h � e�hj; bÆh = min�i;h 6=�h j�i;h � b�hj:

Proof. All bounds follow from applying Proposition 2.46.
In order to derive error estimates for angles between eigenfunctions of interest we use here
the theoretical framework from Section 4.2.3 and Assumption 5.1.

Theorem 5.10. Let u be an exact eigenfunction of (3.6), uH(u?H) and uh(u?h) the correspond-
ing exact, discrete primal (dual) eigenfunction on the space VH , Vh and uH(u?H), uh(u?h) their
representation vectors, respectively. Moreover, let Assumption 5.1 for the eigenfunctions hold
with a positive constant C < 1. If euH(eu?H); buh(eu?h) are approximate right (left) eigenvectors
of (5.2), (5.3), respectively, and rH ;brh residual vectors defined as in (5.5), (5.7), thensin\(u; uH) � 11� C��(B 12HU?H;2)krHkB�1HÆH + �(B 12hU?h;2)kbrhkB�1hbÆh �; (5.19)sin\(u; uh) � C1� C��(B 12HU?H;2)krHkB�1HÆH + �(B 12hU?h;2)kbrhkB�1hbÆh �; (5.20)

with left eigenvector matrices U�1H = � u?HBHU?H;2BH �
, U�1h = � u?hBhU?h;2Bh � and gapsÆH = min�i;H 6=�H j�i;H � e�H j; Æh = min�i;h 6=�h j�i;h � e�hj; bÆh = min�i;h 6=�h j�i;h � b�hj:

Proof. From Corollaries 5.2 and 4.22 we havesin\(u; uH) � 11� C sin\(uH ; uh) = 11� C sin\(uhH; uh) = 11� C sin\Bh(uhH ;uh)
By combining last inequality with Corollary 4.24 we obtainsin\(u; uH) � 11� C� sin\BH(euH ;uH) + sin\Bh(buh;uh)�:
Finally, by using the first bound from Corollary 5.9 we getsin\(u; uH) � 11� C��(B 12HU?H;2)krHkB�1HÆH + �(B 12hU?h;2)kbrhkB�1hbÆh �:
The proof for the second inequality can be obtained in a similar fashion.

Summarizing, we present bounds for angles between exact primal eigenfunctions and their
finite element approximations.
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Theorem 5.11. Let u be an exact eigenfunction of (3.6), uH(u?H) and uh(u?h) the correspond-
ing exact, discrete primal (dual) eigenfunctions on the space VH , Vh and uH(u?H), uh(u?h)
their representation vectors, respectively. Moreover, let Assumption 5.1 for the eigenfunc-
tions hold with a positive constant C < 1. If euH(eu?H); buh(eu?h) are approximate right (left)
eigenvectors of (5.2), (5.3), respectively, and rH ;brh residual vectors defined as in (5.5), (5.7),
then the following inequalities holdsin\(u; euH) � �(B 12HU?H;2)2� C1� C krHkB�1HÆH + �(B 12hU?h;2) 11� C kbrhkB�1hbÆh ;sin\(u; buh) � �(B 12HU?H;2) C1� C krHkB�1HÆH + �(B 12hU?h;2) 11� C kbrhkB�1hbÆh ;
with left eigenvector matrices U�1H = � u?HBHU?H;2BH �

, U�1h = � u?hBhU?h;2Bh � and gapsÆH = min�i;H 6=�H j�i;H � e�H j; Æh = min�i;h 6=�h j�i;h � e�hj; bÆh = min�i;h 6=�h j�i;h � b�hj:
Proof. The proof follows directly from the proof of Theorem 4.27. The final step is an
application of Corollary 5.9.

Of course, information like the conditioning of the left eigenvector matrix or the size of the
gap in the spectrum is, in general, not available. However, for practical applications one can
use approximations discussed in Sections 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2.

5.2 An adaptive homotopy approach for non-self-adjoint

eigenvalue problems

Since, of today, the adaptive solution of a general non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problem remains
a real challenge, we devote this section to study the class of convection-diffusion eigenvalue
problems and to emphasize the usefulness of the homotopy method in solving non-self-adjoint
PDE eigenvalue problems. As a model problem we consider again the convection-diffusion
eigenvalue problem (3.6).
We design an adaptive homotopy method which combines a continuation method with the
mesh adaptivity and matrix eigenvalue solvers. The solution of a simple, well-studied eigen-
value problem is continuously transformed to obtain the solution of the problem of interest.
In order to assure the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm, we have to balance three
different types of errors. The discretization error � that arises when the infinite dimensional
variational problems is considered in a finite dimensional subspace [57, 67], the homotopy er-
ror � that arises when the diffusion problem is slowly transferred to the convection-diffusion
problem [23] and the approximation error � that arises from the iterative matrix eigensolver.
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The underlying concept for all algorithms introduced in this section is quite general, however,
in order to make the analysis simple we do not consider phenomena like bifurcation points or
path-jumping, see, e.g., [87]. Therefore, as a test case, we consider only the eigenvalue with
the smallest real part, which is known to be simple and well-separated [54] for all 0 � t � 1.
Thus it will not bifurcate and will follow an analytic path.

5.2.1 Homotopy method for an operator eigenvalue problem

The homotopy concept introduced in Section 2.3.2 can be easily extended to the convection-
diffusion operator eigenvalue problem (3.6). Starting from the well-studied spectrum of a
simple operator, here L0u := ��u, we use a continuation method to obtain the eigenpairs
for the convection-diffusion operator L1u := ��u+ � � ru.
Throughout this section, the following homotopy equationH(t) = (1� t)L0 + tL1 for 0 � t � 1; (5.21)

for the model problem (3.6) is considered. Since for t = 0 we haveH(0) = L0;
the eigenpairs ofH(0) are the eigenpairs of the Laplace eigenvalue problem. The continuation
method uses a ’time’-stepping procedure with nodes t0 = 0 < t1 < : : : < tN = 1 to compute
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of��u+ ti� � ru = �u in 
: (5.22)

Finally, when the homotopy reaches its final value t = 1, eigenpairs of H(1) = L1 are the
eigenpairs of the desired problem,��u + � � ru = �u in 
:
For each step ti the corresponding weak finite dimensional primal and dual problemsa(u`; v`) + ti (u`; v`) = �`b(u`; v`) for all v` 2 V`;a(w`; u?̀) + ti (w`; u?̀) = �?̀b(w`; u?̀) for all w` 2 V`;
are equivalent to the generalized primal and dual matrix eigenvalue problems(A` + tiC`)u` = �`B`u`; (5.23)u?̀(A` + tiC`) = �?̀u?̀B`; (5.24)

corresponding to the discrete homotopy equationH`(t) = (1� t)A` + t(A` + C`) = A` + tC`:
For the case considered here, of simple and well-separated eigenvalues that do not bifurcate
during the homotopy process, it is known [71] that every eigenvalue �`(t) of the generalized
eigenvalue problem (5.23) and (5.24) is an analytic function in t. Hence by choosing appro-
priate homotopy step sizes, eigenvalues can be continued on an analytic path towards the
eigenvalues of (A` + C`; B`), see [84, 87]. The evolution of an eigenpair as a function of t is
called an eigenpath and is denoted by (�`(t);u`(t)) and (�?̀(t);u?̀(t)), respectively.
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5.2.2 A posteriori error estimates

An efficient algorithm, which uses the homotopy process in combination with the mesh adap-
tivity and the inexact algebraic eigenvalue solver, requires deriving a combined a posteriori
analysis for the homotopy, discretization and iteration error. At the beginning of the homo-
topy process we solve the self-adjoint problem (the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem
on the matrix level). Real eigenvalues obtained at the homotopy step t = 0 move to (po-
tentially complex conjugate) eigenvalues of the original problem. In order to understand the
influence of the homotopy on the behavior of eigenvalues of interest, we analyze the so-called
homotopy error which in another context is called modeling error [23]. In particular, we are
interested in bounds between the exact eigenvalue of the original problem and the eigenvalue
obtained at the intermediate step t � 1, i.e., we want to estimatej�(1)� �(t)j . �(t) for 0 � t � 1;
where by �(t) we denote the homotopy error estimator as stated in the following Lemma,
[33].

Lemma 5.12. For the model problem (3.6), the difference between the exact eigenvalues �(t)
of the homotopy H(t) in (5.21) and �(1) can be estimated viaj�(1)� �(t)j . �(t) := (1� t)j�j1 (jjju(t)jjj+ jjju?(t)jjj) for 0 � t � 1: (5.25)

The constant in the inequality tends to 1=(2b(u(1); u?(1)) as t! 1.
Proof. See [33].

Since our objective is to balance errors arising at each step of the adaptive homotopy al-
gorithm and the exact solution of the problem is unknown, a combined a posteriori bound
should be based only on the available information, i.e., on computed eigentriple approxima-
tions.
At first we recall a posteriori error bounds for the discretization error introduced in [57, 67]jjju(t)� u`(t)jjj2 + jjju?(t)� u?̀(t)jjj2 + j�(t)� �`(t)j . �2(�`(t); u`(t); u?̀(t));
where �2(�`(t); u`(t); u?̀(t)) := XT2T` ��2(�`(t); u`(t);T ) + �?2(�`(t); u?̀(t);T )�
and the residual error estimators �2(�`(t); u`(t);T ), �?2(�`(t); u?̀(t);T ) are defined as follows.�2(�`(t); u`(t);T ) := h2Tk� �ru`(t)� �`(t)u`(t)k2L2(T ) + XE2E`(T ) hEk[ru`(t)℄�nEk2L2(E);�?2(�`(t); u?̀(t);T ) := h2Tk�� �ru?̀(t)� �`(t)u?̀(t)k2L2(T ) + XE2E`(T ) hEk[ru?̀(t)℄�nEk2L2(E):
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Moreover, the following estimate holds for the algebraic iteration errors [65, 95].jjju`(t)� eu`(t)jjj2 + jjju?̀(t)� eu?̀(t)jjj2 + j�`(t)� e�`(t)j . �2(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t));
where �2(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)) :=  kr`kB�1`ku`kB` !2 + kr?̀kB�1`ku?̀kB` !2 ;
and the algebraic residuals are given byr` := (A` + C`)u` � �`B`u`; r?̀ := u?̀(A` + C`)� �?̀u?̀B`:
Constants for the algebraic error estimators depend on the condition number of the consid-
ered eigenvalue and the gap in the spectrum, see Section 2.3. However, in our numerical
examples the eigenvalue of interest is well-conditioned and well-separated from the remaining
spectrum.
Using perturbation results of the a posteriori error estimator for the discretization error,
introduced in [32, 57], a combined a posteriori error estimator can be obtained for the
adaptive homotopy algorithm as stated in the following Lemma [33].

Lemma 5.13. For the model problem (3.6), the difference between the iterative eigenvaluee�`(t) in the homotopy H`(t) and the continuous eigenvalue �(1) of the original problem (3.6)
can be estimated a posteriori viaj�(1)� e�`(t)j . �(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)) + �2(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)) + �2(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t))
in terms of�(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)) := (1� t)j�j1 (jjjeu`(t)jjj+ jjjeu?̀(t)jjj)+ (1� t)j�j1 ��(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)) + �(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t))� :
Proof. A complete proof can be found in [33].

5.2.3 Algorithms

In the following we present three different adaptive algorithms for the homotopy driven
eigenvalue problem. We combine the homotopy method with the adaptive finite element
method and provide multi-way adaptivity by a suitable balancing of the discretization error,
the homotopy error and errors in the iterative solutions of the generalized algebraic eigenvalue
problems (5.23)–(5.24).

One of a crucial factors in presented algorithms is the step size control for the homotopy
steps. It is well-known that the convergence and the accuracy of the homotopy method
strongly depends, not only on the choice of a good initial value, but also on the appropriate
selection of step sizes � . A very small � will assure a good approximation of the desired
eigenvalue and eigenvector, but unfortunately will lead to large computational costs. On the
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other hand if the step size � is too large, then the method may be unable to keep track of the
eigenvalues. Thus, the goal is to choose � in such a way that it will assure the accuracy of
the approximation, minimize the computational effort and keep track of the eigenpath. At
this stage, employing adaptive step size control techniques that are well established in the
numerical solution of ordinary differential equations [63], e.g., predictor-corrector procedures
as they are commonly used [84], seems to be an obvious choice. However, combining the
homotopy approach with the adaptive finite element method, requires a modification of the
adaptive step size control techniques. By multi-way adaptivity we mean not only the adaptive
choice of parameters in each of the component processes, i.e., homotopy, discretization and
iteration, separately, but we also have to take into account existing interdependences. The
homotopy process directly affects the mesh adaptivity that modifies the space discretization
which again influences the quality of the iteration etc.. Therefore, the following step size
control seems to be natural.

Consider the eigenvalue problem (5.22) for two different homotopy parameters ti and ti + � .
If problems for ti and ti + � do not differ to much, the quantities obtained at step ti should
be appropriate initial values for the problem at ti + � . Thus, a final grid obtained for the
solution at step ti can be taken as a initial grid for the problem at ti + � . Morover, one
expects that obtaining a solution of the same accuracy as for the previous step will require
only a small number of additional mesh refinements. If the number of required refinement
steps for the homotopy parameters ti and ti + � differs significantly, the step size � was to
large. The homotopy step for ti + � is then rejected and ti + q� is used, where 0 < q < 1,
e.g., q = 12 . If the number of refinements is small, then the step size � is preserved or even
increased by choosing, e.g., � = q�1� . This simple idea allows to describe the dependence of
the homotopy step size � not only on the solution but also on the mesh adaptation process.
In Algorithm 1, a fixed step size � for the homotopy is considered in order to analyze the
influence of the homotopy error on the mesh adaptation process and the accuracy of the
solution. Algorithm 2 considers an adaptive step size control for the homotopy, based on the
number of refinements required to balance the discretization error �` and the final tolerance". Algorithm 3 then, finally combines two concepts from Algorithms 1 and 2.

In all three algorithms, � will denote an intermediate accuracy for the matrix eigensolver,0 < ! < 1 is the parameter in the relative accuracy condition for the algebraic approximation
error, 0 < Æ < 1 is the parameter balancing the discretization and the homotopy error
estimator, 0 < � < 1 is the marking parameter for the bulk marking strategy and  denotes
the maximal number of refinement steps allowed in each homotopy step of Algorithms 2
and 3. In Algorithm 1, � is the fixed step size, while in the other two algorithms it denotes
the initial step size. For simplicity we will write �, �, � (or �`, �`, �` for particular level `)
meaning �(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)), �(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)) and �(e�`(t); eu`(t); eu?̀(t)), respectively.

In order to illustrate differences between three algorithms their main ideas are depicted in
Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Schematic view of three homotopy-based algorithms.

In all three homotopy methods, the basic mesh adaptation method given by the procedures
Estimate & Solve, Mark and Refine is used. In the Estimate & Solve function (see list-
ing below), for the given mesh and parameters � and !, the generalized algebraic eigenvalue
problem (GAEVP) ((A`+tC`); B`) has to be solved at each refinement step. The approxima-
tion of the eigentriple is considered to be accurate if the estimate for the complete algebraic
approximation error �, (both for the left and the right eigenvector), is smaller then the dis-
cretization error �, up to some fixed constant ! (see line 5). In fact, this step is a golden mean
between the ideal, but impossible balancing based on a discrete H�1-norm, see Section 4.4,
and driving the approximation error to machine precision at each refinement step. To ensure
that the algebraic approximation error itself is small, the intermediate tolerance parameter� for the iterative solver depends on the discretization error � and is also adapted (see lines
4–6). The algebraic eigenvalue problem is solved using the Arpack [81] implementation of
the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method for non-symmetric eigenvalue problems. Further-
more, the size of the constructed Krylov subspace is chosen to be as small as possible and
the approximations of the right and the left eigenvector eu; eu? from the previous iteration
are taken as starting values for the new Arnoldi step. Note that here the final accuracy " of
the solution is not required at every step, only the relation between the discretization error
and the algebraic approximation error is used to stop the procedure. In procedure Mark a
bulk marking strategy is used to choose which triangles should be refined. To this purpose,
we need some elementwise information about the error. The combined a posteriori error
estimator introduced in Lemma 5.13 provides global estimate for the error and can not be
used to obtain any local information. The only component which can be exploited locally
is the discretization error estimator �. Due to the special balancing, we guarantee that for
the accurate eigentriple (e�; eu; eu?) the approximation error estimator � is of the same order
as estimator �. Thus, the set of marked elements M can be identified based on the local
contributions of the discretization error estimator �. Afterwards, the procedure Refine is
realized to obtain a new mesh T . Some additional information about procedures Mark and
Refine can be found in Section 2.2.4.
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Estimate & Solve
Input: T , t, �, !, eu; eu?
1: [(A+ C); B] = Create AEVP(T ; �, t)
2: [�; eu; eu?] = Solve AEVP(A + C, B, �, eu, eu?)
3: Compute �
4: � = 2�
5: while � > !� do
6: � = �2
7: [�; eu; eu?] = Solve AEVP(A + C, B, �, eu, eu?)
8: Compute �
9: end while

10: Compute �
Output: �, �, �, �, eu; eu?
Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1

Input: t0 = 0; �; T0(t0); �; "; !; Æ, eu0(t0), eu?0(t0)
1: ` = 1; i = 0
2: while ti � 1 do
3: T0(ti) = T`(ti�1)
4: �(ti) = �
5: [eu0(ti); eu?0(ti)℄ = [eu`(ti�1); eu?̀(ti�1)℄
6: [�0(ti); �0(ti); eu0(ti); eu?0(ti)] = Estimate & Solve(T0(ti); �(ti); !; eu0(ti); eu?0(ti))
7: j = 0
8: �(ti) = �`(ti)
9: while �j(ti) > max(Æ�j(ti); ") do

10: j = j + 1
11: Mj(ti) = Mark(�j(ti); �)
12: Tj(ti) = Refine(Tj�1(ti);Mj(ti))
13: [euj(ti); eu?j(ti)℄ = [Pj;j�1euj�1(ti); Pj;j�1eu?j�1(ti)℄
14: [�j(ti); �j(ti); euj(ti); eu?j (ti)] = Estimate & Solve(Tj(ti); �(ti); !; euj(ti); eu?j(ti))
15: end while
16: ` = ` + j
17: ti+1 = ti + �; i = i + 1
18: end while
Output: e�(1); eu(1); eu?(1)
The first algorithm introduces the homotopy method with a fixed step size � . For the initial
homotopy parameter t0 = 0, the corresponding Laplace eigenvalue problem is solved on
the initial mesh T0(t0) (see line 3), where the algebraic eigenvalue problem is solved up to
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tolerance �(t0) (see line 4 of Estimate & Solve for details). This step is the same for all
three algorithms. Based on the calculated initial approximation of the eigentriple at t0 the
corresponding discretization and homotopy error estimators �0(t0), �0(t0) are determined
(see line 6).
In order to balance the discretization error, the homotopy error, and the final accuracy ", the
adaptive mesh refinement method is used (see lines 9–15). The mesh adaptation process is
repeated as long as the discretization error dominates over the homotopy error multiplied by
the balancing factor Æ or is larger than the final accuracy " (see line 9). Throughout the adap-
tive loop, sequences of meshes T`+j(ti), error estimators �j(ti); �j(ti); �j(ti) and eigentriple
approximations (e�j(ti),euj(ti), eu?j(ti)) are assembled. To avoid unnecessary computational
work, at each step of the adaptive loop, the algebraic eigenvalue problem is solved only up
to the accuracy �(tk), which depends on the discretization error �j(ti) (see line 8 and the
Estimate & Solve function for details). When the stopping condition (see line 9) does not
hold, a new homotopy parameter ti+1 = ti + � is chosen and the new adaptation process
starts with a previously obtained approximation taken as initial guess (see line 13). HerePj;j�1 denotes the prolongation matrix from the last coarse mesh Tj�1(ti) on the refined meshTj(ti) (see lines 12–13). Note that the final mesh derived for the former homotopy parame-
ter is taken as the initial mesh for new computations (see line 3). After a fixed number of
homotopy steps, ti reaches its final value one and the algorithm returns the approximated
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the model problem.
The final number of refinement levels reached up to the parameter ti is denoted by `, whilej is a refinement index for the current parameter ti. This distinction is made to separate
a sequence of meshes for a single homotopy step from the final sequence obtained for the
whole algorithm. It has particular importance for the next two algorithms.
Controlling the homotopy error is beneficial and an arbitrary fixed choice of the homotopy
step size, in general, will not work, especially for more complicated problems. In the non-
symmetric case eigenvalues move according to their condition numbers [101]. Ill-conditioned
eigenvalues, as a function of t, may move very fast. The lack of an analogue of the minimax
principle [61] for non-symmetric problems makes the localization of the eigenvalue very hard.
In particular, it may be difficult to guarantee fast convergence of the iterative eigensolver
to the eigenvalue with smallest real part at next homotopy step ti + � . If the step size �
is chosen too large, even a very accurate approximation from step ti may simply be not
good starting value for the next homotopy step. On the other hand choosing � very small
leads to a large number of homotopy steps, and since for each step the whole adaptive mesh
refinement loop has to be performed, this may lead to large computational effort.

Algorithm 2

In contrast to Algorithm 1, in Algorithm 2 an adaptive step size control for the homotopy
is used. Starting with an initial step size � the first approximation is computed to assure
that the discretization error �j(ti) is smaller than the fixed, desired accuracy " (see line 9).
No dependence on the homotopy error is considered here. Additionally, for each homotopy
parameter only a fixed number of mesh refinement steps  inside the adaptive loop is allowed
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Algorithm 2

Input: t0 = 0; �; �; T0(t0); �; "; !, , eu0(t0), eu?0(t0)
1: ` = 1; i = 0
2: while ti < 1 do
3: T0(ti) = T`�1(ti�1)
4: �(ti) = �
5: [eu0(ti); eu?0(ti)℄ = [eu`�1(ti�1); eu?̀�1(ti�1)℄
6: [�0(ti); �0(ti); eu0(ti); eu?0(ti)] = Estimate & Solve(T0(ti); �(ti); !; eu0(ti); eu?0(ti))
7: �(ti) = �`(ti)
8: j = 0
9: while �j(ti) > " do

10: if j >  then
11: i = i� 1
12: � = q�
13: j = 0
14: break
15: end if
16: j = j + 1
17: Mj(ti) = Mark(�j(ti); �)
18: Tj(ti) = Refine(Tj�1(ti);Mj(ti))
19: [euj(ti); eu?j(ti)℄ = [Pj;j�1euj�1(ti); Pj;j�1eu?j�1(ti)℄
20: [�j(ti); �j(ti); euj(ti); eu?j (ti)] = Estimate & Solve(Tj(ti); �(ti); !; euj(ti); eu?j(ti))
21: end while
22: ` = ` + j
23: if j <  then
24: � = q�1�
25: end if
26: ti+1 = min(ti + �; 1); i = i + 1
27: end while
Output: e�`(1); eu`(1); eu?(1)
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(see line 10). If the adaptive loop needs more refinement steps than  (see line 10), it means
that eigenvalue problems considered for parameters ti and ti + � differ too much and that
the step size � should be decreased. In that case, to ensure good approximations in the
eigenvalue continuation, the algorithm rejects the current homotopy step (see lines 11–13),
sets up a new � = q� (see line 12), for some 0 < q < 1, and starts the adaptive loop for the
new homotopy parameter ti + � . If the number of refinements is smaller than , then the
algorithm attempts to increase the step size to q�1� (see line 24). Otherwise, � is preserved
at the next homotopy step. At this point, the previously introduced distinction between the
global and the local refinement indices ` and j is used to carry out the rejection step, while
keeping the right mesh hierarchy. Meshes obtained for the rejected homotopy parameter will
not be considered in the final sequence of meshes denoted by `.
Note, that here the initial mesh for the new homotopy parameter is taken as the last but
one mesh obtained at the previous homotopy step (see line 3). If step sizes were chosen
optimally and the consecutive problems do not differ too much, then the previous mesh
should be a good starting mesh for the next step. In this way the continuation of meshes is
also guaranteed. At the beginning it is reasonable to allow � to be large and let the algorithm
to adapt the step size by itself. However, it is obvious that if the total error is dominated
by the homotopy error �`(ti), then driving the discretization error �`(ti) in each homotopy
step below " may lead to large computational effort.

Algorithm 3

The third algorithm combines both ideas of controlling the homotopy error and using the
adaptive step size control. In this way the homotopy method accepts only approximations
which are of a desired accuracy and whose computational cost is reasonable. Simultane-
ously, the adaptation in space, homotopy and in the iterative solver is applied. During the
mesh adaptation the discretization error �j(ti) is adapted to be smaller than the homotopy
error �j(ti). Also at each iteration step of the algebraic eigensolver, the approximation error�j(ti) is adjusted, to avoid computing a solution that is too accurate in comparison to the
discretization error �j(ti). The adaptation of the homotopy parameter t is based on the max-
imal number of refinement levels . Currently, however, there is no theoretical justification
for the optimal choice of  that will lead to the minimal number of mesh refinement steps.

In summary, for Algorithm 1 fixed step sizes in t are considered together with the adaptivity
in the mesh size assuring that the complete discretization error � is below the homotopy error� for each homotopy parameter t. In Algorithm 2, the adaptivity in both the homotopy step
size � and the mesh size is achieved. Here, however, unlike in Algorithm 1 the discretization
error is driven below the fixed tolerance ", which is the same at each homotopy step and
adaptation level. Algorithm 3 combines techniques of Algorithms 1 and 2. The homotopy
error � drives the mesh adaptivity and homotopy step sizes are adapted with respect to the
parameter . The best choice of the maximal number of refinement steps is still an open
question.
Future work will have to include the combination of presented concepts with methods that
deal with multiple eigenvalues, bifurcation points, ill-conditioning or jumps in the eigenpaths.
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Algorithm 3

Input: t0 = 0; �; q; T0(t0); "; !; Æ, , eu0(t0), eu?0(t0)
1: ` = 1; i = 0
2: while ti � 1 & ti�1 < 1 do
3: T0(ti) = T`�1(ti�1)
4: �(ti) = �
5: [eu0(ti); eu?0(ti)℄ = [eu`�1(ti�1); eu?̀�1(ti�1)℄
6: [�0(ti); �0(ti); eu0(ti); eu?0(ti)] = Estimate & Solve(T0(ti); �(ti); !; eu0(ti); eu?0(ti))
7: �(ti) = �`(ti)
8: j = 0
9: while �j(ti) > max(Æ�j(ti); ") do

10: if j >  then
11: i = i� 1
12: � = q�
13: j = 0
14: break
15: end if
16: j = j + 1
17: Mj(ti) = Mark(�j(ti); �)
18: Tj(ti) = Refine(Tj�1(ti);Mj(ti))
19: [euj(ti); eu?j(ti)℄ = [Pj;j�1euj�1(ti); Pj;j�1eu?j�1(ti)℄
20: [�j(ti); �j(ti); euj(ti); eu?j (ti)] = Estimate & Solve(Tj(ti); �(ti); !; euj(ti); eu?j (ti))
21: end while
22: ` = ` + j
23: if j <  then
24: � = q�1�
25: end if
26: ti+1 = min(ti + �; 1); i = i+ 1
27: end while
Output: e�`(1); eu`(1); eu?(1)
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5.2.4 Numerical experiments

This section presents some numerical results obtained with three adaptive homotopy Algo-
rithms 1–3 introduced in Section 5.2.3. As a model problem we consider��u + � � ru = �u in 
 and u = 0 on �
;
with 
 being either the unit square or the L-shape domain. In order to calculate the eigen-
value errors we use the reference values obtained by Aitken extrapolation on uniform meshes
[3].
Common to all experiments is that for Arpack [81] the number p of Arnoldi vectors equals
three and the maximal number MXITER of Arnoldi restarts is set to one [81]. All experiments
were realized using Matlab [90].
The homotopy starts with the simple symmetric eigenvalue problem with known smallest
eigenvalue �(t0) = 2�2 for the unit square and known approximation �(t0) � 9:6397238440219
[108] for the L-shape domain and then uses the homotopy to bring in the convection part.
All experiments determine the eigenvalue with the smallest real part, since it is known to be
simple and well-separated for any value of the convection parameter � [54], thus there are
no bifurcation points and algorithms are following analytic eigenpaths.
To recall the motivation of the homotopy method, it is important to note that for general
non-self-adjoint problems, there is no guarantee to achieve convergence to the eigenvalue
of interest if standard methods are used. Experiments show that with a small number of
Arnoldi vectors (i.e., a low dimensional Krylov subspace) and a random starting vector
Arpack does not find any good approximation to the eigenvalue for t = 1 even for very fine
meshes. Thus, the stable adaptive mesh refinement is not possible with a low cost variation
of the Arnoldi method as shown for self-adjoint problems in [91]. On the other hand the
numerical experiments show that starting from the symmetric problem and following the
eigenpath lead to sufficiently accurate approximations of the eigenpairs of the original non-
self-adjoint problem. This shows that we can view our algorithms as a way of providing a
starting vector for the non-self-adjoint problem which is sufficiently close to the eigenvector
of interest. Therefore, most of the computational work is expected to occur in the last
homotopy step t = 1 which is confirmed by the numerical experiments.

Example 1

For this example let 
 be the unit square 
 = [0; 1℄ � [0; 1℄. We choose the convection
parameter � = [20; 0℄T , the starting point of the homotopy t0 = 0, the marking parameter� = 0:3, the balancing parameter of the discretization and the approximation error estimator! = 0:1, the step size update parameter q = 1=2, the number of refinement steps  = 2,
the overall accuracy " = 10�1, the initial tolerance for the iterative solver � = 1 and the
balancing parameter of the homotopy and the discretization error estimator Æ = 0:1. A
reference value for the eigenvalue with the smallest real part is given by� � 119:7392:
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In general one can observe that all three algorithms lead to a finite sequence of homotopy
steps and to the approximation of the eigenvalue of interest at the last step t = 1. Notice
that for all algorithms, most of the computational work is done at the last step and therefore
for the final problem. This can be seen in Tables 5.8, 5.10 and 5.12 when comparing the
CPU time at the last step with the previous one. Note that here we only present the
data for the best approximation of each homotopy step and not these for the intermediate
approximations.
In Algorithm 1 the fixed homotopy step size � = 0:1 is chosen. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 for
Algorithm 1 show that a small homotopy step size leads to a sequence where the second
last homotopy step t = 0:9 does involve a small discrete problem, i.e., #DOF = 10370.
Therefore, most of the refinement is done only in the last homotopy step t = 1, when the
final accuracy is reached. The computational overhead introduced by the homotopy is minor
for the right choice of homotopy step size � . Since the best choice for � is not known, it
is necessary, and in practice reasonable, to introduce some extra computational overhead
by using adaptive step size control. One may notice that the value obtained in the second
last homotopy step has a large relative error and only the final approximation is good. As
displayed in Figure 5.15 this effect leads to a nonlinear convergence rate and results in larger
eigenvalue errors for ti < 1 and accurate values only for t = 1.

t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.0 18.7972 267.9989 0.0025677 286.7986
0.1 21.9037 250.3131 0.0003188 272.2171
0.2 17.6390 224.2302 0.0042579 241.8735
0.3 14.7243 204.8199 0.0066615 219.5508
0.4 12.0933 185.7716 0.0054502 197.8704
0.5 10.1746 167.8197 0.0560768 178.0503
0.6 7.8788 142.9867 0.0189887 150.8845
0.7 11.0907 121.0055 0.0577501 132.1540
0.8 8.4339 85.4466 0.0206147 93.9012
0.9 3.4934 44.0072 0.0025632 47.5031
1.0 0.0854 0.0000 0.0008344 0.0862

Table 5.7: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 1 for Example 1.
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t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time
0.0 20.31171 0.83037 65 0.04
0.1 21.19837 0.82296 65 0.05
0.2 23.76193 0.80155 114 0.09
0.3 28.68327 0.76045 222 0.13
0.4 35.57882 0.70286 436 0.17
0.5 44.58901 0.62762 838 0.24
0.6 55.71845 0.53467 1607 0.35
0.7 68.87482 0.42479 1607 0.41
0.8 83.83805 0.29983 3075 0.66
0.9 100.83461 0.15788 10370 1.86
1.0 119.74434 0.00004 587509 127.34

Table 5.8: The eigenvalue approximation e�`(t), the relative eigenvalue error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of

degrees of freedom (#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 1
applied to Example 1.

Algorithm 2 introduces the adaptive homotopy step size control. As initial step size � = 1 is
chosen. Tables 5.9 and 5.10 show that the first homotopy step is rejected and a smaller step
size � is taken. In this example Algorithm 2 chooses less homotopy steps than the other two
algorithms. Due to the fixed control of the discretization error by ", the number of degrees
of freedom is already high for the simple symmetric problem. This means that for ti < 1 the
error with respect to the DOFs is much larger than for the other algorithms as displayed in
Figure 5.15. On the other hand for the last step t = 1 the result is very accurate.

t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.00 0.0725 183.1140 0.0000000 183.1865
0.25 0.0649 156.7655 0.0000002 156.8303
0.50 0.0740 136.5043 0.0000012 136.5783
0.75 0.0640 88.4754 0.0000598 88.5395
1.00 0.0783 0.0000 0.0004680 0.0788

Table 5.9: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 2 applied to Example 1.

To overcome the drawback of a fixed step size in Algorithm 1 and a fixed discretization
error control in Algorithm 2, both techniques are combined in Algorithm 3. In Tables 5.11
and 5.12 we observe that the homotopy step size is decreased very much towards the end
of the homotopy process. This effect is due to the fact, that the algorithm increases the
number of DOF strongly only for t close to 1. This observation can be interpreted as that
the algorithm computes a sufficiently accurate initial approximation to an eigenvector fort = 1. Note that most of the computational costs arise during the last three homotopy steps.
Figure 5.15 shows that Algorithm 3 is a combination of the other two algorithms. The error
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t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time
0.00 19.74139 0.83513 18420 2.62
0.25 25.98903 0.78295 48506 20.51
0.50 44.73837 0.62637 124817 40.28
0.75 75.98888 0.36538 366519 112.36
1.00 119.74216 0.00002 641569 278.09

Table 5.10: The eigenvalue approximation e�`(t), the relative eigenvalue error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of

degrees of freedom (#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 2
applied to Example 1.

t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.0000 18.7972 267.9987 0.0025668 286.7984
0.2500 21.9560 224.1103 0.0070254 246.0733
0.5000 12.7398 173.0761 0.1539409 185.9698
0.7500 6.2305 99.7848 0.0008341 106.0161
0.8750 5.1172 54.7893 0.0003906 59.9069
0.9375 1.8715 27.6650 0.0001211 29.5367
0.9688 1.1430 14.0956 0.0271601 15.2658
0.9844 0.6630 7.0425 0.0141278 7.7196
0.9922 0.2189 3.4744 0.0006248 3.6940
1.0000 0.0745 0.0000 0.0020618 0.0765

Table 5.11: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t concerning Algorithm 3 applied to Example 1.

for approximations obtained at homotopy steps ti < 1 is much smaller than for Algorithm 2
but similar to that of Algorithm 1. In contrast to Algorithm 1 homotopy step sizes are
adapted, fewer homotopy steps are needed and they are more concentrated towards t = 1.
In Figure 5.16 all three algorithms are compared with respect to the computational time.
Obviously, Algorithm 2 and 3 need more time than Algorithm 1, since they reject some steps
during their automatic step size control. For more complicated problems, going beyond this
simple model example, it is expected that the adaptive step size control will lead to the
faster computation than the method with a fixed step size. The homotopy procedure in
Algorithm 1 introduces only a little computational overhead, with the possible drawback of
a small (unknown) fixed step size while Algorithm 2 does adapt the step size automatically,
but for the cost of larger computational overhead. In fact Table 5.10 shows that the overhead
is less than 1/2 of the overall CPU time, which is worthwhile. On the other hand Algorithm 3
needs even more computational time but combines the two advantages of Algorithm 1 and 2.
The increase of the CPU time is due to the fact that Algorithm 3 rejects many steps during
the homotopy process. Nevertheless, this moderate increase of the computational cost seems
to be reasonable for more difficult situations, where without path following techniques no
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t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time
0.0000 20.31171 0.83037 65 0.04
0.2500 25.86284 0.78401 112 0.25
0.5000 44.52525 0.62815 661 0.45
0.7500 75.97150 0.36553 3613 0.88
0.8750 96.37374 0.19514 6538 5.20
0.9375 107.66847 0.10081 21936 22.60
0.9688 113.63394 0.05099 40027 53.26
0.9844 116.67842 0.02556 71610 194.81
0.9922 118.19399 0.01290 226196 358.30
1.0000 119.76367 0.00020 685571 587.75

Table 5.12: The eigenvalue approximation e�`(t), the relative error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of degrees of

freedom (#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 3 for Example 1.

convergence to the desired eigenvalues can be guaranteed.
The final approximate primal and dual eigenfunctions for Algorithms 1, 2, and 3, together
with the corresponding meshes, are depicted in Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19. The final meshes
for all problems look quite similar. Notice that, due to the adaptive refinement procedure
for triangles, the symmetry of the mesh cannot be strictly preserved. For the square domain,
primal and dual solutions of the problem have almost independent supports living on the
opposite boundaries of the domain due to the convection in x direction. Therefore, all final
meshes look quite symmetric. This observation shows that, in general, it is necessary to
adapt the mesh for both the primal and dual eigenfunctions. Note that these meshes are
more refined towards the strong boundary layers of both the primal and the dual solution.

Example 2

As in the first example, let 
 be the unit square 
 = [0; 1℄ � [0; 1℄ and the convection
parameter � = [20; 0℄T . We choose the starting point of the homotopy t0 = 0, the marking
parameter � = 0:3, the balancing parameter of the discretization and the approximation
error estimator ! = 0:1, the step size update parameter q = 1=3, the number of refinement
steps  = 2, the overall accuracy " = 10�1, the initial tolerance for the iterative solver � = 1
and the balancing parameter of the homotopy and the discretization error estimator Æ = 0:1.
Note that the only difference to Example 1 is the choice of the homotopy update parameterq. Here we demonstrate how a different choice of q influences the homotopy process for
Algorithms 2 and 3. The results are presented in Tables 5.13– 5.16. Figures 5.20 and 5.21
compare the results obtained for Examples 1 and 2. In general we do not observe significant
differences, which confirms that presented algorithms seem to be rather robust with respect
to the adaptivity of the homotopy. Comparing the results with those of Example 1 shows that
the choice q = 1=3 leads to similar relative eigenvalue errors for ti < 1 but smaller relative
eigenvalue error at the end. It is remarkable that Table 5.14 indicates that Algorithm 2
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Figure 5.15: Convergence history of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 with respect to #DOF for Example 1.

generates a sequence with almost fixed homotopy step size � = 0:1. For Algorithm 2 the
choice of q = 1=3 leads to 10 homotopy steps compared to 5 steps in Example 1. Although
this is an increase by a factor of two, the overall computational costs increase only slightly.
This can be explained by the fact that at each homotopy step there are fewer refinements
and overall fewer rejections of homotopy steps than in Example 1. For Algorithm 3 the
choice of q = 1=3 leads to one additional homotopy step but computational costs moderately
decrease. All these examples show that a proper choice of the parameter q is important for
the overall performance of the algorithms.

Example 3

For this example let 
 be the L-shape domain 
 = [�1; 1℄�[0; 1℄[[�1; 0℄�[�1; 0℄. We choose
the convection parameter � = [10; 0℄T , the starting point of the homotopy t0 = 0, the marking
parameter � = 0:3, the balancing parameter of the discretization and the approximation error
estimator ! = 0:1, the step size update parameter q = 1=2, the number of refinement steps = 2, the overall accuracy " = 10�1, the initial tolerance for the iterative solver � = 1 and
the balancing parameter of the homotopy and the discretization error estimator Æ = 0:1. A
reference value for the eigenvalue with the smallest real part is given by� � 34:6397:
Again for Algorithm 1 a fixed step size � = 0:1 is chosen. The results look similar to those
of Examples 1 and 2. The eigenvalue errors for homotopy steps ti < 1 are rather large and
only the values for t = 1 are accurate. Table 5.18 shows that most of the CPU time is used
on the last level.
Algorithm 2 starts with a step size � = 1 which is reduced by the adaptive procedure to� = 0:25 and afterwards not changed any more. Therefore, Algorithm 2 needs in total only
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t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.0000 0.0725 183.1140 0.0000000 183.1865
0.1111 0.0912 168.2191 0.0000003 168.3103
0.2222 0.0942 159.3306 0.0000002 159.4248
0.3333 0.0989 152.3163 0.0000008 152.4151
0.4444 0.0960 143.1067 0.0000018 143.2027
0.5556 0.0911 129.1835 0.0000177 129.2746
0.6667 0.0801 108.7764 0.0001128 108.8567
0.7778 0.0683 80.8181 0.0000674 80.8864
0.8889 0.0957 45.0185 0.0054764 45.1197
1.0000 0.0754 0.0000 0.0000176 0.0755

Table 5.13: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 2 applied to Example 2.

t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time
0.0000 19.74139 0.83513 18420 2.49
0.1111 20.97550 0.82482 18790 16.60
0.2222 24.67750 0.79391 29056 25.07
0.3333 30.84926 0.74236 45356 30.59
0.4444 39.49122 0.67019 79339 40.55
0.5556 50.60291 0.57739 125471 57.97
0.6667 64.18232 0.46398 229212 94.00
0.7778 80.23295 0.32994 373527 163.85
0.8889 98.74642 0.17532 374404 223.33
1.0000 119.74011 0.00001 664996 347.61

Table 5.14: The eigenvalue approximation e�`(t), the relative eigenvalue error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of

degrees of freedom (#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 2
applied to Example 2.
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t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.0000 16.8811 263.0051 0.0021032 279.8883
0.3333 18.0718 206.6701 0.0269778 224.7690
0.6667 12.4096 131.4125 0.0267075 143.8488
0.7778 5.3468 93.0901 0.5150339 98.9520
0.8889 4.1960 49.5161 0.1155408 53.8276
0.9259 2.5740 33.2055 0.0664040 35.8459
0.9630 1.6085 16.6848 0.0016130 18.2949
0.9753 0.9158 11.0943 0.0048967 12.0149
0.9877 0.5368 5.5432 0.0030163 6.0829
0.9918 0.3062 3.6710 0.0001411 3.9773
1.0000 0.0585 0.0000 0.0001896 0.0586

Table 5.15: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 3 applied to Example 2.

t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time

0.0000 20.23079 0.83104 67 0.05
0.3333 30.72139 0.74343 211 0.29
0.6667 64.20818 0.46377 1283 0.46
0.7778 80.23738 0.32990 4610 1.90
0.8889 98.94516 0.17366 8390 2.47
0.9259 105.61009 0.11800 15539 20.97
0.9630 112.53208 0.06019 27839 38.42
0.9753 114.91115 0.04032 50910 92.94
0.9877 117.31628 0.02023 90675 148.05
0.9918 118.11498 0.01356 162166 340.33
1.0000 119.74169 0.00002 874628 510.75

Table 5.16: The approximation e�`(t), the relative error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of degrees of freedom

(#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 3 applied Example 2.
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Figure 5.16: Convergence history of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 with respect to CPU time for Example 1.5 homotopy steps and not 11 as Algorithm 1. Since the discretization error estimator at
each homotopy step is forced to be smaller than the fixed tolerance ", the number of degrees
of freedom is large already for the first homotopy step. Here, in contrast to the previous
examples, the approximation for the last step t = 1 is less accurate than for the other two
algorithms.
The results for Algorithm 3 show the nature of both other algorithms. The step size is chosen
adaptively without the loss of accuracy compared to the eigenvalue error of Algorithm 1.
Moreover, it needs only one more homotopy step than Algorithm 2 and meshes for stepsti < 1 are much coarser than those of Algorithm 2. Again most of the time is spent to
compute the final approximation on the last and the second last level. It is also interesting
to see that the second last approximation of the eigenvalue obtained in Algorithm 3 is much
better than the corresponding one for Algorithm 2, despite using four times fewer DOFs.
It is remarkable that for this more complicated example the fastest algorithm, with respect
to computational time, is Algorithm 3, see Figure 5.23. This experiment strongly underlines
the advantages of adaptivity in all three directions, namely in the homotopy, discretization
and approximation process.
Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 show adaptively refined meshes obtained by Algorithms 1, 2 and
3 for Example 3. Note that due to the re-entrant corner meshes show stronger refinement
towards the origin. Since the solution for the self-adjoint problem is known to have a strong
singularity at the origin, it is not clear whether this extra refinement results from the homo-
topy process or from the refinement on the last homotopy step t = 1. Indeed, looking at the
approximated final primal and dual solution does not suggest extra refinement, since they
have function values close to zero at the origin, but this may be misleading. The fact that
the convection acts only along the x axis is clearly visible in the shape of the discrete primal
and dual solution. Note that the primal and dual solution are not mirror images as in the
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Figure 5.17: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 5130 nodes for Algorithm 1 applied to Example 1 with " = 2.
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Figure 5.18: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 6225 nodes for Algorithm 2 applied to Example 1 with " = 10.
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Figure 5.19: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 6663 nodes for Algorithm 3 applied to Example 1 with " = 10.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the convergence history of Algorithms 2, and 3 with respect to #DOF for
Example 1 and Example 2.

Figure 5.21: Comparison of the convergence history of Algorithms 2, and 3 with respect to CPU time for
Example 1 and Example 2.
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t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.0 7.1409 90.0380 0.0020414 97.1809
0.1 7.6368 83.3621 0.0197150 91.0186
0.2 5.1146 71.0670 0.0044748 76.1861
0.3 6.3955 67.5948 0.0474799 74.0378
0.4 4.7441 58.7391 0.0509343 63.5341
0.5 3.5712 50.2084 0.0339932 53.8136
0.6 2.5295 42.2268 0.1135079 44.8698
0.7 3.2350 33.5816 0.0020547 36.8187
0.8 2.3482 23.5356 0.0127627 25.8966
0.9 0.9418 11.9678 0.0041016 12.9137
1.0 0.0721 0.0000 0.0068876 0.0790

Table 5.17: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 1 applied to Example 3.

Figure 5.22: Convergence history of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 with respect to #DOF for Example 3.

previous examples, but again show strong boundary layers on opposite boundary edges.
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t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time

0.0 9.87965 0.71479 150 0.05
0.1 10.11007 0.70814 150 0.07
0.2 10.74190 0.68990 292 0.11
0.3 11.94127 0.65527 292 0.13
0.4 13.64386 0.60612 488 0.18
0.5 15.87295 0.54177 835 0.25
0.6 18.63379 0.46207 1546 0.38
0.7 21.85930 0.36895 1546 0.47
0.8 25.62643 0.26020 2769 0.69
0.9 29.89331 0.13702 9117 1.51
1.0 34.63932 0.00001 154994 79.15

Table 5.18: The eigenvalue approximation e�`(t), the relative eigenvalue error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of

degrees of freedom (#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 1
applied to Example 3.

t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.00 0.0688 64.7314 0.0000002 64.8002
0.25 0.0669 52.1595 0.0000032 52.2264
0.50 0.0864 41.3648 0.0000454 41.4512
0.75 0.0612 24.9728 0.0000235 25.0340
1.00 0.0654 0.0000 0.0002845 0.0657

Table 5.19: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 2 applied to Example 3.

t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time
0.00 9.64199 0.72165 18602 2.26
0.25 11.20316 0.67658 28573 15.85
0.50 15.88943 0.54129 39141 20.94
0.75 23.70187 0.31576 99976 37.13
1.00 34.62952 0.00029 168258 74.28

Table 5.20: The eigenvalue approximation e�`(t), the relative eigenvalue error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of

degrees of freedom (#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 2
applied to Example 3.
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t �`(t) �`(t) �`(t) error estimator
0.0000 7.1752 90.1329 0.0023012 97.3104
0.5000 4.3043 50.7307 0.0108970 55.0459
0.7500 2.7624 29.2814 0.1024431 32.1463
0.8750 1.1924 14.9202 0.0143657 16.1270
0.9375 0.4360 7.5295 0.0208416 7.9863
1.0000 0.0932 0.0000 0.0000282 0.0932

Table 5.21: The discretization �`(t), the homotopy �`(t), and the iteration �`(t) error estimator for all
homotopy steps t in Algorithm 3 applied to Example 3.

t e�`(t) j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j #DOF CPU time
0.0000 9.88054 0.71476 148 0.11
0.5000 15.87104 0.54183 698 0.34
0.7500 23.66888 0.31671 2156 0.98
0.8750 28.75123 0.16999 6912 3.10
0.9375 31.60501 0.08761 22058 11.88
1.0000 34.63909 0.00002 124469 32.37

Table 5.22: The approximation e�`(t), the relative error j�`(1)�e�`(t)jj�`(1)j , the number of degrees of freedom

(#DOF), and the CPU time for all homotopy steps t in Algorithm 3 applied to Example 3.

Figure 5.23: Convergence history of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 with respect to CPU time for Example 3.
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Figure 5.24: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 4926 nodes for Algorithm 1 for Example 3 with " = 3.
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Figure 5.25: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 3694 nodes for Algorithm 2 for Example 3 with " = 3.
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Figure 5.26: Primal (top left) and dual (top right) eigenfunction approximation for the final mesh
(bottom) with 3745 nodes for Algorithm 3 for Example 3 with " = 3.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

At the beginning of this work we wanted to answer all the questions and solve all the
problems. Over time, we realized that each answered question generates several new and
instead of being closer to our final goal we are actually moving away. Although, we did not
invent the wheel, we think that this work has shed a light on some important aspects of
adaptive finite element methods for the PDE eigenvalue problems.

A study of self-adjoint eigenvalue problems allowed us to investigate our new ideas, having the
complete theoretical framework in hand. Based on a simple example we confirmed the danger
of underestimating the influence of the algebraic components on adaptive finite element
methods. With our new AFEMLA algorithm we extended the standard AFEM approaches
to incorporate the approximation error into the adaptation process. Furthermore, we showed
that the adaptive mesh refinement can be steered by the discrete residual vector, e.g., when
the problem is stated in the discrete formulation where only the underlying matrices and
meshes are available. With classical perturbation results we were able to prove upper bounds
for the eigenvalue and the eigenfunction error. Under certain assumptions similar results were
obtained for convection-diffusion problems. All our statements were illustrated with number
of numerical experiments. The idea of the AFEMLA algorithm where the inexact solution
is considered, has recently earned a large interest.

Following [9] we have formulated functional perturbation results for PDE eigenvalue problems
including the functional backward error and the functional condition number. These results
are used to relate the eigenvalue and the eigenvector error to the residual and furthemore
to establish a combined a posteriori error estimator embodying the discretization and the
approximation error. At the end of the chapter on self-adjoint problems the balanced AFEM
algorithm was introduced. Exploiting the result of [65] on a discrete H1(
)- and H�1(
)-
norm, we have determined a combined a posteriori error estimator and designed the balanced
AFEM algorithm which significantly reduces the number of eigensolver iterations. The
eigensolver stopping criterion is based on the equilibrating strategy, i.e., iterations proceed
as long as the discrete part of the error estimator dominates the continuous part. Several
numerical examples confirm the reliability of our estimator. A formal proof for the efficiency
of the combined error estimator and the convergence of the balancing algorithm is still
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an open question. Also there are several other choices of the eigensolver stopping criterion
which are an interesting subject for further research. The convergence of the inexact adaptive
algorithm based on a slightly different combined a posteriori error estimator is a subject of
the ongoing work.

The second part of the thesis was dedicated to exploit experiences from the self-adjoint prob-
lems and apply them to much more complicated problems. We have investigated the possible
extension of the AFEMLA algorithm to the class of real diagonalizable convection-diffusion
problems. Unfortunately, since the eigenfunction condition numbers grow exponentially with
respect to the size of the convection coefficient, we have reached the limits of our algorithm
very fast. Therefore, we have continued our work analyzing so-called homotopy methods.
A new adaptive homotopy approach was introduced to determine the particular eigenvalue
of the convection-diffusion problem. The idea of multi-way adaptivity based on three dif-
ferent errors, the homotopy, the discretization and the iteration error, was discussed. Also
here, several doors are still open for further research. The phenomena of path jumping or
bifurcation points as well as the subspace version of the algorithm have to be taken into
consideration.

Since decades practical applications lead to challenging PDE eigenvalue problems. Although
adaptive methods have gained a recognition and are well-established, they are far away
from needs in reality. Techniques like model reduction or reduced order modeling combined
with adaptive algorithms are still an open question. Multi-way adaptive methods incor-
porating optimization parameters are of particular interest. The mathematical theory and
algorithms for really nonlinear eigenvalue problems have to be developed. General non-self-
adjoint eigenvalue problems are still a great challenge and investigating methods like the
two-sided Arnoldi or the Jacobi-Davidson seems to be the right research direction. More-
over, implementation details like subspace recycling and deflation techniques in homotopy
or Newton methods need to be improved and combined within the adaptive loop. Most of
the commercially available codes are not satisfactory and need to be redesigned. Up to now,
there are only few results going beyond the elliptic PDE eigenvalue problems, which keeps
the whole research area of adaptive finite element methods for the parabolic and hyper-
bolic PDE eigenvalue problems still open. Furthermore, since research in quantum physic
and chemistry requires efficient large scale computations in multi-dimensions, the field of
adaptive methods for tensors is the future of multi-linear algebra.
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Chapter 7

Appendix

7.1 Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 4.1

Proof. From (2.31) we see thatjjjejjj2 = jjjuk � uk;hjjj2 = a(uk; uk)� 2a(uk; uk;h) + a(uk;h; uk;h):
Since ru(x) = p2� os(�x)
it follows that a(u; u) = Z 10 ru(x)ru(x)dx = Z 10 (p2� os(�x))2dx (7.1)= �2 Z 10 2 os2(�x)dx = �2 Z 10 (1 + os(2�x))dx= �2 Z 10 1dx+ �2 Z 10 os(2�x)dx = �2:
From ruh(x)jIi = �1hp2 sin(�ih) + 1hp2 sin(�(i + 1)h)
and property (4.4) we geta(uh; uh) = Z 10 ruh(x)ruh(x)dx = nXi=0 ZIi (ruh(x)jIi )2dx (7.2)= nXi=0 (ruh(x)jIi )2 ZIi dx = h nXi=0 (ruh(x)jIi )2 MAPLE= �2(os(�h)� 1)h2 :
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Additionally,a(u; uh) = 1Z0 ru(x)ruh(x)dx = 1Z0 p2� os(�x)ruh(x)dx (7.3)= nXi=0 xi+1=(i+1)hZxi=ih p2� os(�x)ruh(x)dx= nXi=0 ruh(x)jIi xi+1=(i+1)hZxi=ih p2� os(�x)dx= nXi=0 ruh(x)jIip2�( 1� sin(�(i + 1)h)� 1� sin(�ih))= nXi=0 ruh(x)jIip2(sin(�(i+ 1)h)� sin(�ih)) MAPLE= �2(os(�h)� 1)h2 :
From (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) we see thatjjjejjj2 = a(e; e) = a(u� uh; u� uh) = a(u; u)� 2a(u; uh) + a(uh; uh)= �2 � 2(�2(os(�h)� 1)h2 ) + (�2(os(�h)� 1)h2 ) = �2 + 2(os(�h)� 1)h2 :
Using Taylor expansion for os(ih) we obtainjjjejjj2 = �2 + 2(os(�h)� 1)h2 = �2 + 2(1� �2h22 + �4h44 + : : :+ 1)h2= �2 � �2 + �4h4h2 + : : : = O(h2);
which yields jjjejjj = O(h)
Proof of Proposition 4.2
Since uk(x) = p2 sin(k�x), the L2(
)-norm of the eigenfunction u corresponding to the
smallest eigenvalue is given bykuk2L2(
) = (u; u)L2(
) = 1Z0 u(x)u(x)dx = 1Z0 (p2 sin(�x))2dx (7.4)= 1Z0 2 sin2(�x)dx = 1Z0 (1� os(2�x))dx = 1Z0 1dx� 1Z0 os(2�x)dx= 1� ( 12� sin(2�)� 12� sin(0)) = 1:
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Using Simpson’s rule the following integrals can be computedZIi 'i(x)'i+1(x)dx = (i+1)hZih 'i(x)'i+1(x)dx (7.5)= (i + 1)h� ih6 �'i(ih)'i+1(ih) + 4'i((i+ 12)h)'i+1((i + 12)h)+ 'i((i + 1)h)'i+1((i+ 1)h)�= h6(1 � 0 + 4 � 12 � 12 + 0 � 1) = h6 ;ZIi[Ii+1 'i(x)'i(x)dx = 2 ihZ(i�1)h 'i(x)'i(x)dx (7.6)= 2 ih� (i� 1)h6 �'i((i� 1)h)'i((i� 1)h) + 4'i((i� 12)h)'i((i� 12)h)+ 'i(ih)'i(ih)�= 2h6(0 � 0 + 4 � 12 � 12 + 1 � 1) = 22h6 = 2h3 :
From (2.30), (7.5), and (7.6) we find thatkuhk2L2(
) = (uh; uh)L2(
) = 1Z0 uh(x)uh(x)dx (7.7)= 1Z0 nXi=1 'i(x)p2 sin(�x) nXi=j 'j(xj)p2 sin(�xj)dx= nXi=1 nXj=1 1Z0 'i(x)p2 sin(�xi)'j(x)p2 sin(�xj)dx= nXi=1 nXj=1 2 sin(�xi) sin(�xj) ZIi[Ii+1 'i(x)'j(x)dx= nXi=1 2 sin(�xi)�h6 sin(�xi�1 + 2h3 sin(�xi) + h6 sin(�xi+1)�

MAPLE= 13 os(�h) + 23 ;
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and(u; uh)L2(
) = 1Z0 u(x)uh(x)dx = 1Z0 p2 sin(�x) nXi=1 'i(x)p2 sin(�x)dx (7.8)= 2 1Z0 sin(�x) nXi=1 'i(x) sin(�xi)dx= 2 nXi=1 sin(�xi) 1Z0 sin(�x)'i(x)dx= 2 nXi=1 sin(�xi) ZIi[Ii+1 sin(�x)'i(x)dx= 2 nXi=1 sin(�xi)� ihZ(i�1)h sin(�x)x� (i� 1)hh dx+ (i+1)hZih sin(�x) ih� xh dx�
MAPLE= �2(os(�h)� 1)�2h2 :

(7.4), (7.7), and (7.8) together giveos\(u; uh) MAPLE= 6 j os(�h)�1h2 j�2p3 os(�h) + 6 ;
and sin\(u; uh) MAPLE= s�4 os(�h) + 2�4 � 12j (os(�h)�1)2h4 j�4(os(�h) + 2) :
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